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Abstract
We describe several algorithms for classifying, comparing and optimizing curves
on surfaces. We give algorithms to compute the minimum member of a given
homology class, particularly computing the maximum flow and minimum cuts,
in surface embedded graphs. We describe approximation algorithms to compute
certain similarity measures for embedded curves on a surface. Finally, we present
algorithms to solve computational problems for compactly presented curves.
We describe the first algorithms to compute the shortest representative of a
Z2-homology class. Given a directed graph embedded on a surface of genus g
with b boundary cycles, we can compute the shortest single cycle Z2-homologous
to a given even subgraph in 2O(g+b)n log n time. As a consequence we obtain an
algorithm to compute the shortest directed non-separating cycle in 2O(g)n log n time,
which improves the previous best algorithm by a factor of O(
p
n) if the genus is
a constant. Further, we can compute the shortest even subgraph in a given Z2-
homology class if the input graph is undirected in the same asymptotic running
time. As a consequence, we obtain the first near linear time algorithm to compute
minimum (s, t)-cuts in surface embedded graphs of constant genus. We also prove
that computing the shortest even subgraph in a Z2-homology class is in general
NP-hard, which explains the exponential dependence on g.
We also consider the corresponding optimization problem under Z-homology.
Given an integer circulation Φ in a directed graph embedded on a surface of genus
g, we describe algorithms to compute the minimum cost circulation that is Z-
homologous to Φ in O(g8n log2 n log2 C) time if the capacities are integers whose
sum is C or in gO(g)n3/2 time for arbitrary capacities. In particular, our algorithm
improves the best known algorithm for computing the maximum (s, t)-flow on
surface embedded graph after 20 years. The previous best algorithm, except for
planar graphs, follow from general maximum flow algorithms for sparse graphs.
Next, we consider two closely related similarity measures of curves on piecewise
linear surfaces embedded in IR3, called homotopy height and homotopic Frechét dis-
tance. These similarity measures capture the longest curve that appears and the
longest length that any point travels in the best morph between two given curves, re-
spectively. We describe the first polynomial-time O(log n)-approximation algorithms
for both problems. Prior to our work no algorithms were known for the homotopy
height problem. For the homotopic Frechét distance, algorithms were known only
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for curves on Euclidean plane with polygonal obstacles. Surprisingly, it is not even
known if deciding if either the homotopy height or the homotopic Frechét distance
is smaller that a given value is in NP.
Finally, we consider normal curves on abstract triangulated surfaces. A curve
is normal if it intersects any triangle in a finite set of arcs, each crossing between
two different edges of the triangle. Given a triangulated surface of complexity
n and a curve that crosses the triangulation X times, we can build another cell
decomposition of the input surface of complexity O(n), in O(min(X , n2 log X )) time,
whose 1-skeleton contains the input curve. We emphasize the the cell decomposition
algorithm takes polynomial time even if X is exponential. The main ingredient of our
cell decomposing algorithm is a technique to trace a curve in a triangulated surface.
We apply our abstract tracing strategy to solve well-known problems about normal
curves including computing the number of components, computing the number
of isotopy classes and computing the algebraic intersection number between two
curves. Our normal-coordinate algorithms are competitive with and conceptually
simpler than earlier algorithms.
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Curves have been the subject of study in many different branches of mathematics,
particularly in geometry and topology, because of their own interesting nature and
as a way toward understanding their containing spaces. Computational problems
about curves show up in different branches of computer science including computer
graphics, computer vision, machine learning, and biological computing
The curves in any space can be classified by equivalence relations. Perhaps the
most natural equivalence relation is homotopy, where two curves are equivalent
(homotopic) if one can be continuously deformed to the other within the space.
Homotopy classes compose the set of the fundamental group of the underlying space,
which is extensively used to study and classify spaces. In particular, the isomorphism
of the fundamental groups of two spaces is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition
for their homeomorphism [108], and this conditions leads to simple proofs of many
important theorems, including the fundamental theorem of algebra, the Brouwer
fixed point theorem, the Borsuk-Ulam theorem and the existence of non-trivial
knots [108]. Further, the fact that any group is isomorphic to the fundamental
group of some topological space [108] enlightens an intimate relation between the
study of embedded curves and abstract algebra.
Another relation that Poincaré [153] defined between curves is homology.
Roughly, two families of cycles are homologous if one can be transformed into
the other, using a continuous transformation that allows cycles to split and rejoin
at intersection points. Poincaré studied homology with the immediate objective of
generalizing a duality observed by Betti and finding a completely general version of
Euler’s formula [180]. The first order homology group of a surface is, in fact, the
abelianization of the fundamental group. Thus, homology as a relation is coarser
than homotopy, meaning that any pair of homotopic curves are also homologous
but not the other way around. However, homology groups still provide an accurate
classification of surfaces with interesting mathematical implications such as Brouwer
fixed point theorem and the invariance of dimension [108]). On the other hand,
because homology groups are abelian, homology spaces are essentially vector spaces,
which makes them much easier to deal with. Since homology groups provide valu-
able information about the underlying space and it is easier to compute with them,
they have found a wide range of applications including curve and surface recon-
struction [63], image data analysis [32], coverage in sensor networks [176], shape
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description [50]. See [58,68,92,191] for more extensive surveys of applications.
We can think of any equivalence relation as a crude similarity measure, in which
two curves are at distance 0 if they are equivalent and distance∞ if they are not.
More refined similarity measures can be defined by considering the geometry of
the underlying space. Measures of similarity like Hausdorff distance, earth mover
distance and the Frechét distance have found several applications in computer
science [120, 123, 148, 178]. For embedded curves on a surface, and particulary
for homotopic curves, a natural measure of similarity is the minimum “cost” of a
deformation of one curve to the other. Different costs of deformation has been
considered in the literature [19,40,69,187].
Different algorithms are required to classify or compare curves in different
representations. Curves can be combinatorially presented as walks in the primal
or dual cell complex of the underlying surface, or equivalently by recording the
sequence of triangles they intersect [45,47,75]. However, this simple method can be
far from being efficient. More compact methods include weighted train tracks [11,
12], Dehn-Thurston coordinates (with respect to a fixed pants decomposition of
the surface) [55, 82], compressed intersection sequence [166, 179] and normal
coordinates [4,163].
Normal coordinates were originally invented by Haken and Kneser [102,127]
to study problem about embedded surfaces in three manifolds. Because of their
compactness they are used to build polynomial size certificates for several problems;
examples are recognizing a trivial knot [4,107], recognizing a three-sphere [169]
and recognizing string graphs [164]. On the other hand, the compressed presenta-
tion of curves make their algorithmic problems more challenging; therefore, most of
the algorithmic results about compressed curves use highly non trivial techniques
like grammar based compression and word equations [163–165,179].
1.1 History
One of the oldest algorithms in this area is Dehn’s algorithm [54] to test whether
two given curves on a surface are homotopic, and specifically whether a curve can
be continuously contracted (it is null-homotopic). There are essentially two main
approaches to attack this problem. Building an appropriate covering space was
originally suggested by Schwartz, and further developed by Poincaré [154] and
Dehn [53]. On the other hand, Dehn observed that any contractible cycle can be
contracted through a set of local greedy moves. For a fixed surface Dehn’s algorithm
running time is linear in the complexity of the input curves, with a constant that
depends on the genus of the surface [13].
Several authors have considered the following problem. Given a surface of
complexity n and one embedded curve (resp. two embedded curves) with total
complexity `, decide wether it is null-homotopic (resp. they are homotopic). Dey
and Schipper [62,168] describe an algorithm that tests the contractibility in O(n+
2
` log g), observing that only a small portion of the universal cover is required to
be investigated. Later Dey and Guha [59] reconsidered Dehn’s method of greedy
contracting to obtain the first truly linear (O(n+ `)) time algorithm. Later, Lazarus
and Rivaud [131] reported a subtle flaw in their algorithm and describe another
linear time algorithm that constructs a small portion of a certain covering space.
Very recently, Erickson and Whittlesey [80] recast and simplify Lazarus and Rivaud’s
algorithm using the language of small cancelation theory [91] to avoid searching
any covering space.
Testing if two polygonal paths on the plane minus points are homotopic is
particularly interesting to many applications including circuit routing [136], motion
planning [96] and map simplification [9, 25]. Cabello et al. [30] describe an
O(n log n) time algorithm for this Euclidean version of the problem, and they proved
their running time is asymptotically optimal.
As a generalization to the classical shortest path problems (either geometric
or graph theoretic), many authors have considered the problem of computing the
shortest curve in a given homotopy class. Hershberger and Snoeyink [110] first
used the covering space concept to compute the shortest path (under two different
metrics) homotopic to a given path, in a boundary triangulated piecewise linear sur-
face of genus 0. Borrowing ideas from the decision algorithm of Cabello et al. [30],
Efrat et al. [70] and Bespamyatnikh [10] describe algorithms for Euclidean plane
minus a finite set of points.
Colin de Verdière and Lazarus [48,49] describe an algorithm to find the shortest
simple cycle homotopic to a given simple cycle in a surface embedded graph. Their
algorithm runs in polynomial time with respect to the complexity of the surface and
the input curve. Colin de Verdière and Erickson [46] give algorithms to compute
the shortest path (resp. cycle) homotopic to an arbitrary path (resp. cycle) of length
k in O(gnk) (resp. O(gnk log(nk))) time.
Testing whether two given cycles are homologous or not is essentially equivalent
to solving a system of linear equations; more precisely to check whether it has a
valid solution. Erickson and Whittlesey [79] describe an algorithm to compute the
homology class of any cycle in constant time per edge, after O(gn) preprocessing
time. However, the optimization problem of finding the shortest cycle in a given
homology class is more difficult. An argument of Chambers et al. [35] implies
that finding the shortest cycle (either simple or not) in a given homology class in a
surface graph is NP-hard; Chen and Friedman [42,43] proved that the corresponding
problem in simplicial complexes is NP-hard to approximate within any constant
factor. In this thesis we prove that computing the minimum element of a Z2-
homology class is NP-hard, yet fixed parameter tractable on surfaces. On the positive
side, we describe an efficient algorithm to compute the minimum element of a
Z-homology class in a given surface. Dunfield and Hirani [66] show that computing
the minimum element of a Z-homology class is NP-hard in general.
Computing shortest cycles in an equivalence class (homotopy or homology)
is intimately related to other well known problems like computing the minimum
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cut [39], computing the minimum non-separating cycle, computing the minimum
non-contractible cycle [76,183], computing a tight system of loops and computing
a short cut graph [79]. See Chapter 3 for more explanation.
Given two homotopic cycles, one can consider infinitely many homotopies
to transform one to the other. However, depending on the application different
homotopies may have different costs [19, 40, 187]; it is natural to ask how to
find an optimal homotopy with respect to a given cost function. Brightwell and
Winkler [19] and Chambers and Letscher [40] define the homotopy height to be
the longest curve within the homotopy. Surprisingly, almost nothing is known about
the homotopy height problem beside the fact that it can be solved in polynomial
space for unweighted graphs.
The problem of finding the minimum cost homotopy is closely related to the
homotopic Frechét distance problem. Frechét distance has been used to compare
different objects in a various range of applications, including dynamic time warp-
ing [120], time series matching in databases [123], melody comparing in music
information retrieval [173], map-matching of vehicle tracking [18,190] and moving
object analysis [20,21].
Chambers et al. [36] observed that, although Frechét distance is natural for Eu-
clidean ambient spaces it ignores important features of more general ambient spaces.
As an alternative, they suggested the homotopic Frechét distance as a measure of
simularity for curves; the homotopic Frechét distance and the classic Frechét dis-
tance are identical in Euclidean ambient spaces. The homotopic Frechét distance of
two curves f and g is intuitively defined as follows. Imagine that a person and a
dog are simultaneously moving on f and g with no backward step. Then, the homo-
topic Frechét distance is the shortest possible leash that they need to be connected
during the entire move. The leash should be always embedded on the surface and
it only deforms continuously. More formally, the leash is a curve in the surface
that deforms continuously as the man and dog move. Similar to the homotopy
height problem, we only know few trivial facts about the complexity of computing
homotopic Frechét distance in general. Chambers et al. [36] described polynomial
time algorithms for curves in the Eculidean plane with polygonal punctures. In this
thesis we provide the first O(log n) approximation algorithms for both homotopy
height and homotopic Frechét distance in arbitrary discrete and piecewise linear
surfaces embedded in IR3.
Classification problems can be asked about curves (or surfaces) presented com-
pactly in normal coordinates. Schaefer et al. [163,166,179] consider several algorith-
mic questions about normal curves, such as computing the number of components
of a curve, deciding whether two given curves are isotopic, and computing algebraic
and geometric intersection numbers of pairs of curves. Classical algorithms for these
problems require explicit traversal or crossing sequences as input. By connecting
normal coordinates with grammar-based text compression [132,133,141,161] and
word equations [65, 152, 159, 160], Schaefer et al. developed algorithms whose
running times are polynomial in the bit complexity of the normal coordinate vector,
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which they call the normal complexity of the curve. These algorithms rely on a com-
plex algorithm of Plandowski and Rytter [152] to compute compressed solutions of
word equations. We are unaware of any precise time analysis, but as Plandowski and
Rytter’s algorithm uses a nested sequence of quadratic- and cubic-time reductions, its
running time is quite high. Štefankovic [179] described simpler algorithms for some
of these problems in time linear in the normal complexity, or O(n log(X/n)) time,
by reducing them to an elegant algorithm of Robson and Deikert [159,160] to solve
word equations with a certain special structure. Some of the problems considered
by Schaefer et al. can also be solved in polynomial time using the polynomial-time
orbit-counting algorithm of Agol, Hass, and Thurston [4]. Dynnikov and Wiest [67]
later developed a special case of the orbit-counting algorithm to reconstruct braids
from their planar curve diagrams; Dehornoy et al. [56] refer to this variant as the
transmission-relaxation method.
1.2 New results
In this thesis we consider several computational problems about embedded curves
on surfaces. We mostly focus on problems that are related to classification of curves
and measuring their similarity. In Chapter 2 we briefly overview some required
background.
In Chapter 3 we concentrate on the problem of finding the minimum element of
a Z2-homology class; the results in this chapter are joint work with Erin Chambers
and Jeff Erickson [39,77]. The elements of Z2-homology classes are even subgraphs
(or equivalently, collections of cycles). An even subgraph is null-homologous if it
is the boundary of a subset of faces; two even subgraphs are homologous of their
union is null-homologous.
Since Z2-homology groups are vector spaces, each homology class can be rep-
resented by a bit vector, called its homology signature, whose length is linear in
the genus of the graph. This bit vector is dependent to the choice of the basis of
the homology vector space. The basis can be represented by a set of paths, called
a system of arcs, whose removal leaves a topological disc. Let [H] denote the
signature of the even subgraph H, with respect to a certain basis. Then [H] encodes
the parity of the number of times that H crosses the paths of the homology basis.
To compute the shortest even subgraph homologous to H, we observe that such an
even subgraph can be decomposed to a set of simple cycles each as short as possible
in its homology class, and whose sum of signatures is [H]. To this end, we compute
the shortest cycle in every homology class and then use a dynamic programming to
merge them.
The high level idea of our algorithm to compute the shortest cycle in a given
homology class is as follows. Assume that we know a vertex v of the graph that is
on the cycle that we are looking for. Now, we want to compute a cycle through v
that has a certain signature and it is as short as possible. We build a new larger
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space that encodes both the destination and the signature of paths. Each vertex in
the covering space is a pair composed of a vertex of the graph and a signature (bit
vector) (u,δ). Cycles that contain v with signature δ are projections of paths in
the covering space from (v, 0) to (v,δ), thus the problem is reduced to computing
shortest paths in a larger space. Fortunately, we can prove that the larger space
is not too large, and we can speedup our algorithm using fast multiple source
shortest path finders [27, 125]. Overall, our algorithm runs in 2O(g)n log n time.
In an earlier result [39] we described an gO(g)n log n algorithm to solve the same
problem; Italiano et al. [114] recently improved the running time of our algorithm
to gO(g)n log log n.
Given a graph embedded on a surface and two vertices s and t, we prove that
the minimum (s, t)-cut is dual to shortest even subgraph in a certain Z2-homology
class. We immediately a near linear time algorithm to compute the minimum cut
in an undirected surface embedded graph of constant genus. On the other hand,
the minimum non-separating cycle is the shortest cycle that is not null-homologous.
Since our algorithm finds the shortest directed cycle in every homology class, in
particular, it finds the shortest directed non-separating cycle.
The running time of our algorithm depends exponentially on the genus of the
graph. We show that this exponential dependency is necessary by proving that
computing the minimum Z2-homologous even subgraph is NP-hard.
In Chapter 4 we consider the maximum flow problem for surface embedded
graphs; the results in this chapter are joint work with Erin Chambers and Jeff
Erickson [37,38]. The maximum flow problem is the linear programming dual of
the minimum cut problem; however, our solution requires significantly different
techniques. To solve the maximum flow problem, we observe that homology can
be used to partition the space of all flows in a surface embedded graph. A flow is
feasible (with respect to a capacity function on the edges) if it does not oversaturate
any edge of the graph. We say that a homology class is feasible if it contains a
feasible flow. We describe a canonical way to represent each homology class by
computing what we call a flow homology basis, which resembles a system of arcs.
Generalizing a technique used in planar maximum flow algorithms [186], we obtain
an oracle to compute a feasible flow within a given flow homology class if one exists
or recognize that the given homology class is not feasible. We use the membership
separation oracle to obtain a O(g8n log2 n log2 C) time algorithm if the inputs are
integers whose sum is at most C , and a gO(g)n3/2 time algorithm in general to
compute the maximum flow on a surface embedded graph of genus g.
In Chapter 5 we describe efficient O(log n)-approximation algorithms for two
closely related problems, namely the homotopy height and the homotopic Frechét dis-
tance; the results in this chapter are joint work with Sariel Har-Peled, Mohammad
Salavatipour and Anastasios Sidiropoulos [103]. Both of our algorithms work with
the assumption that the input curves are on the boundary of a triangulated disk.
Our algorithm to compute the homotopy height exploits a simple divide an conquer
strategy. Roughly speaking, we find a short intermediate path that splits the disk into
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two smaller disks with roughly equal complexity; we then solve the problem within
each subdisk recursively. The paths we find at each level of recursion are longer
than the paths found in the previous level by at most a constant times the actual
homotopy height; the length of the first splitting path is at most a constant times
the actual homotopy height; and the recursion tree has O(log n) levels. Thus the
length of the longest path computed by our algorithm is a O(log n)-approximation
of homotopy height.
We use our homotopy height algorithm as an ingredient for an approximation
algorithm for the homotopic Frechét distance problem. At high level our algorithm
performs a search over possible values for the homotopic Frechét distance. To
determine whether our current guess is too small or too large, we classify regions
of the disk that are far from both curves as obstacles. Using a greedy algorithm,
we compute a subset of the disk that avoid all obstacles, such that the homotopic
Frechét distance within that subset is a constant-factor approximation of the true
homotopic Frechét distance. We then combine a constant factor approximation
algorithm of regular Frechét distance and our O(log n) approximation algorithm
for the homotopy height to obtain a leash sequence whose longest leash is O(log n)
times longer than the homotopic Frechét distance.
The O(log n) factor shows up in the homotopic Frechét distance algorithm only
because it uses the homotopy height as a subroutine. Thus, any constant factor
approximation algorithm for the homotopy height problem implies a constant factor
approximation algorithm for the homotopic Frechét distance.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we propose an efficient strategy to compute with curves
represented by normal coordinates; the results in this chapter are joint work with
Jeff Erickson [78]. Instead of using complex compression techniques to avoid
unpacking the crossing sequence of the input curve, our algorithms modify the
underlying cellular decomposition of the surface so that the curve has a small explicit
description with respect to the new decomposition. Specifically, given the normal
coordinates of a curve γ on a triangulated surface with n edges, we compute a new
cellular decomposition of the surface with complexity O(n), called a street complex,
such that γ is a simple path or cycle in the 1-skeleton. See Section 6.4 for the formal
definition and Figure 6.2 for an example.
At a high level, our algorithm simply traces the curve, continuously updating
the street complex to reflect the portion of the curve traced so far. A naïve imple-
mentation of our tracing strategy runs in O(X ) time, where X is the total number of
edge crossings; each time the curve enters a triangle by crossing an edge, we can
easily determine in O(1) time which of the other two edges of the triangle to cross
next. We describe a tracing algorithm that runs in O(n2 log X ) time, an exponential
improvement over the naïve algorithm for any fixed surface triangulation.
Our new algorithm relies on two simple ideas. First, we observe that for typical
curves, most of the decisions made by the brute-force tracing algorithm are redun-
dant. If a curve enters a triangle ∆ between two older elementary segments that
leave ∆ through the same edge, the new elementary segment must also leave ∆
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through that edge; see Figure 1.1. The street complex allows us to skip these
redundant decisions automatically.
① ② ③
Figure 1.1. Tracing three segments of a curve through a triangle. Tracing the third segment does not
require any decisions.
Second, even with redundant decisions filtered out, the naïve algorithm may
repeat the same series of crossings many times when the input curve contains
a spiral [67, 146, 165, 167]. Our algorithm detects spirals as they occur, quickly
determines the depth of the spiral (the number of repetitions), and then skips ahead
to the first crossing after the spiral. As a consequence of our tracing algorithm,
we obtain efficient algorithms for several problems about normal curves such as
computing the number of components of a curve, deciding whether two given curves
are isotopic, and computing algebraic and geometric intersection numbers of pairs of





In this chapter, we review several fundamental definitions, which are necessary
throughout the thesis, related to surfaces and surface embedded graphs. For more
comprehensive treatments, we refer the interested reader to Gross and Tucker [100]
and Mohar and Thomassen [143] for topological graph theory, and to Hatcher [108]
and Stillwell [180] for topology.
2.1 Graphs
Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. A directed (u, v)-walk in G is an alternating
sequence of vertices and directed edges W = (u = w0, e1, w1, e2, · · · , ek, wk = v),
where ei = wi−1→wi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. A (u, v)-walk is closed if u = v, a path if
it has no repeated vertices, and a cycle if it is a path with u = v its only repeated
vertex. Let W1 be a (u, v)-walk and W2 be a (v, w)-walk; their concatenation W1 ·W2
is defined as the concatenation of their corresponding vertex sequences.
A cut (S, T) in G is a partition of vertices into two disjoint subsets S and T ;
(S, T ) is an (s , t )-cut if and only if s ∈ S and t ∈ T , for any two vertices s and t.
A spanning tree T of a connected graph G = (V, E) is a maximal subgraph of G
that contains no cycles.
2.2 Surfaces
A surface Σ (or a 2-manifold) is a topological space where every point has a
neighborhood homeomorphic to either a 2-dimensional Euclidean plane or a closed
half-plane. The union of all the points in the space that are homeomorphic to a
half-plane is called the boundary of Σ and it is denoted by ∂Σ. The boundary of a
surface is homeomorphic to the union of a finite set of disjoint circles. A surface is
non-orientable if it contains a subspace homeomorphic to the Möbius band, and it
is orientable otherwise.
A path in a surface Σ is a continuous function σ : [0,1]→ Σ. A loop is a path
whose endpoints p(0) and p(1) coincide; we refer to this common endpoint as the
basepoint of the loop. An arc is a path whose endpoints lie on the boundary of Σ.
A cycle is a continuous function γ: S1→ Σ. We refer to any union of paths, loops,
arcs, and cycles as curves; indeed a curve may be disconnected. We will usually
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not distinguish between a path/cycle and its image in Σ. A curve is simple if the
function that defines it is injective, except for the basepoint in the case of loops. The
reversal p of a path p is defined by setting p(t) = p(1− t). The concatenation p ·q
of two paths p and q with p(1) = q(0) is the path created by setting (p ·q)(t) = p(2t)
for all t ≤ 1/2 and (p · q)(t) = q(2t − 1) for all t ≥ 1/2.
A simple arc is properly embedded if it intersects ∂Σ only at its endpoints;
similarly, a simple cycle is properly embedded if it avoids ∂Σ entirely. A properly
embedded curve is a finite collection of disjoint, properly embedded arcs and cycles.
We emphasize that curves may have multiple components.
A cycle γ is separating if Σ\γ is not connected. The genus of a surface Σ is the
maximum number of disjoint cycles whose removal leaves Σ connected.
2.3 Auxiliary directed graph
For an undirected graph G = (V, E), for the sake of argument we define an auxiliary
directed graph ~G = (V, ~E) by conceptually replacing each undirected edge with a
pair of antisymmetric directed edges. Following Borradaile and Klein [16] we refer
to the directed edges as darts. We emphasize that the darts are really conceptual
directed edges that do not change the embedding of G, and we do not introduce
any new faces. Let ~e = u→ v be a dart that leaves u and enters v. We call u and v
the tail and the head of ~e, respectively. The reversal of ~e, denoted by v→u, is the
dart that leaves v and enters u. The definition of darts can be extended to cover
graphs with loops and parallel edges, where different darts correspond to different
parallel edges and a dart and its reversal are identical if and only if they correspond
to a loop.
2.4 Graph embedding
An embedding of a graph G = (V, E) on a surface Σ is composed of a mapping from
V to distinct points of Σ and a collection of mappings from E to paths in Σ that
are disjoint except at common endpoints. A face of an embedding is a maximal
connected subset that avoids the image of V and E. An embedding is cellular if its
faces are homeomorphic to open discs. In any cellular embedding, each connected
component of a the boundary of Σ as well as the boundary of each face of the
embedding is covered by a closed walk of G. Any cellularly embedded graph can be
presented by a rotation system, which is a permutation pi of the darts, where pi(~e)
is the dart that appears after ~e in the counterclockwise ordering of darts leaving
tail(~e).
Suppose G is a n-vertex graph cellularly embedded on a surface Σ of genus g
with b boundaries. According to Euler’s formula |V | − |E|+ |F | = 2− 2g − b if Σ
is orientable and |V | − |E|+ |F | = 2− g − b if Σ is non-orientable. In either case,
Euler’s formula implies that there are O(n+ g + b) edges and faces if G is simple.
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Given a cellular embedding of G, every dart separates two (possibly equal) faces of
G, called the left shore and the right shore. We use f ↑ f ′ to denote a dart whose
left shore is f and whose right shore is f ′; thus, rev( f ↑ f ′) = f ′↑ f .
Two paths in a combinatorial surface cross if no continuous infinitesimal per-
turbation makes them disjoint; if such a perturbation exists, then the paths are
non-crossing. We say that a cycle γ is non-self-crossing if no two sub-paths of γ
cross, weakly simple if γ is non-self-crossing and traverses each edge at most once,
and (strictly) simple if γ visits each vertex at most once.
Cutting a surface along a cycle or an arc modifies both the surface and the
embedded graph. Let G be a graph embedded on a surface Σ and γ be any cycle
G, we define a new embedded graph G Qγ and a new surface Σ Qγ by taking the
topological closure of Σ\γ as the new underlying surface; the new embedded graph
contains two copies of each vertex and edge of γ both on the border of its boundary.
2.5 Duality
Let G = (V, E) be a graph embedded on a surface Σ of genus g with no boundary,
and let F be the set of faces in the embedding. The dual graph G∗ is defined as an
embedded graph on Σ that has a vertex f ∗ for each face f ∈ F . There is an edge







Figure 2.1. Graph duality. One edge u→v and its dual (u→v)∗ = f ∗↑g∗ are emphasized.
The tree-cotree decomposition (T, C , L) of G is composed three disjoint sets:
T is a spanning tree of G, C∗ is a spanning tree of G∗, and L is a set of extra
edges. Euler’s formula implies that L contains 2g or g edges if Σ is orientable or
non-orientable, respectively.
If Σ is a surface with boundary, G∗ has boundary vertices that correspond to
boundary faces of G. In this case, we can obtain a tree-coforest decomposition by
computing the tree-cotree decomposition (T, C , L), make the dual spanning tree
C∗ a rooted spanning tree R∗ by picking an arbitrary boundary vertex to be the
root, and remove all boundary vertices to obtain the forest F∗. Each vertex of F∗
is assigned to its lowest ancestor in R∗ that is a boundary vertex. Since the root
of R∗ is a boundary vertex each connected component of F∗ is assigned to a single
boundary vertex. Equivalently, the coforest F has one component per boundary.
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2.6 Homotopy and isotopy
Homotopy is an equivalence relation between curves that captures the notion of
continuous deformation. Two paths p and p′ are homotopic if there is a continuous
map h: [0,1] × [0,1] → Σ such that h(0, t) = p(t) and h(1, t) = p′(t) for all
t, and h(·, 0) and h(·, 1) are constant maps. Two cycles γ and γ′ are (freely)
homotopic if there is a continuous map h: [0, 1]× S1→ Σ such that h(0, t) = γ(t)
and h(1, t) = γ′(t) for all t. A loop or cycle is contractible if it is homotopic to a
constant map; an arc is contractible if it is homotopic to a subpath of a boundary
cycle.
A (proper) isotopy between two cycles γ and γ′ is a continuous map h: [0, 1]×
S1 → Σ such that h(0, ·) = γ and h(1, ·) = γ′, and h(t, ·) is a properly embedded
cycle for all t ∈ [0,1]. Similarly, a (proper) isotopy between two arcs α and α′ is
a continuous map h: [0,1]× [0,1]→ Σ such that h(0, ·) = α and h(1, ·) = α′, and
h(t, ·) is a properly embedded arc for all t ∈ [0, 1]. The definition of isotopy extends
naturally to properly embedded curves with multiple components. Two curves are
isotopic, or in the same isotopy class, if there is a isotopy between them.
2.7 Chains, circulations, and flows
Let G = (V, E) be a graph cellularly embedded on an orientable surface Σ, and let F
be the set of faces of the embedding. A 2-chain α : F → IR assigns weights to the
faces of the graph; a 1-chain φ : E→ IR assign weights to the edges of the graph;
and a 0-chain ω : V → IR assigns weights to the vertices of the graph. It is helpful
to think about a 1-chain as a function that assigns numbers to each dart such that
φ(~e) =−φ(rev(~e)).





Similarly, the boundary of a 2-chain α is defined as
∂α( f ↑g) = α( f )−α(g).
A circulation is a 1-chain whose boundary is trivial; that is the conservation
constraint ∂φ(v) = 0 holds for every vertex v. For any two vertices s and t a
1-chain whose boundary is 0 everywhere except possibly at s and t is called an
(s , t )-flow. In this case |∂φ(s)|= |∂φ(t)| is called the value of the flow φ, denoted
|φ|.
The (first) chain space C(G) of an embedded graph is the vector space of
all possible 1-chains, which is clearly isomorphic to IR|E|. The cycle space Z(G)
is the vector space of all possible circulations, which is isomorphic to IR|E|−|V |+1.
Finally, the flow space Z(G; s t ) is the space of all (s, t)-flows, which is isomorphic
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to IR|E|−|V |+2. Intuitively, one can think of a flow space as the cycle space when s and
t are identified.
2.8 Homology
The boundary of any 2-chain α : F → IR is defined to be ∂α : E → IR, where
∂α( f ↑g) = α(g) − α( f ) for any edge f ↑g ∈ E. A boundary circulation is the
boundary of some 2-chain, which is indeed a circulation. In planar graphs, any
circulation is a boundary circulation as well, which is not true for higher genus
surfaces. The boundary space B(G) is a vector space of all possible boundary
circulations, which is isomorphic to IR|F |−1.
Two flows or circulation (any two 1-chains, in general) φ andψ are homologous
(or in the same homology class) if and only if φ −ψ is a boundary circulation. Thus
the homology space H(G), the space of all homology classes, is the quotient space
Z(G)/B(G), which is by definition homeomorphic to IR|E|−|V |−|F |+2 which is IR2g by
Euler’s formula. The (s , t )-flow homology space H(G; s t ) is similarly defined to
be the space of all homology classes of (s, t)-flows, which is isomorphic to IR2g+1.
2.9 Piecewise linear surfaces
A piecewise linear surface is composed of a finite number of Euclidean polygons by
identifying pairs of equal length edges. The interiors of the constituent polygons
are called the faces of the surface. The vertices and edges of the surface are the
equivalence classes of the vertices and edges of the polygons. A piecewise linear is a
triangulation if all its faces are triangles.
An embedding of a triangulation Σ to IRd is an injective map Φ : Σ→IRd , such
that each triangle maps to the convex hull of three points in IRd . We say that a
triangulation can be embedded in IRd if such an embedding exists. Most piecewise-
linear surfaces cannot be embedded in any Euclidean space; consider, for example,
the flat torus obtained by identifying opposite sides of the unit square.
A geodesic is a path that is locally as short as possible; for any point x in a
geodesic γ, a sufficiently small neighborhood of γ around x is a shortest path; in
particular any shortest path is a geodesic. If γ is a geodesic in a piecewise-linear
surface Σ, any subpath of γ that lies entirely within a face of Σ is a straight line
segment. Similarly, a subpath of γ that crosses an edge of Σ from one face A to
another face B is a line segment in the polygon obtained by unfolding A and B
into a common planar coordinate system [57,135]. A geodesic is simple if it does
not self-intersect. We emphasize that a simple geodesic may cross each face of a
piecewise-linear surface arbitrarily many times, or even infinitely many times; again,
consider the flat torus.
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2.10 Curve similarity
Comparing embedded curves is a challenging task with many applications, which is
elaborated in Chapter 5. In this section, we provide some preliminary definitions,
which are mostly used in that chapter. The subject of the definitions, and in fact our
algorithms, are paths instead of curves.
2.10.1 Frechét distance
Let Σ be a topological space with a metric d : Σ2→IR, and let f and g be two paths
in Σ. A parametrization φ : [0,1]→ [0,1] is a bijective continuous function. The





















where φ ranges over all orientation-preserving homeomorphisms.
While this distance makes sense when the underlying metric is Euclidean, it
becomes less natural if the distance function is more interesting. For example,
imagine walking a dog in the woods. The leash might get tangled as the dog and
the person walk on two different sides of a tree. Since the Frechét distance cares
only about the distance between the two moving points, the leash would “magically”
jump over the tree.
2.10.2 Homotopic Frechét distance and homotopy height
To address this shortcoming, a natural extension called homotopic Frechét distance
was introduced by Chambers et al. [34]. Informally, revisiting the above person-dog
analogy, we consider the infimum over all possible traversals of the paths, but this
time, we require that the person is connected to the dog via a leash. The homotopic
Frechét distance is the minimum length of a leash that allows the dog and its owner
to simultaneously traverse the curves.
More formally, consider a homotopy h : [0,1]2 → Σ, and four paths f , r, g, `
whose concatenation in this order is a closed walk. For fixed parameters s and t
consider `t(y) = h(t, y) and µs(x) = h(x , s) as functions of y and x , respectively.
The functions µ(y)≡ µt(y) and `(x)≡ `s(x) are parametrized curves that are the
natural restrictions of h to one dimension, by the x and y coordinates, respectively.
We require that µ(0) = f , µ(1) = g, `(0) = ` and `(1) = r. The homotopic width
of h is width(h) = max
































for any pair of paths in Euclidean
space of any dimension, as we can always pick the leash to be a straight line segment
between the person and the dog. However, this is not true for general ambient
spaces, where the leash might have to pass over obstacles or hills. In particular, in
most spaces, usually, the leash is not always a shortest path during the motion.
Efrat et al. [69] refer to the homotopic Frechét distance as the morphing width
of f and g, which bounds how far a point on f has to travel to its corresponding
point in g under the morphing of h. The length of µ(s) is the height of the morph

















where h varies over all possible maps h : [0, 1]2→Σ such that h(0, ·) = `, h(1, ·) = r,
h(·, 0) = f and h(·, 1) = g. See Figure 2.2 for an example. Note that if we do
not constraint the endpoints of the paths during the homotopy to stay on `(0) and
`(1), the problem of computing the minimum height homotopy is trivial. One can
contract f to a point, send it to g from the shortest ( f , g)-path, and then expand




when f and g have common
endpoints.
Intuitively, the homotopy height measures how long the path has to become as
it deforms from f to g, and it was introduced by Chambers and Letscher [40,41]
and Brightwell and Winkler [19]. Observe that if we are given the starting and
ending leashes `(0) and `(1) then the homotopy height of f and g, is the homotopic
Frechét distance between `(0) and `(1).
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2.10.3 Discrete problems
Let W1 be an (s, t)-walk and f be a face in G. Assume that α1 is a subwalk of W1
and ∂ f = α1 ∪α2, where α1 and α2 are walks that share endpoints u and v, such
that u is closer to s on W1. The face flip operation is defined as follows. The walk
W2 =W1[s, u] ·α2 ·W1[v, t] is the result of flipping W1 over f . In this case, we say
that W1 and W2 are one face flip operation apart.
Now, let W1 be an (s, t)-walk and e = u→v be an edge in G. Assume that u ∈W1.
We obtain the walk W2 =W1[s, u] · (u→v) · (v→u) ·W1[u, t] after applying a spike
operation on W1 along e. In this case, we can obtain W1 from W2 by applying a
reverse spike operation along e. We say that W1 and W2 are a spike operation apart.
In general, we say that W1 and W2 are one operation apart if we can transform one
to the other using a single face flip, spike, or reverse spike. Letscher and Chambers
refer to the same set of operations as: face lengthening, face shortening, spike and
reverse spike.
Figure 2.3. From left to right: face-flip, spike/reverse spike, man-move and dog-move.
Let A= (a0, a1, . . . , ak) and B = (b0, b1, . . . , bl) be walks of G. An (A, B)-walk is
a walk that has one endpoint on A and one endpoint on B. The walk W1 = (ai =
w1, w2, . . . , wk = b j) changes to the walk W2 = (ai+1, ai = w1, w2, . . . , wk) after a
man move. Similarly, the walk W1 = (ai = w1, w2, . . . , wk = b j) changes to the walk
W2 = (w1, w2, . . . , wk = b j , b j+1) after a dog move. An endpoint move is either a
man move or a dog move. A leash operation is a man move, a dog move, a face
flip, a spike or a reverse spike.
A sequence of (A, B)-walks, (W1, W2, . . . , Wq) is called an (A, B)-leash sequence if
W1 is a (a0, b0)-walk, Wq is a (ak, bl)-walk and for all 1≤ i < q, Wi changes to Wi+1
by a set of leash operations that contains exactly one endpoint move. The height
of a leash sequence is the length of its longest walk. The discrete Frechét distance
of A and B is the height of the minimum height (A, B)-leash sequence. The leash
sequence (W1, W2, . . . , Wq) contains no gap if Wi changes to Wi+1 by exactly one
leash operation. The discrete homotopic Frechét distance of A and B is the height
of the minimum height (A, B)-leash sequence that contains no gap.
Let L and R be two (s, t)-walks on the outer face of G with shared endpoints.
The sequence of walks (L = W0, W1, . . . , Wm = R) is a (L,R)-discrete homotopy if
for all 1≤ i ≤ m, Wi−1 changes to Wi with a single face flip, spike or reverse spike.
We may use the word homotopy as a short form of discrete homotopy when it is
clear from context. The height of the homotopy is the length of the longest walk in
its sequence. The discrete homotopy height between L and R, is the height of the
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In this chapter, we consider two related problems of testing whether two even
subgraphs are Z2-homologous and computing the minimum even subgraph or the
minimum cycle in a given Z2-homology class. In Chapter 4 we consider the related
problem of computing the minimum circulation in a Z-homology class, which
is intimately related to the problem of computing maximum flow on a surface
embedded graph.
In the rest of this chapter we describe results [39,77] about computing minimum
homologous cycles and even subgraphs. We focus on Z2-homology in this chapter;
throughout the current chapter when we use the word homology without any prefix
we mean Z2-homology. We start by giving a brief overview of the related results
in Section 3.1. In section 3.2 we show that fast algorithms for two well-known
problems in topological graph theory, namely computing the minimum cut in an
undirected embedded graph and computing the minimum non-separating cycle in a
directed graph, are implied by our results . In Section 3.4 we introduce the notion of
homology signature, which is a vector representation of homology classes, and use it
to design a linear time algorithm for testing homology. Homology signatures prove
to be further helpful in Section 3.5 when we introduce the concept of Z2-homology
cover and describe a 2O(g)n log n time algorithm to compute the minimum element
of a Z2-homology class, for an alternative algorithm that runs in gO(g)n log log n
see our paper [39]. Finally, in Section 3.6, we show that fixed parameter tractable
algorithms are the best we can hope for by proving that computing the minimum
Z2-homologous subgraph is in general NP-hard.
3.1 Related results
In this section, we review previously known results; we refer the interested reader
to two survey papers by Colin de Verdière and Erickson [45,75].
3.1.1 Equivalent cycles
Testing whether two subgraphs are equivalent (homotopic or homologous) is a
fundamental problem of computational topology. Dehn’s algorithm [54] to test
whether two loops are homotopic or two cycles are freely homotopic is one of the
oldest algorithms in this category. A simpler and linear time algorithm has been
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developed to solve the same decision problem as a result of a series of works [59,
80, 131]. In Section 3.4 we describe the first linear time algorithms [77] to test
whether two cycles are Z2-homologous.
Several authors have considered the related question of finding the shortest
cycle in a surface graph that is either homotopic to a given cycle. Colin de Verdière
and Erickson [46] describe an algorithm to compute the shortest cycle homotopic
to a given cycle in a combinatorial surface in O(gnk log nk) time, where k is the
number of edges in the input cycle, following a series of work that consider different
versions of this problem [10,30,48,49,70,110].
An argument of Chambers et al. [35] implies that finding the shortest cycle
(either simple or not) in a given Z2-homology class in a surface graph is NP-hard;
Chen and Friedman [42,43] proved that the corresponding problem in simplicial
complexes is NP-hard to approximate within any constant factor.
In Section 3.6 we give a similar proof to Chambers et al. [39] for the NP-hardness
of computing the minimum element of a Z2-homology class. In Section 3.5 we
present an algorithm to find the shortest Z2-homologous cycles in 2O(β)n log n and
gO(β)n log log n time. In Chapter 4 we describe a result by Chambers et al. [38] to
find the minimum-cost circulation in a given real or integer homology class in a
directed surface-embedded graph in polynomial time; Dey et al. [60] generalized this
result to arbitrary chains of arbitrary dimension in arbitrary simplicial complexes.
3.1.2 Shortest non-trivial cycles
The problem of finding shortest topologically nontrivial cycles in embedded undi-
rected graphs has a long history. Itai and Shiloach [113] observed that the minimum
(s, t)-cut in an undirected planar graph G is dual to the minimum-cost cycle that
separates faces s∗ and t∗ in the dual graph G∗. Thus, Frederickson’s minimum cut
algorithm [88] computes the shortest nontrivial cycle in a combinatorial annulus
in O(n log n) time. Thomassen [183] developed the first efficient algorithm for
graphs on arbitrary surfaces, which runs in O(n3) time and exploits the so-called
3-path condition; see also Mohar and Thomassen [143, Sect. 4.3]. Erickson and
Har-Peled described a faster algorithm that runs in O(n2 log n) time [76]. This
is the fastest algorithm known for arbitrary surface-embedded graphs; however,
several faster algorithms are known when the genus g of the underlying surface is
small [26,27,31,128].
The history for directed embedded graphs is much shorter, in part because neither
Thomassen’s 3-path condition nor Cabello and Mohar’s crossing condition hold. The
shortest nontrivial directed cycle in an annular graph is dual to either the minimum
(s, t)-cut or the minimum (t, s)-cut in the directed planar dual graph, whichever
has smaller capacity. Both of these cuts can be computed in O(n log n) time using
planar flow algorithms. It appears that Jeniga and Koubeck’s algorithm [117] always
correctly computes the smaller of these two cuts. Cabello et al. [28] describe an
algorithm to find a shortest non-contractible and non-separating cycle in a directed
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surface graph in O(n2 log n) time and O(pgn3/2 log n) time, respectively, using a
subtle generalization of Thomassen’s 3-path condition. Erickson and Nayyeri [77]
found a 2O(g)n log n time algorithm to compute the shortest non-separating cycle;
see Section 3.5. Later Erickson [74] further improved the best known running times
by finding a O(g2n log n) time algorithm to compute the shortest non-separating
cycle and a O(gO(g)n log n) time algorithm to compute the shortest non-contractible
cycle. Very recently, Fox [85] gave a O(g3n log n) time algorithm to compute the
shortest non-contractible cycle.
3.1.3 Flows in sparse graphs
Euler’s formula implies that an n-vertex graph embedded on a surface of genus
O(n) has at most O(n) edges. The fastest known combinatorial maximum-flow
algorithms for sparse graphs, due to Sleator and Tarjan [177] and Goldberg and
Tarjan [95], run in time O(n2 log n). The minimum-cost maximum flow can be
computed in O(n2 log2 n) time using an algorithm of Orlin [145]. (For graphs
with small separators, the running time of Orlin’s algorithm can be improved
to O(n2 log n) by replacing Dijkstra’s algorithm with a linear-time shortest-path
algorithm [109, 182].) The fastest algorithm known for integer capacities, due
to Goldberg and Rao [94], runs in O(n3/2 log n log U) time, where U is an upper
bound on the edge capacities. A more recent algorithm of Diatch and Spielman [64]
computes the minimum-cost maximum flow in O(n3/2 polylog n log U) time.
3.1.4 Flows and cuts in planar graphs
Maximum flows in planar graphs have received considerable attention for more
than 50 years. Weihe [189] and Borradaile and Klein [14,16] describe the history
of planar flow algorithms in detail; we describe only a few important highlights.
Itai and Shiloach exploited the connection between maximum flows in an undi-
rected planar graph and shortest paths in its dual graph to obtain an O(n log n)-time
algorithm when the source and sink vertices lie on a common face [113]; see also
Hassin [105].
Reif [156] developed a divide-and-conquer algorithm to compute a minimum
cut, and thus the maximum flow value, in a planar undirected network in O(n log2 n)
time. Reif’s algorithm was extended by Hassin and Johnson to compute the ac-
tual maximum flow in O(n log n) additional time, using a carefully structured dual
shortest-path computation [106]. Frederickson subsequently improved Reif’s algo-
rithm to O(n log n) time [88]. Frederickson’s improvement can also be obtained
more directly using more recent planar shortest-path algorithms [27,109,125,182].
The same improvement can also be obtained using more recent multiple-source
shortest path algorithms by Klein [125] and Cabello and Chambers [27]. Very
recently, after almost 25 years without progress, Italiano et al. [114] described an
improved algorithm that runs in O(n log log n) time.
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Maximum flows in directed planar graphs were first investigated by Johnson and
Venkatesan [118], who described a divide-and-conquer algorithm, based on recur-
sive separator decompositions, with running time O(n3/2 log n). Venkatesan [186]
observed that a feasible flow with a given value, if such a flow exists, can be
computed in O(n3/2) time by computing a single-source shortest path tree in a
dual graph with both positive and negative edge weights, using an algorithm of
Lipton, Rose, and Tarjan [134]. (Venkatesan’s reduction is described in greater
detail in Section 4.2.2.) For graphs with integer capacities, binary search over
the possible flow values immediately yields a max-flow algorithm that runs in
O(n3/2 log C) time, where C is the sum of the capacities. This running time can be
improved by more recent planar shortest path algorithms [81,109,126]; in particu-
lar, the recent algorithm of Mozes and Wulff-Nilsen [144] implies a running time of
O(n log2 n log C/ log log n). Miller and Naor [139] generalized Johnson and Venkate-
san’s algorithm to planar (single-commodity) flow networks with multiple sources
and sinks. Returning to the classical augmenting path technique, Weihe [188,189]
described a planar maximum-flow algorithm that runs in O(n log n) time, provided
the input graph satisfies a certain connectivity condition. Finally, Borradaile and
Klein [14,16] described the first O(n log n)-time algorithm to find maximum flows in
arbitrary directed planar graphs. Erickson [73] simplified the presentation and anal-
ysis of Borradaile and Klein’s algorithm by reformulating it in terms of parametric
shortest paths.
This O(n log n) time algorithm was the fastest known for undirected planar
minimum cut for more than a decade until, recently, Italiano et al. [114] found a
O(n log log n) time algorithm.
3.1.5 Generalizations of planar cuts
Surprisingly little is known about the complexity of computing maximum flows
or minimum cuts in generalizations of planar graphs. In particular, we know of
no algorithm to compute minimum cuts in non-planar graphs that does not first
compute a maximum flow prior to our results.
By combining a technique of Miller and Naor [139] with the planar directed
flow algorithm of Borradaile and Klein [14–16], one can compute maximum (single-
commodity) flows in a planar graph with k sources and sinks in O(k2n log n) time.
A recent algorithm of Hochstein and Weihe [111] computes a maximum flow in a
planar graph with k additional edges in O(k3n log n) time, using a clever simulation
of Goldberg and Tarjan’s push-relabel algorithm [95]. Recently, Borradaile et al. [17]
found a O(n log3) time algorithm to compute maximum flow with multiple sources
and sinks in directed planar graphs. In a different work, Lacki et al. [129] describe
an algorithm to compute the value of all (n− 1) flows from a given source to each
other sink.
To our knowledge, the only prior max-flow algorithm that applies to graphs
of positive genus, but not to arbitrary sparse graphs, is an algorithm of Imai and
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Iwano [112] that computes minimum-cost flows in graphs with small balanced
separators, using a combination of nested dissection [134, 147], interior-point
methods [185], and fast matrix multiplication. Their algorithm can be adapted to
compute maximum flows (and therefore minimum cuts) in any graph of constant
genus in time O(n1.595 log C), where C is the sum of the capacities. However, this is
slower than more recent and more general algorithms [94].
Euler’s formula implies that a simple n-vertex graph embedded on a surface of
genus O(n) has at most O(n) edges. The fastest known combinatorial maximum-
flow algorithms for sparse graphs, due to Sleator and Tarjan [177] and Goldberg
and Tarjan [95], run in time O(n2 log n). The fastest algorithm known for integer
capacities, due to Goldberg and Rao [94], runs in time O(n3/2 log n log U), where
U is an upper bound on the edge capacities. These are also the fastest algorithms
previously known for computing maximum flows or minimum cuts in graphs of any
positive genus.
For further background on maximum flows, minimum cuts, and related problems,
we refer the reader to monographs by Ahuja et al. [5] and Schrijver [170].
3.2 Undirected minimum cut and directed
non-separating cycle
Before we describe our algorithm, we first show that the minimum-weight homol-
ogous subgraph problem includes (the combinatorial dual of) the classical minimum-
cut problem as a special case. Thus, our results immediately imply fast algorithm
for computing minimum cuts on surfaces with small genus; see Corollary 3.5.12.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let G = (V, E) be an edge-weighted graph embedded on a sur-
face Σ without boundary, and let s and t be vertices of G. Finally, let X be the
minimum-weight (s, t)-cut in G. Then X ∗ is the minimum-weight even subgraph of
G∗ homologous with the boundary of s∗ in the surface Σ \ (s∗ ∪ t∗).
Proof: Let ∂ s∗ denote the boundary of s∗, and let Σ′ denote the surface Σ\ (s∗ ∪ t∗).
Let X be an arbitrary (s, t)-cut in G. This cut partitions the vertices of G into
two disjoint subsets, S and T , respectively containing vertices s and t. Thus, the
dual subgraph X ∗ partitions the faces of G∗ into two disjoint subsets, S∗ and T ∗,
respectively containing faces s∗ and t∗. In particular, X ∗ is the boundary of the union
of the faces in S∗, which implies that X ∗ is null-homologous in Σ. The subgraph
X ∗ ⊕ ∂ s∗ is the boundary of the union of faces in S∗ \ {s∗}, which is a subset of the
faces of Σ′. Thus, X ∗ ⊕ ∂ s∗ is null-homologous in Σ′. We conclude that X ∗ and ∂ s∗
are homologous in Σ′.
Conversely, let X ∗ be an arbitrary even subgraph of G∗ homologous to ∂ s∗ in Σ′.
The subgraph X ∗ ⊕ ∂ s∗ is null-homologous in Σ′. This immediately implies that X ∗
is null-homologous in Σ; moreover, faces s∗ and t∗ are on opposite sides of X ∗. Any
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path from s to t in the original graph G must traverse at least one edge of X . We
conclude that X is an (s, t)-cut. 
In addition, computing the minimum homologous cycle in every Z2-homology
classes generalize the problem of computing shortest non-separating cycle in a
directed embedded graph, see Corollary 3.5.8. In fact, the shortest non-separating
cycle is the shortest cycle whose Z2-homology class is not trivial.
3.3 Forest-cotree construction and greedy system of
arcs
For the rest of the chapter, fix a directed graph G = (V, E) cellularly embedded on
a surface Σ of genus g with b boundaries. Without loss of generality, we assume
that the underlying surface Σ has at least one boundary; otherwise, we can remove
an arbitrary face of G from Σ without affecting its homology at all. Let δ1, . . . ,δb
denote the boundary cycles of Σ, and let β = 2g + b− 1 denote the the first Betti
number of Σ.
Cutting a surface embedded graph into a disc is an algorithmic problem in
computational topology, with numerous applications. Here, we discuss a natural
generalization of tree-cotree decompositions [72] to surfaces with boundary as a
tool to compute a set of paths to cut the graph into a topological disc. We refer the
interested reader to our paper [77] to see the other possible generalization.
A forest-cotree decomposition of G is any partition (∂G, F, C , X ) of the edges of
G into four edge-disjoint subgraphs with the following properties:
• ∂G is the set of all boundary edges of G.
• F is a spanning forest of G, that is, an acyclic subgraph of G that contains
every vertex.
• Each component of F contains a single boundary vertex.
• C∗ is a spanning tree of G∗ \ (∂ G)∗, that is, a subtree of G∗ that contains every
vertex except the dual boundary vertices δ∗i .
Euler’s formula implies that there are exactly β edges in X ; arbitrarily label these
edges e1, e2, . . . , eβ . For each edge ei ∈ X , the subgraph F ∪ {ei} contains a single
nontrivial arc αi , which is either a simple path between distinct boundary cycles, or
a nontrivial loop from a boundary cycle back to itself; in the second case, αi may
traverse some edges of F twice. Cutting along the arcs α1, . . . ,αβ transforms Σ into
a topological disk. Thus, every non-null-homologous cycle in G must cross at least
one arc αi . See Figure 3.1.
Lemma 3.3.1. A forest-cotree decomposition can be computed in O(n) time.
Proof: First construct a graph H by identifying all boundary vertices in G to a single
vertex. Compute a spanning tree of H by whatever-first search; the edges of this
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Figure 3.1. Left: A forest-cotree decomposition of a graph; thick doubled lines indicate edges in X .
Right: The resulting system of arcs.
spanning tree define an appropriate spanning forest F . Construct the dual subgraph
G∗ \ F∗ and compute a dual spanning tree C∗ via whatever-first search. Finally, let
X = G \ (C ∪ F). 
Using the forest-cotree decomposition we obtain a set of arcs {α1, . . . ,αβ} to
cut the surface into a topological disc in linear time. In the following lemma we
compute a particular system of arcs with the property that each composing arc is
composed of two shortest paths. Following Chambers et al. [36] we call such a
system of arcs a greedy system of arcs. The concept of greedy system of loops is closely
related [79].
Lemma 3.3.2. A greedy system of arcs P = {p1, p2, . . . , pβ} can be computed in
linear time.
Proof: Let G/∂ G denote the graph obtained from G by contracting the entire
subgraph ∂ G—both vertices and edges—to a single vertex x . Using Dijkstra’s
algorithm, we compute the single-source shortest-path tree T in G/∂ G rooted at x
in O(n+ g + b) time [109,182]. Let F be the subgraph of G corresponding to T .
Each component of F is a tree of shortest paths from a boundary vertex to a subset
of the non-boundary vertices of G. With the shortest-path forest F in hand, we can
easily construct the rest of the forest-cotree decomposition in O(n) time.
Finally, for each edge ei ∈ X , let σi and τi denote the unique directed paths in F
from the boundary of G to the endpoints of ei , and let S := {σ1, . . . ,σβ ,τ1, . . . ,τβ}.
By construction of F , every element of S is a (possibly empty) shortest directed path.
Moreover, because pi = σi · ei · rev(τi) for each index i, every non-null-homologous
cycle in G must intersect at least one path in S. We can easily compute each path in
S in O(n) time. 
3.4 Homology signatures and homology test
Recall that the space of homology classes of cycles on a surface is a vector space.
It follows that we should be able to present each homology class with a vector. In
this section we introduce the notion of homology signature for cycles, which is
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essentially a vector that presents the homology class of cycles according to a certain
bases. We describe how to build the signatures for Z2-homology and Z-homology,
however they can be easily generalize to cover any Zk-homology classes.
We define α+i to be the arc obtained by extending αi to the boundaries by adding
vertices of degree 1 to its endpoints. Let α+i = (w0, w1, · · · , wk, wk+1). We say that
a dart ~e = u→v enters αi from right if and only if v = w j for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, u 6∈ αi
and (w j−1, u, w j+1) are in counterclockwise order around w j = v. We say that a
dart ~e = u→v leaves αi from right if and only if u = w j for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, v 6∈ αi and
(w j−1, v, w j+1) are in counterclockwise order around w j = u. For each dart ~e = u→v
in G, we define its integer signature [~e] to be the vector of β integers whose ith
integer is equal to 1 if and only if ~e enters αi from right side, it is −1 if it leaves
αi from right side, and it is 0 otherwise. Then, the signature of a circulation is the
weighted vector sum of the integer signatures of its edges. The binary signature of
a an edge e, denoted by [e]2, or an even subgraph η, denoted by [η]2, are their
integer signature modulo 2.
Let h ⊕ h′ denote the vector sum of two integer homology signatures h and
h′, and b ⊕2 b′ is the bitwise exclusive-or (vector sum modulo 2) of the binary
signatures b and b′. For circulations η and η′, the identity [η⊕ η′] = [η]⊕ [η′]
follow directly from the definitions. In particular, we have [η⊕2η′]2 = [η]2⊕2 [η′]2
note that a circulation under Z2-homology is essentially and even subgraph. When
it is clear from the context that we are working with Z2-homology we drop the
subscripts and write [·] instead of [·]2 and ⊕ instead of ⊕2.
Lemma 3.4.1. G can be preprocessed in O(βn) time, so that the integer signature
of any circulation can be computed in O(β) time per edge.
Proof: A forest-cotree decomposition can be computed in O(n) time using the
algorithm of Lemma 3.3.1. With the decomposition in hand, it is straightforward to
compute each path αi in O(n) time, and then compute each edge signature in O(β)
time. 
Corollary 3.4.2. We can preprocess G in O(βn) time, so that the binary signature
of any even subgraph can be computed in O(β) time per edge.
3.4.1 Z-homology
In this subsection we describe an algorithm to test whether two circulations are
Z-homologous. This is the only subsection of this chapter, in which we talk about
Z-homology. We start with the following structural lemma about integer circulations.
Lemma 3.4.3. Any circulation η with integer coefficients can be decomposed to a
collection of directed simple cycles.
Proof: Let v be a vertex of G that has at least one outgoing dart with a positive
coefficient in η. Our algorithm starts a walk from v, whenever it enters an unvisited
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vertex u, it leaves u through an unvisited outgoing dart with positive coefficient.
Since η is a circulation the existence of such an outgoing dart is guaranteed upon
the first entrance to any vertex. As soon as, the algorithm enters an already visited
vertex, it finds a cycle in η and so in G; note that this cycle does not necessarily
contain v. Now we can subtract this cycle from η to obtain another circulation η′.
Then, the statement of the lemma follows by induction on the sum of the coefficients
of η. 
Now, we use the above lemma to show that the integer homology signature
captures null-homology.
Lemma 3.4.4. A circulation η of G is in trivial Z-homology class in Σ if and only if
[η] = 0.
Proof: Let η be a null-homologous circulation of G. Then by definition, η is the
boundary of a 2-chain α. The boundary of any face f is contractible in Σ and
therefore has signature 0. It follows immediately that [η] = [
∑
f ∈Y ∂ α( f )] =∑
f ∈Y [∂ α( f )] = 0.
Conversely, suppose [η] = 0. Lemma 3.4.3 implies that η can be decomposed
into a set of cycles. In particular, we can define a set of crossing points between η
(in fact, the collection of cycles) and any αi . For a directed cycle γ and an arc αi ,
we say that γ crosses αi from right to left (resp. from left to right) at x1 if and only
if there is a subpath (x0, x1, . . . , xk) of γ such that x0→x1 enters αi from right (resp.
from left), x1, x2, . . . , xk−1 ∈ αi , and xk−1→xk leaves αi from left (resp. from right).
In the above case, we refer to the subpath x1, x1, . . . , xk−1 as the crossing interval of
x1.
Since the net number of times that η crosses αi is 0, there exists intersection
points x1 and y1 such that η crosses pi from right to left and left to right at x1
and y1, respectively. Let Ix = (x1, . . . , xk−1) be the crossing interval of x1 and
let I y = (y1, y1, . . . , yl−1) be the crossing interval of y1. Further let αi[x , y] and
αi[y, x] be the directed subpaths of αi from x to y and from y to x respectively. We
change η without changing its homology class in order to reduce its total number
of crossing points. We change Ix and I y and so their containing cycles as follows.
First we add the trivial cycle αi[x1, y1] · αi[y1, x1] to η. Then we reinterpret
the connections to have a (x0, yl)-path (x0→x1) ·αi[x1, y1] · I y · (yl−1→yl) and a
(y0, xk)-path (y0→y1) ·αi[y1, x1] · Ix · (xk−1→xk).
It follows by induction that η is homologous to another circulations (or collection
of cycles) η′ that does not cross any path αi at all, and so it is null-homologous. 
The following corollary is now immediate.
Corollary 3.4.5. Two circulations η and η′ of G are Z-homologous in Σ if and only
if [η] = [η′].
Now, we can conclude this section by the following theorem, which gives an
algorithm for Z-homology test.
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Theorem 3.4.6. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n vertices embedded on a surface Σ
of genus g with b boundaries. Then, after preprocessing G in O((g + b)n) time, for
any two circulations η1 and η2, we can test whether η1 and η2 are Z-homologous
in O((g+ b)(|η1|+ |η2|)) time, where |η| denotes the number of vertices of the even
subgraph η.
3.4.2 Z2-homology
Now, we show how to compute with the Z2-homology class. Some results of this
subsection are used later in building the Z2-homology cover, which will be used to
compute the minimum elements of Z2 homology classes.
Lemma 3.4.7. An even subgraph η of G is in trivial Z2-homology class in Σ if and
only if [η]2 = 0.
Proof: The proof is exactly similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4.4, however, we should
note that crossing from right to left and from left to right are not distinguishable
when we work under Z2-homology. As a result we can pair any two crossing points,
so we can reduce the total number of crossings as long as there are at least two
crossings on any arc αi . It follows that we can reduce the number of crossings to 0
if [η]2 = 0. 
The following corollaries are now immediate.
Corollary 3.4.8. Two even subgraphs η and η′ of G are Z2-homologous in Σ if and
only if [η]2 = [η′]2.
Corollary 3.4.9. Two cycles γ and γ′ in G are Z2-homologous in Σ if and only if
[γ]2 = [γ′]2.
The algorithm for testing whether two even subgraphs are Z2-homologous
follows immediately.
Theorem 3.4.10. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n vertices embedded on a surface
Σ of genus g with b boundaries. Then, after preprocessing G in O((g + b)n)
time, for any two even subgraphs η1 and η2, we can test whether η1 and η2 are
Z2-homologous in O((g + b)(|η1|+ |η2|)) time, where |η| denotes the number of
vertices of the even subgraph η.
3.5 Minimum homologous subgraph and the
Z2-homology cover
3.5.1 The Z2-homology cover
In the remaining of this chapter we mainly work with Z2-homology classes, so we



































Figure 3.2. Constructing the Z2-homology cover of a pair of pants (a genus zero surface with three
boundaries).
With the homology signatures in hand, the Z2-homology cover of a combinatorial
surface can be defined using a standard voltage construction [100, Chapter 4], as
follows. Let G denote the graph whose vertices are all ordered pairs (v, h) where v
is a vertex of G and h is an element of (Z2)β , and whose edges are the ordered pairs
(u→v, h) := (u, h)→(v, h⊕ [u→v]) for all edges u→v of G and all homology classes
h ∈ (Z2)β , where β = 2g + b− 1 is the first betti number. Let pi: G → G denote
the covering map pi(v, h) = v; this map projects any cycle in G to a cycle in G. To
define a cellular embedding of G, we declare a cycle in G to be a face if and only if
its projection is a face of G. The combinatorial surface defined by this embedding is
the Z2-homology cover Σ.
Our construction can be interpreted more topologically as follows. Let α1, . . . ,αβ
denote the system of arcs used to define the homology signatures [e]. The surface
D := Σ \ (α1 ∪ · · · ∪αβ) is a topological disk. Each arc αi appears on the boundary
of D as two segments α+i and α
−
i . For each signature h ∈ (Z2)β , we create a disjoint
copy (D, h) of D; for each index i, let (α+i , h) and (α
−
i , h) denote the copies of α
+
i
and α−i in the disk (D, h). For each index i, let bi denote the β-bit vector whose
ith bit is equal 1 and whose other β − 1 bits are all equal to 0. The Z2-homology
cover Σ is constructed by gluing the 2β copies of D together by identifying boundary
paths (α+i , h) and (α
−
i , h⊕ bi), for every index i and homology class h. See Figure
3.2 for an example.
Lemma 3.5.1. The combinatorial surface Σ has n = 2βn vertices, genus g =
O(2ββ), and b = O(2β b) boundaries, and it can be constructed in O(2βn) time.
Proof: Let m and f denote the number of edges and faces of Σ, respectively. Recall
that the Euler characteristic of Σ is χ = n− m+ f = 2− 2g − b = 1− β . The
combinatorial surface Σ has exactly n = 2βn vertices, 2βm edges, and 2β f faces, so
its Euler characteristic is χ = 2β(1− β).
If b > 1, then each boundary cycle δi has a non-zero homology signature; at
least one arc α j has exactly one endpoint on δi . Thus, Σ has exactly b = 2β−1 b
boundary cycles, each of which is a double-cover (in fact, the Z2-homology cover)
of some boundary cycle δi . It follows that Σ has genus g = 1 − (χ + b)/2 =
2β−2(4g + b− 4) + 1. (Somewhat surprisingly, Σ may have positive genus even
when Σ does not!) On the other hand, when b = 1, the boundary cycle δ1 is
null-homologous, so Σ has b = 2β b boundary cycles, and thus Σ has genus g =
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1− (χ + b)/2= 2β(g − 1) + 1.
After computing the homology signatures of the edges of Σ in O(βn) time,
following the definition, it is straightforward to construct Σ in O(n) = O(2βn)
time. 
If the input graph G is weighted we can compute weights on the edges of the
covering space as follows. We assign weights to the directed edges of G by setting
w(u→v, h) := w(u→v) for each edge u→v of G and each homology class h. In other
words, each directed edge in Σ inherits the weight of its projection in Σ.
Now consider an arbitrary path p in G, with (possibly equal) endpoints u and v.
A straightforward induction argument implies that for any homology class h ∈ (Z2)β ,
the path p lifts to a unique path from (u, h) to (v, h⊕ [p]), which we denote (p, h).
Moreover, this lifted path has the same length as its projection: w(p) = w(p, h). The
following lemmas are now immediate.
Lemma 3.5.2. Every lift of a shortest directed path in G is a shortest directed path
in G.
We say that a loop ` in G with basepoint v is tight in its homology class if and
only if there is no shorter loop with basepoint v in the same homology class.
Lemma 3.5.3. A loop ` in G with basepoint v is tight its Z2-homology class if and
only if, for some (in fact, every) homology class h ∈ (Z2)β , the lifted path (`, h) is a
shortest directed path in G from (v, h) to (v, h⊕ [`]).
3.5.2 Computing Z2-minimal cycles
We now describe our algorithm to compute the shortest directed cycle in a given
Z2-homology class.
Lemma 3.5.4. In linear time, we can construct a set S of O(β) directed shortest
paths in G, such that every non-null-homologous cycle in G intersects at least one
path in S.
Proof: Any greedy system of arcs can be decomposed into 2β shortest paths that
collectively have the property of the lemma; so the lemma statement is an immediate
implication of Lemma 3.3.2. 
Recall that any path σ from u to v in G lifts to a unique path (σ, 0) from (u, 0)
to (v, [σ]) in G.
Lemma 3.5.5. Let γ be a Z2-minimal cycle in G, and let σ be any shortest path in
G that intersects γ. There is a Z2-minimal cycle γ′ homologous to γ, that lifts to a
shortest path (γ′, h) in G that starts with a subpath of (σ, 0) but does not otherwise
intersect (σ, 0).
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Proof: Let v be the vertex of σ∩ γ closest to the starting vertex of σ, and let (v, h)
be the corresponding vertex of the lifted path (σ, 0). Think of γ as a loop based at
v. Lemma 3.5.3 implies that the lifted path (γ, h) is a shortest path from (v, h) to
(v, h⊕ [γ]).
Now let (w, h′) be the last vertex along (γ, h) that is also a vertex of (σ, 0). Let
(γ′, h) be the path obtained from (γ, h) by replacing the subpath from from (v, h) to
(w, h′) with the corresponding subpath of (σ, 0). By construction, (γ′, h) starts with
a directed subpath of (σ, 0) but does not otherwise intersect (σ, 0). Because both
(γ, h) and (σ, 0) are shortest paths in Σ, the new path (γ′, h) has the same length
as (γ, h). Thus, the projected cycle γ′ has the same length and homology class as γ,
which implies that γ′ is Z2-minimal. 
We emphasize that the modified cycle γ′ may intersect σ arbitrarily many times;
however, all such intersections lift to intersections between (γ′, h) and lifts of σ
other than (σ, 0). In general, two directed shortest path may cross each other
arbitrary many times in directed graphs, where the weight of edges are asymmetric.
In undirected graphs and under the assumption of uniqueness of shortest paths, it is
easy to show that no pairs of shortest paths cross more than once.
Our algorithm uses a recent generalization of Klein’s seminal multiple-source
shortest path algorithm [125] to higher-genus embedded graphs:
Lemma 3.5.6 (Chambers et al. [33]). Let G be a directed graph with non-negative
edge weights, cellularly embedded on a surface Σ of genus g with b > 0 boundaries,
and let f be an arbitrary face of G. We can preprocess G in O(gn log n) time, and
O(n) space, so that the length of the shortest path from any vertex incident to f to
any other vertex can be retrieved in O(log n) time.
Theorem 3.5.7. Let G be a directed graph with non-negative edge weights, cellu-
larly embedded on a surface Σ with first Betti number β , and let γ be a cycle in G
with k edges. A shortest directed cycle in Σ that is Z2-homologous with γ can be
computed in O(βk+ 2βn log n) time.
Proof: We begin by computing homology signatures for the edges of G in O(βn)
time, as described in Section 3.4. In O(βk) time, we then compute the homology
signature [γ]. If [γ] = 0, we return the empty walk and halt.
Next, we construct the Z2-homology cover G in 2O(β)n log n time, as described
in Section 3.5.1, as well as the set S of directed shortest paths described in
Lemma 3.5.4. We then look for the shortest path in G of the canonical form
described in Lemma 3.5.5, by considering each shortest path σ ∈ S in turn as
follows.
Let us write (σ, 0) = (v0, 0)→(v1, h1)→·· ·→(vt , ht). We construct the combi-
natorial surface Σ Q(σ, 0) by splitting the path (σ, 0) into two parallel paths from
(v0, 0) to (vt , ht), which we denote (σ, 0)+ and (σ, 0)−. For each index 1≤ i ≤ t−1,
let (vi , hi)+ and (vi , hi)− denote the copies of vertex (vi , hi) on the paths (σ, 0)+
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and (σ, 0)−, respectively. The paths (σ, 0)+ and (σ, 0)− bound a new common face
f(σ,0) in Σ Q(σ, 0).
Lemma 3.5.5 implies that if any Z2-minimal cycle homologous to γ intersects σ,
then some Z2-minimal cycle homologous to γ is the projection of a shortest path in
Σ Q(σ, 0) from some vertex (vi , hi)± to the corresponding vertex (vi , hi ⊕ [γ]). To
compute these shortest paths, we implicitly compute the shortest path in Σ Q(σ, 0)
from every vertex on the boundary of f(σ,0) to every vertex of Σ Q(σ, 0), using
Lemma 3.5.6. The resulting algorithm runs in O(g n log n) = O(4ββ2 n log n) time,
by Lemma 3.5.1. 
By running this algorithm 2β times, we can compute the shortest directed cycle
in Σ in every Z2-homology class, in 2O(β)n log n time. In particular, we can compute
the shortest directed cycle in Σ that has nontrivial Z2-homology. When the original
surface has no boundary, this is just the shortest non-separating cycle in Σ. Very
recently, Cabello et al. [28] described an algorithm to compute the shortest non-
separating cycle in any surface-embedded directed graph in O(g1/2n3/2 log n) time;
our new algorithm is faster whenever g ≤ (lg n)/13.
Corollary 3.5.8. Given a directed graph G with n vertices with non-negative edge
weights, cellularly embedded on a surface with genus g, we can compute the
shortest directed cycle in G that is non-separating in Σ in 2O(g)n log n time.
3.5.3 Computing Z2-minimal even subgraphs
In this section, we describe an algorithm to compute the minimum-weight even
subgraph in every Z2-homology class, using the algorithm of the previous section.
Theorem 3.5.7 immediately implies that we can compute a minimum-weight cycle in
every Z2-homology class in 2O(β)n log n time. However, the minimum weight even
subgraph in a given homology class may not be a Z2-minimal cycle. In particular, if a
Z2-minimal cycle γ traverses any edge more than once, then every minimum-weight
even subgraph with signature [γ] must be disconnected.
Call a cycle in G weakly simple if it traverses each edge of G at most once and
never crosses itself. Any weakly simple cycle in G can be perturbed into a simple
cycle in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of G. A cycle decomposition of an even
subgraph η is a set of edge-disjoint, non-crossing, weakly simple cycles whose union
is η.
Lemma 3.5.9. Every even subgraph of an embedded graph has a cycle decomposi-
tion.
Proof: Let H be an even subgraph of G. We can decompose H into cycles by
specifying, at each vertex v, which pairs of incident edges of H are consecutive. Any
pairing that does not create a crossing at v is sufficient. For example, if e1, e2, . . . , e2d
are the edges of H incident to v, indexed in clockwise order around v, we could pair
edges e2i−1 and e2i for each i. 
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The components of any Z2-minimal even subgraph are themselves Z2-minimal
even subgraphs. Thus, we can assemble a Z2-minimal even subgraph in any homol-
ogy class from a subset of the Z2-minimal cycles we have already computed. The
following lemma puts an upper bound on the number of cycles we need.
Lemma 3.5.10. Every Z2-minimal even subgraph of G has at most g + b− 1 com-
ponents.
Proof: Let η be an even subgraph of G with more than g+ b−1 components. Then,
by Lemma 3.5.9, η has a cycle decomposition with at least g + b elements.
Let γ1, . . . ,γg+b any subset of the cycle decomposition of η, and consider the
surface Σ′ = Σ \ (γ1 ∪ · · · ∪ γg+b). The definition of genus implies that Σ′ cannot
be connected; indeed, Σ′ must have at least b+ 1 components. So the pigeonhole
principle implies that some component Σ′′ of Σ does not contain any of the boundary
cycles of Σ. The boundary of Σ′′ is therefore null-homologous. We conclude that η
is not Z2-minimal. 
Theorem 3.5.11. Let G be an undirected graph with non-negative edge weights,
cellularly embedded on a surface Σ with first Betti number β . A minimum-weight
even subgraph of G in each Z2-homology class can be computed in 2O(β)n log n time.
Proof: Our algorithm computes a minimum-weight cycle γh in every Z2-homology
class h in 2O(β)n log n) time, via Theorem 3.5.7, and then assemble these Z2-minimal
cycles into Z2-minimal even subgraphs using dynamic programming.
For each homology class h ∈ (Z2)β and each integer 1 ≤ k ≤ g + b − 1, let
C(h, k) denote the minimum total weight of any set of at most k cycles in G whose
homology classes sum to h. Lemma 3.5.10 implies that the minimum weight of any
even subgraph in homology class h is exactly C(h, g + b− 1). This function obeys
the following straightforward recurrence:
C(h, k) =min
¦
C(h1, k− 1) + C(h2, 1)
 h1 ⊕ h2 = h© .
This recurrence has two base cases: C(0, k) = 0 for any integer k, and for any
homology class h, the value C(h, 1) is just the length of γh. A standard dynamic
programming algorithm computes C(h, g + b− 1) for all 2β homology classes h in
O(4ββ) time. We can then assemble the actual minimum-weight even subgraphs in
each homology class in O(βn) time. The total time for this phase of the algorithm
is O(4ββ + 2ββn), which is dominated by the time to compute all the Z2-minimal
cycles. 
Lemma 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.5.11 immediately give us the following corollary:
Corollary 3.5.12. Given an undirected graph H with non-negative edge capacities,
embedded on a surface Σ with genus g, and two vertices let s and t, we can compute
a minimum (s, t)-cut in H in 2O(g)n log n time.
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3.6 NP-hardness
In this section, we show that finding the minimum-weight even subgraph in a given
homology class is NP-hard, even when the underlying surface has no boundary.
Cabello et al. [29] show that computing the minimum separating or splitting
cycles are NP-complete. Further, Chen and Freedman [43] prove that the problem of
computing the minimum cycle in a given Z2-homology class is hard to approximate
within any constant factor. Finally, Dunfield and Hirani [66] show that finding the
minimum element of give Z-homology class in complexes is NP-hard. Our proof
closely follows a reduction of McCormick et al. [138] from MIN2SAT to a special
case of MAXCUT.
Theorem 3.6.1. Computing the minimum-cost even subgraph in a given homology
class on a surface without boundary is equivalent to computing a minimum-capacity
cut in an embedded edge-weighted graph G whose negative-cost edges are dual to
an even subgraph in G∗.
Proof: Fix a graph G embedded on a surface Σ without boundary, together with a
cost function c : E→ R. For any even subgraph H of G, let c(H) =∑e∈H c(e), and
let MINHOM(H, c) denote the even subgraph of minimum cost in the homology class
of H.
Consider the residual cost function cH : E → R defined by setting cH(e) = c(e)
for each edge e 6∈ H, and cH(e) = −c(e) for each edge e ∈ H. For any subgraph
H ′ of G, we have c(H ′) = cH(H ⊕ H ′) + c(H), which immediately implies that
MINHOM(H, c) = H ⊕MINHOM(∅, cH).
Every null-homologous even subgraph of G is dual to a cut in the dual graph
G∗. Thus, we have reduced our problem to computing the minimum cut in G∗ with
respect to the cost function cH . Since the empty set is a valid cut with zero cost, the
cost of the minimum cut is never positive. In particular, H is the minimum-cost even
subgraph in its homology class if and only if the cut in G∗ with minimum residual
cost is empty.
In fact, our reduction is reversible. Suppose we want to find the minimum cut in
an embedded graph G = (V, E) with respect to the cost function c : E→ R, where
every face of G is incident to an even number of edges with negative cost. Let
H = {e ∈ E | c(e)< 0} be the subgraph of negative-cost edges, and let X denote the
(possibly empty) set of edges in the minimum cut of G. Consider the absolute cost
function |c|: E∗→ R defined as |c|(e∗) = |c(e)|. Then (H ⊕ X )∗ is the even subgraph
of G∗ of minimum absolute cost that is homologous to H∗. 
We now prove that this special case of the minimum cut problem is NP-hard,
by reduction from MINCUT in graphs with negative edges. This problem includes
MAXCUT as a special case (when every edge has negative cost), but many other
special cases are also NP-hard [138]. The output of our reduction is a simple
triangulation; the reduction can be simplified if graphs with loops and parallel edges
are allowed.
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Suppose we are given an arbitrary graph G = (V, E) with n vertices and an
arbitrary cost function c : E→ R. We begin by computing a cellular embedding of G
on some surface. If we don’t care whether the surface is orientable, we can simply
impose a cyclic order on the edges incident to each vertex. The maximum-genus
orientable cellular embedding can be computed in polynomial time [89]. Alternately,
we can add zero-length edges to make the graph complete and then use classical
results of Ringel, Youngs, and others [157, 158] to compute a minimum-genus
orientable embedding of Kn in polynomial time. Once we have an embedding, we
add vertices and zero-cost edges to obtain a triangulation.
Now, we describe a procedure to further modify G to obtain another cellularly
embedded graph G′ (with the same vertex set), in which the dual of all negative
edges is an even subgraph without changing the cost of any cut; Chambers et al. [39]
describe an alternative procedure.
Observe that the dual of all negative edges is a subgraph, which, indeed, has an
even number of vertices of odd degree; let ( f ∗1 , f ∗2 , . . . , f ∗2k) be the set of such vertices.
For each 1≤ i ≤ k we glue a handle between the faces f2i−1 and f2i (after making
a puncture in each of them) to obtain an annulus Ai whose boundary components
are ∂ f2i−1 and ∂ f2i . Then, to make the embedding cellular, we connect an arbitrary
vertex of f2i−1 to and arbitrary vertex of f2i through Ai with an edge of zero weight.
Clearly, all faces of G′ has an even number of edges with negative weight on
their boundary (equivalently, the dual of all negative edges is an even subgraph).
Further, the vertex set of G and G′ are equal, and G′ has only some extra edges of
weight zero. It follows that the cost of any cut in G and G′ are equal.
Theorem 3.6.2. Given an even subgraph H of an edge-weighted graph G embedded
on a surface without boundary, computing the minimum-weight even subgraph
homologous to H is strongly NP-hard.
Finally, we emphasize that the NP-hardness of this problem relies crucially on
the fact that we are using homology with coefficients taken from the finite field
Z2. The corresponding problem for homology with real or integer coefficients is a






Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph embedded on a surface of genus g, s, t ∈ V
known as source and sink, and c : E→ R+ be a capacity function on edges. In this
chapter we describe an algorithm to compute the maximum (s, t)-flow in G. For any
fixed genus g and polynomially-bounded integer capacities, our algorithm runs in
O(n polylog n) time (bit operations). We also describe a combinatorial algorithm
that runs in O(n3/2) time (arithmetic operations) for arbitrary real capacities, for
graphs of any fixed genus.
Generalizing a relation between planar flows and shortest paths, first observed
by Venkatesan [186], and using homology, we give a reduction of the flow problem
to another optimization problem in a lower dimension space. More precisely, we
show that the problem of finding the maximum flow is reduced to the problem of
finding the homology class of the maximum flow in the flow homology space, which
is a vector space of dimension O(g). Since the new optimization problem involves
an exponential number of constraints, we perform the optimization implicitly, using
an adaptation of central ellipsoid method and multidimensional parametric search.
Following a strategy first suggested by Sullivan [181], we show that a dual
formulation of our algorithm finds the minimum-cost circulation in the same homol-
ogy class as a given circulation, in a graph with non-negative edge costs but no
capacities, in roughly the same time as computing a maximum flow; see Section 4.3.
For an overview of related results we refer the interested reader to Section 3.1.
Our algorithm to compute the maximum flow in surface embedded graphs follows
in Section 4.2. Finally, we describe the dual formulation of our algorithm resulting
in a result to compute the minimum circulation in a given Z-homology class in
Section 4.3.
4.2 Homology flows
Throughout this section, we fix an undirected graph G = (V, E), a cellular embedding
of G on an orientable surface Σ of genus g, a capacity function c : E→ R+, and two




Our key insight generalizes the relationship between flows and dual shortest paths
in planar graphs first observed by Venkatesan [186] using a standard equivalence
relation from algebraic topology called homology. We prove in Section 4.2.2 that
given any flow f , one can find a feasible flow in the same homology class in near-
linear time, by computing a single-source shortest path tree in the dual of the
residual network G f . Two flows are in the same homology class if their difference is
the weighted sum of directed facial cycles. This observation allows us to optimize
the homology class of the flow, rather than directly optimizing the flow itself. Instead
of optimizing a vector of O(n) flow values, our algorithm optimizes a vector of 2g+1
homology coefficients, subject to a much larger set of linear constraints; see Section
4.2.4.
We perform this optimization implicitly using two different techniques: central
cut ellipsoid method [101] and multidimensional parametric search [1,3]; see our
paper [37] for more details. In order to apply the above optimization methods we
required a require a membership separation oracle, which we [37] obtained by
generalizing a recent algorithm of Mozes and Wulff-Nilsen [144], and a parallel
shortest path algorithm, for which we use an algorithm by Cohen [44].
4.2.2 Homologous feasible flows
More than 25 years ago, Venkatesan [186] observed that for any planar graph G,
a feasible (s, t)-flow with a given value can be computed, if such a flow exists, by
solving a single-source shortest path problem in a dual planar graph G∗ with both
positive and negative edge lengths. Similar approaches were proposed by Johnson
and Venkatesan [118], Hassin and Johnson [106], Khuller et al. [121], and Miller
and Naor [139]. The following lemma directly generalizes Venkatesan’s observation
to flow networks of higher genus.
Let φ : E→ R be an arbitrary (in particular, not necessarily feasible) (s, t)-flow
in G. The dual residual network G∗φ is the directed dual graph ~G∗, where every
dual dart ~e ∗ has a cost cφ(~e ∗) equal to the residual capacity of its corresponding
primal dart: cφ(~e ∗) = cφ(~e). For any directed cocycle λ, let c(λ) denote its total








Lemma 4.2.1. A (s, t)-flow (circulation) φ is null-homologous if and only if for
every directed cycle λ∗ in G∗ we have φ(λ) = 0.
Proof: If φ is null-homologous then φ = ∂α there some 2-chain α. Then, for any




α(g)−α( f ) = 0
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The last equality holds because λ∗ is a cycle.
On the other hand, suppose φ(λ) = 0 for every cocycle λ. We build the 2-
chain α such that ∂α = φ as follows. Let r be an arbitrary face of G and assign
α(r) = 0. Then for any other face f of G let α( f ) = φ(γ), where γ is an arbitrary
(r∗, f ∗)-directed path in G∗. Observe that the assumption of the lemma implies that
φ(γ) = φ(γ′) for any pair of (r∗, f ∗)-paths γ and γ′ in G∗. Now, it is straightforward
to check that ∂α= φ. 
The following Corollary is now immediate.
Corollary 4.2.2. Two (s, t)-flows φ and ψ are homologous if and only if for any
directed cycle λ∗ in G∗ we have φ(λ) =ψ(λ).
Let ψ∗ be a circulation in G∗ (equivalently,ψ is a cocirculation in G), then we de-
fine φ(ψ), call it the amount of flow that φ sends through ψ, to be
∑
~e∈G φ(~e)ψ(~e).
The following corollary is immediate from the fact that ψ∗ can be specified as a
linear combination of cycles (of a circulation basis) in G∗.
Corollary 4.2.3. Any two homologous flows in G send the equal amount of flow
through any cocirculation in G.
Lemma 4.2.4. There is a feasible (s, t)-flow in G homologous to a given (s, t)-flow
φ if and only if the dual residual network G∗φ contains no negative-cost cycles.
Proof: Let ψ be a feasible flow homologous to φ; since ψ is feasible, G∗ψ does not
contain a negative-cost cycle. Then Corollary 4.2.2 implies that the cost of any cycle
λ in G∗φ is equal to its cost in G∗ψ, and so G∗φ cannot contain a negative cocycle.
On the other hand, suppose G∗φ has no negative cycles. Fix an arbitrary source
vertex r∗ in G∗φ . For any face f of G, let α( f ) denote the shortest-path distance from
r∗ to f ∗ in G∗φ; these distances are well-defined precisely because G∗φ has no negative
cycles. Finally, consider the flow ψ := φ + ∂α, which is clearly homologous to φ.
Because α is defined by shortest-path distances, we have cφ( f ↑g) = cφ( f ∗→g∗)≥
α(g)−α( f ), and therefore
ψ( f ↑g) = φ( f ↑g) +α(g)−α( f )
≤ φ( f ↑g) + cφ( f ↑g)
= c( f ↑g)
for every dart f ↑g. In other words, ψ is feasible. 
4.2.3 Shortest paths with negative edges
Lemma 4.2.4 and its proof immediately imply an algorithm to find a feasible flow
in a given homology class, if one exists, by directly applying any single-source
shortest-path algorithm for embedded directed graphs with both positive- and
negative-weight edges. The next two theorems [38] describe the best parallel and
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serial algorithms known at present. The serial algorithm is a generalization of
the planar shortest path algorithms by Klein et al. [126] and Mozes and Wulff-
Nilsen [144]. We use a system of shortest non-contractible cycles to planarize the
surface embedded graph.
Theorem 4.2.5. After O(n) preprocessing time, given an (s, t)-flow φ in G, we can
either find a feasible (s, t)-flow homologous with φ, or determine correctly that no
homologous feasible flow exists, in O(log3 n) time and O(g3/2n3/2) work on a EREW
PRAM.
Let ~G = (V, ~E) denote the symmetric directed graph associated with some
undirected graph G = (V, E); this directed graph inherits a cellular embedding from
the embedding of G.
Theorem 4.2.6. We can compute either a single-source shortest-path tree or a neg-
ative cycle in ~G, with respect to any given edge weights w : ~E→ R, in O(g2n log2 n)
arithmetic operations.
Corollary 4.2.7. Given an (s, t)-flow φ in G, we can either find a feasible (s, t)-flow
in G that is homologous with φ, or find a negative cycle in G∗φ if no homologous
feasible flow exists, using O(g2n log2 n) arithmetic operations.
4.2.4 Basic flows and optimization
Every (s, t)-flow can be expressed as a weighted sum of simple directed cycles and
simple directed paths from s to t. Consequently, every homology class of (s, t)-
flows is a weighted sum of homology classes of (s, t)-paths and cycles. It follows
immediately that the flow homology space Z(G, st) ∼= R2g+1 can be generated by
the homology classes of 2g + 1 curves, each of which is a (s, t)-path or a cycle.
We call such a collection of curves a flow homology basis. Any flow homology
basis includes at least one (s, t)-path; we call a flow homology basis canonical if it
contains exactly one (s, t)-path and 2g cycles; these 2g cycles necessarily define a
basis for the space H(G) of homology classes of circulations.
Figure 4.1. A canonical flow homology bases for a surface of genus 2.
Lemma 4.2.8. We can compute a canonical flow homology basis for G in O(gn)
time.
Proof: Let (T, K , X ) be a tree-cotree decomposition, and let X = {e1, e2, . . . , e2g}.
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We define a path p0 and 2g cycles γ1, . . . ,γ2g as follows. Let p0 denote the
unique path from s to t in T . For each index i between 1 and 2g, let γi denote
the unique cycle in the graph T ∪ ei , oriented arbitrarily. We claim that the curves
p0,γ1, . . . ,γ2g lie in linearly independent homology classes, and hence comprise a
basis for the flow homology space H(G, st).
Any linear combination of cycles is a circulation, but a flow along any path from s
to t is not. It follows immediately that the homology class of p0 is independent from
the subspace of H(G; st) generated by homology classes of the cycles γ1, . . . ,γ2g .
It remains only to prove that these 2g cycles lie in linearly independent homology
classes (and hence define a basis for the homology space H(G)).
Suppose to the contrary that φ =
∑2g
i=1 aiγi is null-homologous for some real
coefficients ai . It follows that φ = ∂α for a 2-chain α. Observe that, φ(e) = 0 for
any e ∈ K. Since K∗ is a spanning tree of the dual α assigns the same value to all
faces of G, which implies φ(e) = 0 for all edges of G. Thus, all ai ’s are zero, which
proves the lemma statement.
The tree T and cotree K∗ can each be constructed in O(n) time using (for
example) depth-first search, after which the path p0 and each cycle γi can be easily
constructed in O(n) time. 
Fix a canonical flow homology basis p0,γ1, . . . ,γ2g for G. A basic flow is any flow
φ of the form φ0 · p0+∑2gi=1φi ·γi for some coefficients φ0,φ1, . . . ,φ2g . Specifically,
we have φ0 = |φ| and φi = φ(ei) for each index i. Equivalently, a flow φ is basic if
and only if φ(e) = 0 for every cotree edge e ∈ K . (Given a flow φ that avoids every
edge in K , subtracting the basic flow with coefficients |φ|,φ(e1), . . . ,φ(e2g) leaves
a circulation that avoids every edge in K ∪ X = G \ T and is therefore identically
zero.) Every flow in G is homologous to exactly one basic flow.
Corollary 4.2.9. Given the coefficients φ0,φ1, . . . ,φ2g of a basic flow φ, we can
either find a feasible (s, t)-flow in G that is homologous with φ, or find a negative
cycle in G∗φ if no homologous feasible flow exists, using O(g2n log
2 n) arithmetic
operations.
Corollary 4.2.10. After O(n) preprocessing time, given the coefficients φ0, . . . ,φ2g
of a basic flow φ, we can either find a feasible (s, t)-flow homologous with φ, or
determine correctly that no homologous feasible flow exists, in O(log3 n) time and
O(g3/2n3/2) work on a EREW PRAM.
The preceding results imply that to compute a maximum (s, t)-flow in G, it
suffices to find a basic flow φ of maximum value such that the dual residual network
G∗φ contains no negative cycles. We can formulate this optimization problem as a
linear program as follows.
For any basic flow φ and any cocycle λ, we can decompose the total flow through
λ as a linear combination of the flow parameters φi:





Thus, the optimal basic flow is the solution to the following linear programming
problem.
maximize φ0
subject to φ(λ)≤ c(λ) for each cocycle λ in G (LP)
Most of the constraints in this linear program are redundant; it suffices to
consider only cocycles λ whose dual cycles λ∗ are simple and have minimum cost in
their homology class—that is, simple cocycles λ with minimum residual capacity in
their cohomology class. However, the best upper bound we can prove on the number
of non-redundant constraints is nO(g). The cohomology class of a cocycle λ can be
identified by the vector of flow values (p0(λ),γ1(λ), . . . ,γ2g(λ)). Since each curve
in the basis is simple, each of these cohomology coefficients is an integer between
−n and n. Thus, there are at most (2n+ 1)2g+1 different cohomology classes of
simple cocycles in G.
Without a significant improvement in this upper bound, we cannot hope to solve
(LP) directly; instead, we turn to implicit solution methods.
Specifically, two different methods: central cut ellipsoid method [101], and multi-
dimensional parametric search [1,2]. The ellipsoid method requires the capacities of
the edges to be integers, and the running time of the algorithm is logarithmically
dependent to the sum of the edge capacities. On the other hand, using parametric
search we can obtain a combinatorial algorithm with a slower running time. We
refer the interested reader to our paper [38] for details.
Theorem 4.2.11. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) embedded on an orientable
surface of genus g, a positive integer capacity function c : E→ Z+, and two vertices
s, t ∈ V , a maximum (s, t)-flow in G can be computed in time O(g8n log2 n log2 C),
where C is the sum of the edge capacities.
Theorem 4.2.12. Given a graph G = (V, E) embedded on an orientable surface
of genus g, a positive capacity function c : E → R+, and two vertices s, t ∈ V , a
maximum (s, t)-flow in G can be computed in gO(g) n3/2 time.
4.3 Cohomology cuts
Suppose we are given an undirected graph G (with no source or sink), a positive
capacity function c : E → R+, and a value function θ : ~E → R. The value of a
circulation φ is the inner product 〈φ,θ 〉 = ∑~e∈~E φ(~e) · θ(~e). Like the capacity
function c, the value function θ is not (in general) a 1-chain; the values of a dart
and its reversal need not have any relationship. In particular, some darts may have
negative value. The goal of the maximum-value circulation problem is to compute
a feasible circulation φ whose value 〈φ,θ 〉 is as large as possible. The standard
maximum-flow problem can be reduced to this problem by adding an edge t→s with
infinite capacity and value 1 to the flow network, and assigning every other edge
value 0. The maximum-value circulation problem is equivalently—and much more
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commonly—formulated as finding a feasible circulation of minimum cost, where the
cost of an edge is just the negation of its value.
Our methods do not improve the fastest algorithms for the general maximum-
value/minimum-cost circulation problem in surface-embedded graphs; even for
planar graphs, the fastest algorithms known are those for arbitrary sparse graphs [64,
145]. However, a minor modification of our maximum-flow algorithm allows us
to solve two interesting special cases in roughly the same running time. In the
first special case, described in Section 4.3.1, we require that the value function is
homology invariant; that is, any two homologous circulations must have the same
value. In the second special case, described in Section 4.3.2, we find the minimum-
cost circulation in a given homology class; this special case requires each edge to
have a non-negative cost and infinite capacity. These two special cases are related by
a combination of combinatorial (Poincaré) duality and linear programming duality.
4.3.1 Homology-invariant values
The maximum-flow algorithm described in the previous section can be easily modi-
fied to compute maximum-value circulations, provided all circulations in the same
homology class have the same value. We call the value function θ : ~E → R is
homology-invariant if 〈φ,θ 〉= 〈ψ,θ 〉 for any two homologous circulations φ and
ψ, or equivalently, if 〈∂α,θ 〉 = 0 for any 2-chain α. In particular, any homology-
invariant value function must be a 1-chain.
Theorem 4.3.1. Given a graph G = (V, E) embedded on a surface of genus g, a
capacity function c : E→ R+, and a homology-invariant value function θ : ~E →
R, we can compute a maximum-value circulation in gO(g)n3/2 time, or in time
O(g8n log2 n log2 C) if capacities are integers that sum to C .
Proof: The homology space H(G)∼= R2g can be generated by (the homology classes
of) 2g directed cycles γ1,γ2, . . . ,γ2g in independent homology classes. The proof
of Lemma 4.2.8 implies that we can construct such a homology basis in O(gn)
time [76,79].
Corollary 4.2.9 implies that it suffices to find the homology class of the maximum-
value circulation. Specifically, we must find a feasible homology vector (φ1, . . . ,φ2g)
such that the cost function 2g∑
i=1







is maximized. Corollary 4.2.9 gives us both strong membership and strong sep-
aration oracles for this linear optimization problem, so we can apply either the
central-cut ellipsoid method or multidimensional parametric search, exactly as we
did for the standard maximum-flow problem. 
The following lemma exactly characterizes homology-invariant value functions.
Recall that a 1-chain θ : E → R is a cocirculation if its dual 1-chain θ ∗ : E∗ → R,
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defined by setting θ ∗(~e ∗) = θ(~e), is a circulation in G∗.
Lemma 4.3.2. A value function θ : ~E→ R is homology invariant if and only if θ is
a cocirculation.
Proof: If the function θ : E → R is not a cocirculation, then for some face f , we
have
〈∂ f ,θ 〉= ∑
~e : left(~e)= f
θ(~e) 6= 0
Because θ gives non-zero value to the boundary circulation ∂ f , it cannot be homol-
ogy invariant.
On the other hand, observe that the value of a circulation φ is, in fact, the
amount of flow that φ sends though θ . So, the other direction of the lemma follows
from Corollary 4.2.3. 
4.3.2 Minimum-cost homologous circulation
The special case of maximum-value circulations considered in the previous section
has the following natural dual interpretation. Consider the following classical linear









φ(u→v)−φ(v→u) = 0 for all v ∈ V
φ(u→v) ≤ c(u→v) for all u→v ∈ ~E
φ(u→v) ≥ 0 for all u→v ∈ ~E
The dual of this linear program has a variable α(v) for each vertex v and a variable





s.t. α(u)−α(v) + x(u→v) ≥ θ(u→v) for all u→v ∈ ~E
x(u→v) ≥ 0 for all u→v ∈ ~E





x( f ↑g) · c( f ↑g)
s.t. α( f )−α(g) + x( f ↑g) ≥ θ( f ↑g) for all f ↑g ∈ ~E ∗
x( f ↑g) ≥ 0 for all f ↑g ∈ ~E ∗
(4.1)
Let αOPT( f ) and xOPT( f ↑g) denote the variables in the optimum solution to this
dual-dual linear program. We view the vector αOPT of face variables as a 2-chain.
We define a 1-chain ϑ : E∗ → R by setting ϑOPT( f ↑g) := xOPT( f ↑g)− xOPT(g↑ f )
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for every dart f ↑g. Because every primal capacity c(u→v) is non-negative, each
dart variable xOPT( f ↑g) is individually as small as possible without violating any
constraint; that is,
xOPT( f ↑g) =max0, θ( f ↑g)−α( f ) +α(g)	 .
It follows immediately that ϑOPT = θ − ∂α; thus, ϑOPT is a circulation in G∗, homol-
ogous with the circulation θ . Equivalently, ϑOPT is a cocirculation in G, in the same
cohomology class as θ . Moreover, the optimal objective value can be rewritten as
follows: ∑
f ↑g




We conclude that ϑOPT is the minimum-capacity cocirculation in the same cohomol-
ogy class as θ .
Theorem 4.3.3 (Homological Maxflow/Mincut). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected
graph embedded on a surface of genus g, let c : E→ R+ be a capacity function,
and let θ : E → R be a cocirculation in G. The maximum value 〈φ,θ 〉 of any
feasible circulation φ in G is equal to the minimum capacity of any cocirculation
cohomologous with θ .
The previous theorem is a special case of a more general result of Sullivan [181],
relating optimal homologous (d−1)-chains (“surfaces”) in any orientable d-manifold
cell complex to minimum-cost flows in the 1-skeleton of the dual cell complex.
Essentially the same result was rediscovered by Buehler et al. [22,97,124]; see also
recent results of Grady [98,99].
A simple modification of our maximum-value circulation algorithm computes
the minimum-cost circulation in a given homology class, in any surface-embedded
graph whose edges have non-negative costs but no capacities.
Theorem 4.3.4. Given a graph G = (V, E) embedded on a surface of genus g, a cost
function c : E→ R+, and a circulation θ : E→ R, we can compute a minimum-cost
circulation homologous with θ in gO(g)n3/2 time, or in time O(g8n log2 n log2 C) if
all capacities are integers that sum to C .
Proof: Within the stated time bounds, we can compute a maximum-value feasible
circulation φ∗OPT in the dual graph G∗, using c as a capacity function and θ as a
homology-invariant value function. Our algorithm optimizes the homology class of








φ∗i · λ∗i (γ) ≤ c(γ) for every cycle γ in ~G
(4.2)
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Here, λ∗1,λ∗2, . . . ,λ∗2g are cycles in G∗ that generate the homology space of G∗. As
described in the proof of Lemma 4.2.8, we can construct a suitable set of 2g cycles
in O(gn) time.
In any feasible basis for the homology linear program (4.2), exactly 2g of the
linear constraints are satisfied with equality. These constraints are defined by 2g
cycles γ1,γ2, . . . ,γ2g in ~G, which necessarily lie in independent homology classes
and thus comprise a basis for the homology space of G. (Moreover, each cycle γi is
the minimum-cost cycle in its homology class.)
The dual of linear program (4.2) has a non-negative variable a(γ) for each
directed cycle γ in ~G.
max
∑




cycle γ in ~G
λ∗i (γ) · a(γ) = 〈θ ,λ∗i 〉 for all 1≤ i ≤ 2g
a(γ) ≥ 0 for every cycle γ in ~G
(4.3)
The variables a(γ) are the coefficients of a cycle decomposition of a circulation
ϑ =
∑
γ a(γ) · γ; conversely, any circulation ϑ can be expressed as a weighted sum
of cycles with non-negative coefficients a(γ). The objective function of (4.3) is just
the cost of this circulation. Moreover, we can mechanically verify that∑
cycle γ in ~G
λ∗i (γ) · a(γ) = 〈ϑ,λ∗i 〉,
so the equality constraints specify that ϑ must be homologous with θ . In other
words, the optimal solution to (4.3) describes the minimum-cost circulation ϑOPT =∑
γ aOPT(γ) · γ homologous with the given circulation θ .
Complementary slackness implies that in the optimal solution to (4.3), any
variable aOPT(γ) is non-zero only if the corresponding capacity constraint in (4.2) is
satisfied with equality. Thus, the minimum-cost homologous circulation ϑOPT is a
weighted sum of the 2g homology basis cycles γi .
To simplify notation, let ai = aOPT(γi) for each index i, so that ϑOPT =
∑2g
i=1 aiγi .
After computing the dual circulation φ∗OPT and the saturated cycles γi , we can
compute the coefficients ai time as follows. For each index j, we have a linear
equation












We compute the O(g2) inner products 〈θ ,λ∗j 〉 and 〈γi ,λ∗j 〉, each in O(n) time, by a
brute-force sum over the edges of ~G. Finally, we solve the resulting system of 2g
linear equations in O(g3) time via Gaussian elimination. 
Finally, consider the special case where the input circulation θ is a single directed
cycle. The minimum-cost circulation ϑOPT homologous to θ is not necessarily a
single cycle, but the proof of the previous theorem implies that it is a weighted sum
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of at most 2g directed cycles. Moreover, ϑOPT is defined by a linear program (4.1)
whose constraint matrix is totally unimodular, which implies that ϑOPT is an integer
circulation. For more general applications of total unimodularity to optimization






Comparing the shapes of curves – or sequenced data in general – is a challenging task
that arises in many different contexts. The Frechét distance and its variants have
been used as a similarity measure in various applications such as matching of time
series in databases [123], comparing melodies in music information retrieval [173],
matching coastlines over time [137], as well as in map-matching of vehicle tracking
data [18,190], and moving objects analysis [20,21]. See [6,7,86] for algorithms
for computing the Frechét distance.
Frechét distance is not always an accurate measure between the curves, particu-
larly where the ambient space is not Euclidian. However, homotopic Frechét distance
deliberately considers the ambient space, which in many occasions, make its com-
puting a more challenging problem (see Section 2.10).
Here, we are interested in the problems of computing the homotopic Frechét dis-
tance and the homotopy height between two simple polygonal curves that lie on the
boundary of an arbitrary triangulated topological disk. Similar to previous chapters,
we start with a brief discussion of related results. Section 5.3 provides motivation
and an overview of the algorithm. Section 5.4 discusses preliminary results about
the geodesics. The approximation algorithms for homotopy height and homotopic
Frechét distance problems are described in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6, respectively.
Basic definitions are provided in 2.10.
5.2 Related results
Chambers et al. [34] gave a polynomial time algorithm to compute the homotopic
Frechét distance between two polygonal curves on the Euclidean plane with polygo-
nal obstacles. Chambers and Letscher [19,40,41] introduced the notion of minimum
homotopy height, and proved structural properties for the case of a pair of paths
on the boundary of a topological disk. We remark that in general, it is not known
whether the optimum homotopy has polynomially long description. In particular, it
is not known whether the problem is in NP.
Alt and Godau [7] describe a polynomial time algorithm to compute the (regular)
Frechét distance. Eiter and Mannila [71] study the easier discrete version of this
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problem. Computing the Frechét distance between surfaces [87] appears to be a
much more difficult task, and its complexity is poorly understood. The problem has
been shown to be NP-hard by Godau [93], while the best algorithmic result is due
to Alt and Buchin [6], who showed that it is upper semi-computable.
Efrat et al. [69] considered the Frechét distance inside a simple polygon as a
way to facilitate sweeping it efficiently. They also used the Frechét distance with the
underlining geodesic metric as a way to get a morphing between two curves. For
recent work on the Frechét distance, see [51,52,104,162] and references therein.
5.3 Motivation and overview
5.3.1 Why are these measures interesting?
For the sake of discussion, assume that we know the starting and ending leash of the
homotopy between f and g. The region bounded by the two curves and these leashes
is a topological disk, and any mapping realizing the homotopic Frechét distance
with the given extreme leashes is a mapping of the unit square to this disk D. This
mapping specifies how to sweep overD in a geometrically “efficient” way (especially
if the leash does not sweep over the same point more than once), so that the leash
(i.e., the sweeping curve) is never too long [69]. As a concrete example, consider the
two curves as enclosing several mountains between them on the surface – computing
the homotopic Frechét distance corresponds to deciding which mountains to sweep
first and in which order.
Furthermore, this mapping can be interpreted as a surface parameterization
[84,175] and can thus be used in applications such as texture mapping [8,151]. In
the texture mapping problem, we wish to find a continuous and invertible mapping
from the texture, usually a two-dimensional rectangular image, to the surface.
Obviously, this is not possible when the surface has a different topology from sphere.
Nevertheless, finding a map that, roughly speaking, minimizes discontinuity is still
interesting.
Another interesting interpretation is when f is a closed curve, and g is a point
inside. Interpreting f as a rubber band in a 3d model, the homotopy height between
f and g here is the minimum length the rubber band has to be so that it can be
collapsed to a point (here, the rubber band stays on the surface as this is happening).
In particular, a short closed curve with large homotopic height to any point in the
surface is a “neck” in the 3d model.
To summarize, these measures seem to provide us with a fundamental under-
standing of the structure of the given surface/model.
5.3.2 Overview of the algorithms
In this chapter, we consider the problems of computing the homotopic Frechét dis-
tance and the homotopy height between two simple polygonal curves that lie on the
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boundary of a triangulated topological disk D that is composed of n triangles.
We give a polynomial time O(log n)-approximation algorithm for computing the
homotopy height between f and g. Our algorithm to compute an approximate
homotopy between f and g uses a simple yet delicate divide and conquer algorithm.
We use the homotopy height algorithm as an ingredient for an approximation
algorithm for the homotopic Frechét distance problem. Here is an informal (and
somewhat imprecise) description of our algorithm for approximating the homotopic




; the actual algorithm implements guessing
using a strongly polynomial search scheme. Using this guess, we interpret the
potions of D over which a short leash cannot pass as “obstacles”. Let D′ be the
punctured disk obtained from D after removing these obstacles. Observe that
the leashes of the optimum solution belong to the same homotopy class (after
contracting the input paths). We describe a greedy algorithm to compute a “small”
number of homotopy classes out of infinite number of choices. The homotopic
Frechét distance constrained to one of these classes is a polynomial approximation
to the homotopic Frechét distance in D. We can then do a binary search over this
interval to get a better approximation. An extended version of the homotopy height
algorithm is used in this algorithm in several places.
The O(log n) factor shows up in the homotopic Frechét distance algorithm only
because it uses the homotopy height as a subroutine. Thus, any constant factor
approximation algorithm for the homotopy height problem implies a constant factor
approximation algorithm for the homotopic Frechét distance.
5.4 Geodesic paths, an overview
We say that a triangulated surface is non-degenerate if for every non-boundary
vertex x , the sum of the angles of the triangles incident to x is not equal to 2pi. We
can turn any triangulated surface into a non-degenerate one by perturbing all edge
lengths by a factor of at most 1+ε, for some ε = O(1/n2). Since, each shortest path
goes through O(n) triangles, perturbation changes the metric of the surface by at
most a factor of O(1+ 1/n), and thus the minimum height of a homotopy. Since
such a factor will be negligible for our approximation guarantee, we can assume
that the input surface is always non-degenerate.
Recall that a path is a geodesic if and only if it is locally a shortest path; it cannot
be shortened by an infinitesimal perturbation. In particular, global shortest paths
are geodesics. Only during this section, we use the term curve as an alternative for
path. A path or a curve is polygonal if it is composed of a finite number of segments.
Mitchell et al. [140] describe an algorithm to compute the shortest path distance
from a single source to every other points of an embedded polygonal surface in IR3 in
O(n2 log n) time. The same algorithm can be adapted to compute the shortest path
distance from an edge to every other points of the surface in the same asymptotic
running time. It follows that the shortest path from a set of O(n) edges to the every
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other points of the surface can be computed in O(n3 log n).
The shortest path from a point in D to a set is a geodesic. So, it is a polygonal
line that intersects every edge at most once at a point and passes through a face
along a segment. The shortest path crossing an edge looks locally like a straight
segment, if one rotates the adjacent faces so that they are coplanar [140].
Let the source S be a set of edges of D and let pi be a shortest path from a point
p to S. We define the crossing sequence of pi to be the ordered set of edges (crossed
or used) by pi. Since pi is locally a straight segment, we can rotate all faces that
intersect pi one by one so that pi becomes a straight line. It follows that there cannot
be two geodesics from p with the same crossing sequence.
A point p on the surface is a medial point (with respect to S) if there are more
than one shortest paths (with different crossing sequences) from p to S.
The following theorem, essentially taken from Mitchell et al. [140], is very
helpful during this section.
Theorem 5.4.1. Let D be a triangulated polyhedral disc in IR3, composed of n
triangles, v be a vertex of D, and S be a set of O(n) edges of D. Then,
(A) The shortest path from v to every other points of D can be computed in
O(n2 log n) time,
(B) The shortest path from S to every other points of D can be computed in
O(n3 log n) time,
(C) Any shortest path intersects a face along a segment. Further, two adjacent
segments of any shortest path become colinear after the adjacent faces are
rotated to be coplanar.
5.5 Homotopy height
In this section, we give an approximation algorithm for finding a homotopy of
minimum height in a topological disc D, whose boundary is defined by two walks L
and R that share their end-points s and t. We start with the discrete case, i.e. when
the disk is a triangulated edge-weighted planar graph. We use the ideas developed
here in the continuous case; see 5.5.3.
5.5.1 Settings
We are given an embedded planar graph D all of whose faces (except possibly
the outer face) are triangles. Let s and t be vertices on the outer face of D and
L and R be the two non-crossing (s, t)-walks with shared endpoints on the outer
face in counter-clockwise and clockwise order, respectively. We also use D to refer
to the topological disk enclosed by L ∪ R. Our goal is to find a minimum height
homotopy from L to R of non-crossing walks. Informally, the homotopy is defined by
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a sequence of walks, where every two consecutive walks differ by either a triangle,
or an edge (being traversed twice). For a formal definition, see Section 2.10.
Lemma 5.5.1. Let x and y be vertices of D. Any homotopy between L and R has
height at least d(x , y).
Proof: Fix a homotopy of height δ. This homotopy contains an (s, t)-walk ω that
passes through x , and an (s, t)-walk χ that passes through y. We have, by the
triangle inequality, that ρ = dD
 
x , y
 ≤ |ω[s, x]|+ |χ[s, y]|, and ρ ≤ |ω[x , t]|+
|χ[y, t]|. Therefore, ρ ≤ (|ω|+ |χ|)/2≤max |ω|, |χ|≤ δ, as required. 
Lemma 5.5.2. Suppose d1 is the maximum distance of a vertex of D from either of




. Furthermore, let D,
L, and R be defined as above. Then any homotopy between L and R has height at
least d.
Proof: For every homotopy between L and R, and for every edge e, there exists a
walk in the homotopy that passes through e. Therefore, the height of the homotopy
is at least d2. Moreover, the height is at least d1 by 5.5.1. 
5.5.2 The discrete algorithm
Theorem 5.5.3. Let D be an edge-weighted triangulated topological disk with n
faces whose boundary is formed by two walks L and R that share endpoints s and
t. One can compute, in O(n log n) time, a homotopy from L to R of height at most
|L|+ |R|+O(dL log n), where dL is the largest among (i) the maximum distance of
a vertex of D from L, and (ii) the maximum edge weight.
In particular, the generated homotopy has height O(hhopt log n), where hhopt is
the minimum homotopy height between L and R.
Proof: Here, we describe a recursive algorithm to build a homotopy. Let f (|L|+
|R|, dL , n) denote the maximum height of such a homotopy. For the purpose of
analysis, we describe the height as a function of |L|+ |R|, and not |L| and |R|. We





The base case n = 0 is easy. Indeed, if we have two edges (u, v) and (v, u)
consecutive in R (or in L) we can retract these two edges. By repeating this
procedure we arrive at both L and R being identical, and we are done. The case
n = 1 is handled in a similar fashion. After one face flip, the problem reduces to the
case n= 0. As such, f (|L|+ |R|, dL , 1)≤ |L|+ |R|+ dL .
So suppose n > 1. Compute for each vertex of D its shortest path to L, and
consider the set of edges E used by all these shortest paths. These shortest paths
can be chosen so that L ∪E form a tree; for example by contracting L and running
any shortest path finder to all other vertices. Now we consider a coy R′ of R and
for each vertex v ∈ R′ we connect it to its corresponding copy of R with a corridor
edge. Intuitively, we build a corridor along R to make further discussions simpler.
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After duplicating R we obtain a graph whose faces are (original) triangles, the outer
face, and the new 4-sided polygons within the corridor. Note that E does not use
any edge of R′.
Now, if we cut D along the edges of E, what remains is a simple polygon
composed of triangles and 4-sided polygons gons. One can find a diagonal uv such
that each side of the diagonal contains at least dn/3e triangles of D (and at most
(2/3)n). We emphasize that we only count the number of triangles and not the























Figure 5.1. Left: uv us a corridor edge, right: uv is not a corridor edge.
Case 1: uv is a corridor edge: Assume, without loss of generality, that v ∈ E
and u ∈ R. Let piv be the shortest path in D from v to L, and let v′ be its endpoint
on L, see Figure 5.2, left.
Consider the diskD1 having left boundary L1 = L[s, v′]∪piv∪vu and R1 = R[s, u]
as its right boundary. This disk contains at most 2n/3 triangles, and by the inductive
hypothesis, it has a homotopy of height f (|L1|+ |R1|, dL , (2/3)n). Observe that u
and v are copies of the same vertex of R. That is, all shortest paths of vertices inside
D1 to L are completely inside D1. Particularly, the distance of all vertices in D1 to
L1 are at most dL .
Similarly, the topological disk D2 with left boundary L2 = uv ∪piv ∪ L[v′, t] and
right boundary R2 = R[u, t] has a homotopy of height f
 |L2|+ |R2|, dL , (2/3n.
Starting with L, extending a tendril from v′ to v, from v to u, and then applying
the homotopy to first half of this walk (i.e., L1) to move to R1, and then the











|L2|+ |R2|, dL , (2/3)n

 .
If the first number is the maximum, we are done. Otherwise, the above value is at
most f (|L|+ |R|+ 2dL , dL , 2/3n).
Case 2 (uv is not a corridor edge) Here we handle the case that u and v are
both vertices of L ∪E. Then, as before, let u′ and v′ be the closest points on L to u
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and v, respectively. Now, let piu (resp. piv) be the shortest path from u (resp. v) to
u′ (resp. v′).
Consider the diskD1 having L1 = L[u′, v′] as left boundary, and R1 = piu∪uv∪piv
as right boundary. This disk contains between n/3 and 2n/3 triangles of the original
surface. The distance of any vertex of D1 to L1 (when restricted to D1) is at
most dL , and as such by induction, there is a homotopy from L1 to R1 of height
α = f
 |L1|+ |R1|, dL , 2n/3≤ f (|L[u′, v′]|+3dL , dL , 2n/3). This yields a homotopy
of height α1 = |L[s, u′]|+α+|L[v′, t]|, from L to L2 = L[s, u′]∪piu∪uv∪piv∪L[v, t].
It is straight forward to check that α1 ≤ f (|L|+ 3dL , dL , 2n/3).
Next, let D2 be the disk with its left boundary being L2 and its right boundary
being R2 = R. Observe, that as before, the maximum distance of any vertex of
D2 to L2 is at most dL . As before, by induction, there is a homotopy form L2
to R2 of height α2 = f (|L2| + |R2|, dL , 2n/3). Since |L2| ≤ |L| + 3d, we have
α2 ≤ f (|L|+ |R|+ 3dL , dL , 2n/3).
In all cases the length of the homotopy is at most
f
 |L|+ |R|+ 3dL , dL , 2n/3 .
Now, it is easy to verify that the solution to the recursion f (u, dL , n) that complies
with all the above inequalities is f (u, dL , n) = u+O(dL log n), as desired.
The final guarantee of approximation follows as dL ≤ hhopt, by 5.5.2.
We can compute the shortest path tree in linear time using the algorithm of
Henzinger et al. [109]. The separating edge can also be found in linear time using
DFS. So, the running time for a graph with n faces is T (n) = T (n1) + T (n2) +O(n),
where n1 + n2 = n and n1, n2 ≤ 2n/3. It follows that T (n) = O(n log n). 
In the algorithm of 5.5.3, it is not necessary that we have the shortest paths
from L to all the vertices of D. Instead, it suffices to have a tree of paths of length
at most dL from any vertex of D to L. We will use this property in the continuous
case, where recomputing the shortest path tree is relatively expensive.
A more careful analysis shows that the height of the homotopy generated by
Theorem 5.5.3 is at most max(|L|, |R|) +O dL log n.
If dL = O
 
max(|L|, |R|)/ log n then Theorem 5.5.3 provides a constant factor
approximation. In this situation L and R are close to each other compared to their
relative length.
5.5.3 The continuous algorithm
In this section we extend the algorithm to the continuous case. Here we are given
a piecewise linear triangulated topological disk D with n triangles. The boundary
of D is composed of two paths L and R with shared endpoints s and t. Observe
that the distance of any point x in D from L and R is not longer than the homotopy
height as there is a (s, t)-path that contains x . Here, we build a homotopy of height
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|L|+ |R|+ O(d log n), where d is the maximum distance of any point in D from
either L or R.
5.5.3.1 Homotopy height if edges are short
Here, we assume that the longest edge in D has length at most 2d, where d is the
maximum distance for any point of D from either L or R.
As in the discrete case, let E be the union of all the shortest paths from the
vertices of D to L. As before, we treat the edges and vertices of R as having
infinitesimal thickness. For a vertex v of D, its shortest path piv is a polygonal path
that crosses between faces (usually) in the middle of edges; it might also go to a
vertex, merge with some other shortest paths and then follow a common shortest
path back to L. Recall from Section 5.4 that each shortest path intersects a face of
D along a single segment or not at all. As such, the cell-complex P resulted from
cutting D along E has complexity O(n2). A face of P is a hexagon, a pentagon, a
quadrilateral, or a triangle. However, each such face has at most three edges that
are portions of the edges of D. We say the degree of a face is i if it has i edges that
are portions of the edges of D. Observe that, each triangle of D is now decomposed
into a set of faces. Obviously, each triangle of D contains at most one face of degree
3 in P. Overall, there are O(n) faces of degree 3 in P.
Now consider C∗, the dual of the graph that is inside the polygon (ignore the
edges on the boundary). More precisely, C∗ has a vertex corresponding to each
face inside the polygon P. Two vertices of C∗ are adjacent if and only if their
corresponding faces share a portion of an edge of D (this shared edge is a diagonal
of the polygon resulting from the cutting). Since the maximum degree of the tree C∗
is 3, there is an edge that is a good separator. We use this edge in a similar fashion
to the proof of 5.5.3, except that in the recursion we avoid recomputing the shortest
paths (i.e., we use the old shortest paths and distances computed in the original disk).
So, we compute the shortest paths once in the beginning in O(n3 log n) time (see





the total time spent on computing the separators is T (n) = T (n1) + T (n2) +O(n2),




and n1, n2 ≤ (2/3)(n1+ n2); that is, T (n) = O(n2 log n). As
such, the total running time is dominated by the computation of the shortest paths.
The proof of 5.5.3 then goes through literally in this case. Since all the edges
have length at most 2d, by assumption, we get the following.
Lemma 5.5.4. Let D be a topological disk with n faces where every face is a
triangle (here, the distance between any two points on the triangle is their Euclidean
distance). Furthermore, the boundary of D is formed by two walks L and R (that
share two endpoints s, t). Let dL be the maximum distance of any point of D from
L. Furthermore, assume that all edges of D have length at most 2dL . Then, one can
compute a continuous homotopy from L to R of height at most |L|+|R|+O dL log n
in O(n3 log n) time.
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5.5.3.2 Breaking the disk into strips, pockets and chunks
For any two points in D consider a shortest path pi connecting them. The crossing
sequence of pi is the ordered sequence of edges (crossed or used) and vertices used
by pi, see Section 5.4. For a point p ∈ R, let sL p denote the crossing sequence




is well defined in
R except for a finite set of medial points, where there are two (or more) distinct
shortest paths from L to p. In particular, let ΠR be the set of all shortest paths
from any medial point on R to L. Observe that, the medial points are the only













Figure 5.2. Strip, delta, pocket and chunk.
Cutting D along the paths of ΠR breaks D into corridors. If the intersection of a
corridor with R is a point (resp. segment) then it is a delta (resp. strip). In a strip
C , all the shortest paths to L from the points in the interior of the segment C ∩ R
have the same crossing sequence. Intuitively, strips have a natural way to morph
from one side to the other. We further break each delta into chunks and pockets, as
follows.
So, consider a delta C with an apex c (i.e., the point of R on the boundary of C).
For a point x ∈ L ∩ C , we define its crossing sequence (in relation to C), to be the
crossing sequence of the shortest path from x to c (restricted to lie inside C). Again,
we partition L ∩ C into maximum intervals that have the same crossing sequence. If
a newly created region has a single intersection point with both L and R, then it is a
pocket, otherwise, it is a chunk.
Applying the above partition scheme to all the deltas results in a decomposition
of D into strips, chunks and pockets.
5.5.3.2.1 Analysis Let d the maximum distance of any point of D to either L or
R, and consider a chunk C . Its intersection with L is a segment, and its intersection
with R is a point (i.e., the apex c of the delta). Observe that the distance of any
point of x ∈ L ∩ C to c is at most 2d. To see that, consider the shortest path pix
from x to R in D, and observe that if it intersects the boundary of C then it can be
modified to connect to c, and its new length is 2d. As such, for a chunk C there is a
natural way to morph L ∩ C to c.
A pocket, on the other hand, is a topological disk that its intersections with L and
R are both single points, and the two boundary paths between these intersections are
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of length at most 2d. Pockets are handled by using the recursive scheme developed
for the discrete case.
5.5.3.3 Homotopy height if there are long edges
We use the algorithm described above to break the given disk D into strips, chunks
and pockets (notice, that we assume nothing on the length of the edges). Next,
order the resulting regions according to their order along L, and transform each one





Figure 5.3. Morphing a chunk/strip.
• Morphing a chunk/strip S: Let σL = L∩S and σR = R∩S. There is a natural
homotopy from pit ∪σL to σR ∪pib.
The strip/chunk S has no vertex of D in its interior, and as such it is formed
by taking planar quadrilaterals and gluing them together along common
edges. Observe that by the triangle inequality, all such edges of any of these
quadrilaterals are of length at most max
 |σL |, |σR|+ 4d. It is now easy to
check that we can collapse each such quadrilateral in turn to get the required
homotopy. Since each of pit and pib is composed of two shortest paths, there
is a linear number of such quadrilaterals, and each collapse can be done in
constant time.
• Morphing a pocket: A pocket has perimeter at most 4d, and there is a point
on its boundary, such that the distance of any point in it to this base point is at
most 2d. By the triangle inequality, we have that if in a topological disk D all
the points of D are in distance at most 2d from some point c, then the longest
edge in D has length at most 4d. As such, all the edges inside a pocket can
not be longer than 4d. We can now apply 5.5.4 to such a pocket. This results
in the desired homotopy.
The shortest paths from R to L can be computed in O(n3 log n) time. The shortest
paths inside a delta to its apex can be computed in O(n2 log n). Since there is a
linear number of deltas, the total running time for building the strips is O(n3 log n).





σ1,σ2, . . . ,σk
	
be the paths in ΠR sorted by the order of their endpoints
along R. Observe that these paths are geodesics and so one can assume that
they are interior disjoint. Now, if li ∈ L and ri ∈ R are the endpoints of σi , for
i = 1, . . . , k, then these endpoints are sorted along their respective curves. In
particular, let Di be the disk having L[s, li]∪σi+1 ∪ R[s, ri] for boundary. We have
that D1 ⊆D2 ⊆ · · · ⊆Dk. The crossing sequences of σi and σi+2 must be different
as otherwise they would be consecutive. Furthermore, because of the inclusion
property, if an edge or a vertex of D intersects σi but does not intersect σi+1 then,
it can not intersect any later path. As such, every other path in ΠR can be charged
to vertices or edges that are added or removed from the crossing sequence of the
respective path. Since an edge or a vertex can be added at most once, and deleted
at most once, this implies the desired bound on the number of paths. 
Arguing as in 5.5.5, we have that the total number of parts (i.e., strips, chunks,
and pockets) generated by the above decomposition is O(|V (D) |).
Lemma 5.5.6. Consider a strip or a chunk S generated by the above partition of D.
Let σL = L ∩ S and σR = R∩ S. Let pit and pib be the top and bottom paths forming
the two sides of S that do not lie on R or L.
• We have |pib| ≤ 2d and |pit | ≤ 2d.
• If |σL |> 0 or |σR|> 0 then there is no vertex of D in the interior of S.
• If |σL |> 0 or |σR|> 0 then there is a homotopy from pit ∪σL to σR ∪pib of
height max
 |σL |, |σR|+ 4d. This homotopy can be computed in linear time.
Proof: (A) If the strip was generated by the first stage of partitioning then the claim
is immediate.
Otherwise, consider a delta C with an apex c. For any point x ∈ L ∩ C we claim
that there is a path of length at most 2d to c. Indeed, consider the shortest path pix
from x to R in D. If this path goes to c the claim holds immediately. Otherwise, the
shortest path (that has length at most d) must cross either the top or bottom shortest
path forming the boundary of C that are emanating from c. We can now modify
pix , so that after its intersection point with this shortest path, it follows it back to c.
Clearly, the resulting path has length at most 2d and lies inside the resulting chunk.
(B) Indeed, the boundary paths pit and pib have the same crossing sequence
(formally, they are the limit of paths with the same crossing sequence). Since D is
non-degenerate, if there was any vertex in the middle, then the path on one side of
the vertex, and the path on the other side of the vertex can not possibly have the
same crossing sequence.
(C) Immediate from the algorithm description. 
5.5.3.4 The result
Theorem 5.5.7. Suppose that we are given a triangulated piecewise linear surface
with the topology of a disk, such that its boundary is formed by two walks L
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and R. Then, there is a continuous homotopy from L to R of height at most
|L|+ |R|+O d log n, where d is the maximum geodesic distance of any point of D





5.6 Homotopic Frechét distance
In this section, fix D to be a triangulated topological disk with n faces. Let the
boundary of D be composed of T , R, B, and L, four internally disjoint walks
appearing in clockwise order along the boundary. Also, let t l = L ∩ T , bl = L ∩ B,









Figure 5.4. The input triangulated disk D, whose boundary is composed of L, T , R and B.
5.6.1 Approximating the regular Frechét distance
5.6.1.1 The continuous case
Let dF(T, B) (resp. dH(T, B)) be the regular (resp. homotopic) Frechét distance
between T and B (when restricted to D). Clearly, dF(T, B) ≤ dH(T, B). The
following lemma implies that the Frechét distance can be approximated within a
constant factor.
Lemma 5.6.1. Let D, n, T , and B be as above. Then, for the continuous case, one
can compute, in O(n3 log n) time, reparametrizations of T and B of width at most
2dF(T, B).
Proof: We compute the shortest path L (resp. R) between the left (resp. right)
vertices of T and B. In the following, consider D to be region bounded by these
four curves.
We decompose D into strips, chunks and pockets using the algorithm of Subsec-
tion 5.5.3.2 (using T and B here as the two boundary curves). Clearly, any region
in this decomposition has boundary made out of portions of T and B, and two other
curves that have length at most 2δ, as implied by the analysis in Subsection 5.5.3.2.
Clearly, a region that is a strip or a chunk does not contain any vertex of D in its in-
terior, and it provides a natural Frechét reparameterization, between corresponding
portions of T and B, of width at most 2δ. As for pockets, observe that the leash does
not have to move continuously and it can jump from one boundary curve to the
1We use the same notation to argue about the discrete and continuous problems.
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other boundary curve (of this pocket). Namely, we computed a reparametrization of
T and B of width 2δ, as desired. 
5.6.2 The discrete case
We can use a similar idea to the decomposition into atomic regions as done above.
Lemma 5.6.2. Let D be a triangulated topological disk with n faces, and T and B
be two internally disjoint walks on the boundary of D. Then, for the discrete case
one can compute, in O(n) time, reparametrizations of T and B that approximate
the discrete Frechét distance between T and B. The computed reparametrizations
have width at most 3δ, where δ is the Frechét distance between T and B.
Proof: First, compute the set of shortest paths, ΠT =

pi1,pi2, · · · ,pik	, from vertices
of T to the path B. To this end, we (conceptually) collapse all the vertices of B
into a single vertex, and compute the shortest path from this meta vertex to all the
vertices in D.
Now, let pii and pii+1 be two consecutive paths; that is, the endpoints of pii and
pii+1, ai and ai+1, are adjacent vertices on T . For all 1 ≤ i < k, we add the paths
pi+i = (ai , ai+1) · pii+1 to the set ΠT to obtain Π+T . Observe that each path in Π+T
has length at most 2δ; it is composed of zero or one edge of T and a shortest path
from a vertex of T to B. Further, Π+T partitions the graph into regions, similar to the
continuous case. Now for each vertex of B that is not an endpoint of a path in Π+T ,
we compute the shortest path inside its region to T . Because the region is bounded
by paths of length at most 2δ, the length of such a shortest path is at most 3δ. If
ΠB is the set of all such shortest paths, then Π+T ∪ΠB is a leash sequence of height
at most 3δ.
We use the algorithm of Henzinger et al. [109] to compute the shortest paths
from B in linear time. Since all regions are disjoint, and every edge appears on the
boundary of at most two regions, we can compute all the shortest paths inside all
these regions to T in O(n) time overall (this step requires careful implementation to
achieve this running time). 
The paths realizing the Frechét distance computed by Lemma 5.6.2 are stored us-
ing implicit data-structure (essentially two shortest path trees that are intertwined).
Therefore, the used space is linear, and it can be constructed in linear time. Of
course, an explicit listing of the realizing paths may require quadratic space.
5.6.3 Without mountains
The following lemma implies that if all the vertices in D are not too far from the
two curves, then we can approximate homotopic Frechét distance is doable.
Lemma 5.6.3. Let D be a triangulated topological disk with n faces, and T and B
be two internally disjoint walks on the boundary ofD. Further, assume for all p ∈D,
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p’s distance to both T and B is at most x . Then, one can compute reparametrizations
of T and B of width O(x log n). The running time is O(n4 log n) (resp. O(n2 log n))
in the continuous (resp. discrete) case.
In particular, if x = O(dH(T, B)) then this is an O(log n)-approximation to the
optimal homotopic Frechét distance.
Proof: Consider the continuous case. Using the algorithm of Lemma 5.6.1 we
compute (not necessarily continuous) reparametrization of T and B of width δ,
realizing approximately (the regular) Frechét distance, where δ = O(x). Let `(t)
denote the leash at time t. The leash `(·) is not required to deform continuously
in t. In particular, for a given time t ∈ [0,1], let `−(t) = limt ′→t− ` t ′ and




. By definition, the leash is discontinuous at t if and only if
`−(t) 6= `+(t).
Naturally, the above reparameterization can be used as long as it is continuous.
Whenever the leash jumps over a gap (i.e., the leash is discontinuous at this point in
time), say at time t, we are going to replace this jump by a (`−(t) ,`+(t))-homotopy
between the two leashes. Clearly, this would result in the desired continuous
homotopy.
To this end, observe that all the vertices inside the disc with boundary `−(t)∪
`+(t) have distance O(x) to T and B, and thus also so to `−(t) and `+(t). As such,
using the algorithm of Theorem 5.5.7 compute an (`−(t) ,`+(t))-homotopy with
height O(x log n). Since a gap must contain a vertex there are O(n) gaps, so this
filling in is done at most O(n) times. Computing the initial reparameterization takes
O(n3 log n) time. Each gap can be filled in O(n3 log n) time.
The discrete case is similar. The Frechét distance here can be computed in linear
time using 5.6.2. Filling each gap takes O(n log n) time using 5.5.3. Overall, the
resulting running time is O(n2 log n). 
Lemma 5.6.3 demonstrates that if the starting and ending leashes are known
(that is the region of the disk D swept over by the morphing) then we can approxi-
mate the homotopic Frechét distance within a O(log n) ratio. The challenge is that a
priori, we do not know these two leashes, as the input is a topological disk D with
the two curves T and B on its boundary, and the extreme leashes might lie in the
interior of D.
5.6.4 With mountains, a decision procedure
For a parameter τ ≥ 0, a vertex v ∈ V (D) is τ-tall if and only if its distance to T
or B is larger than τ (intuitively τ is a guess for the value of dH(T, B)). Here, we
consider the case where there are τ-tall vertices. Intuitively, one can think about
tall vertices as insurmountable mountains. Thus, to find a good homotopy between
T and B, we have to choose which “valleys” to use (i.e., what homotopy class the
solution we compute belongs to if we think about tall vertices as punctures in the
disk).
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In the discrete case, we subdivide each edge in the beginning so that if an edge
has length > 2τ, then the vertex inserted in the middle of it is τ-tall. Observe that, if
τ≥ dH(T, B) then no leash of the optimum homotopic motion can afford to contain
a τ-tall vertex. We use Mτ to denote the set of all τ-tall vertices in V (D).
Now, let ω and ω′ be two walks connecting points on T and B. We say that ω
and ω′ are homotopic in D \Mτ if and only if they are homotopic in D \Mτ after
contracting T and B (each to a single point).
Given a subset X ⊆ Mτ, consider a path σ from T to B, such that X is con-
tained in one side of D \σ (i.e., cutting D along σ breaks it into two connected
components), and Mτ \ X is contained in the other side. The set of all such paths
is the partitioning class of X . Note that each partitioning class contains infinitely
many homotopy classes of paths. However, it is straightforward to check that two
non-crossing paths in a same partitioning class are homotopic.
Let piL,h be the left geodesic (resp. right geodesic) of a partitioning class h; that












Figure 5.5. A partitioning class.
Let ω be any walk in h from t ∈ B to t ∈ T . We define the left tall set of h,
denote Ml(h) = Ml(ω) to be the set of all τ-tall vertices to the left of ω. Namely,
Ml(h) is the set of tall vertices inside the disc with boundary L∪T[t l , t]∪ω∪B[bl , t],
where L is the “left” portion of the boundary of D, having endpoints t l and bl . We
similarly define the right tall set of h, Mr(h) = Mr(ω), to be the set of all τ-tall
vertices to the right of ω. See figure on the right.
We say that h is τ-extendable from the left if and only if |piL,h| ≤ τ and there is
a partitioning class h′, such that |piL,h′ | ≤ τ and Ml(h)⊂ Ml h′. In particular, h is
τ-saturated if it is not τ-extendable and |piL,h| ≤ τ.
5.6.4.1 On the left and right geodesics
Lemma 5.6.4. Let h be a τ-saturated partitioning class and piL,h be its left geodesic,
where τ≥ dH(T, B). There is a (t r , br)-path homotopic to piL,h, whose length is at
most 4τ.
Proof: Let hopt be the partitioning class of the leashes in the optimum solution. Of
course, no leash in the optimum solution contains a τ-tall vertex, and therefore, all
leashes in the optimal solution are in fact homotopic. Let pi∗L and pi∗R be the extreme
leashes in the optimum solution.
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then either pi∗L and piL,h are homotopic, and in particular |piR|= |pi∗R| ≤ τ,
























Figure 5.6. Computing a short homotopic path on the right.




is not empty. Again, it follows that piL,h
crosses pi∗R.
Now consider the overlayed graph of T , B, Ml(h), pi∗L and pi∗R. This graph has
a vertex for each intersection point of the mentioned paths, and two vertices are
connected if there is a subpath between them that contains no other vertex. The
overlayed graph has a natural embedding and so a natural set of faces. The outer
face of the graph contains T and B. Let FT and FB be the other faces of the graph
that contain T and B, respectively. Further, let T ′ = ∂ FT\T and B′ = ∂ FB\B;
observe that T ′ and B′ are homotopic to T and B, respectively.
It follows that piL,h is homotopic to T
′ ·piL,h · B′. In particular, the shortest path
that connects t r to br and is homotopic to piL,h has length at most:
|T ′ ·piL,h · B′| ≤ |piL,h|+ (|pi∗L |+ |piL,h|+ |pi∗R|)≤ 4τ,

A region that contains no τ-tall vertices can still, potentially, contain τ-tall points
(that are not vertices) on in its edges or faces. We next prove that this does not
happen in our settings.
Lemma 5.6.5. Let piL and piR be homotopic paths, such that max(piL ,piR) ≤ x ,
where x ≥ τ≥ dH(T, B). Let D′ be the disk with boundary T ·piR,h · B ·piL,h. Then,
all the points inside D′ are within distance O(x) to both T and B in D′.
Proof: We first consider the continuous case. By the assumption of the lemma, the
disk D′ has no τ-tall vertices. Furthermore, by the definition of x , we have that
the distance of any point on T to B, restricted to paths in D′ is at most δ1, where
δ1 = x + dF(T, B) ≤ 2x . Indeed, the shortest path from any point on T to B in D,
either stays inside D′, or alternatively intersects either piL,h or piR,h.
We can now deploy the decomposition of D′ into strips, pockets and chunks as
done in 5.5.3.2. Every strip (or a chunk) is being swept by a leash of length at most
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δ2 = 2δ1 ≤ 4x (the factor two is because a strip might rise out of a delta), and as
such the claim trivially holds for points inside such regions.
Every pocket P has perimeter of length at most |∂ P| ≤ δ3 = 2δ2 = 8x (the
perimeter also contains two points of T and B and they are in distance at most δ2
from each other in either direction along the perimeter).
So consider such a pocket P. Since D′ contains no τ-tall vertices, P does
not contain any tall vertex. Let e be an edge in P (or a subedge if it intersects
the boundary of P). The two endpoints of e are in P, and such an endpoint is
either a (not tall) vertex or it is contained in ∂ P. In either case, these endpoints
are in distance at most x from ∂ P, and as such they are in distance at most
δ4 = 2x + |∂ P|/2 = 2x + δ2 ≤ 6x from each other (inside P). We conclude that
|e| ≤ δ4, and as such, any point in e is in distance at most δ5 = |e|/2+ x + δ2 ≤
3x + x + 8x ≤ 12x from T and B.
Now, consider any point p in P, and consider the face F that contains it. Since
the surface is triangulated, F is a triangle. Clipping F to P results in a planar region
F ′ that has perimeter at most δ6 = 3δ4 + |∂ P| ≤ 3 · 6x + δ3 ≤ (18+ 8)x ≤ 26x
(note, that an edge might be fragmented into several subedges, but the furthest two
points along a single edge is at most δ4 using the same argument as above). As
such, the furthest a point of P can be from an edge of P is at most δ7 = δ6/2pi≤ 5x .
As such, the maximum distance of a point of P from either T or B (inside D′) is at
most δ5 +δ7 ≤ 12x + 5x = 17x .
The discrete case is easy. Any edge of length ≥ 2τ was split, by introducing a
middle vertex, which must be τ-tall. As such, the claim immediately holds. 
5.6.4.2 The decision algorithm
Lemma 5.6.6. Let D, n, T, L, B, R, t l , bl ,τ be as above, and let X ⊆ V (D) be a set of
τ-tall vertices. Consider the shortest path σl (between t l and bl) that belongs to
any homotopy class h such that X ⊆ Ml(h). Then, the path σl can be computed in
O(n4 log n) (resp. O(n log n)) time in the continuous (resp. discrete) case.
Proof: For each vertex of v ∈ X , compute its shortest path ψv to L in D. Cut the
disk D along these paths. The result is a topological disk D′. Compute the shortest
path ζ in D′ between t l and bl .
We claim that ζ = σl . To this end, consider σl and any path ψv computed by
the algorithm. We claim that σl and ψv do not cross in their interior. Indeed, if
σl cross ψv an odd number of times, then v is inside the disk σl · T · R · B, which
contradict the condition that v ∈ X ⊆ Ml(h). Clearly, σl and ψv can not cross in
their interiors more than once, because otherwise, one can shorten one of them,
which is a contradiction as they are both shortest paths. Thus, σl is a path in D
′
connecting t l to bl , thus implying that ζ is σl .
As for the running time, each shortest path computation takes time O(n2 log n),
in the continuous (resp. discrete) case. The resulting disk has complexity O(n2),
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and computing a shortest path in it takes O(n4 log n) time in the continuous case.
In the discrete case, computing the paths can be done by collapsing L to a vertex,
forbid the shortest path tree edges, and run shortest path algorithm in the remaining
graph. Clearly, this takes O(n log n) time. 
Lemma 5.6.7. Let D be a triangulated topological disk with n faces, and T and B
be two internally disjoint walks on D’s boundary. Given τ > 0, one can compute
a τ-saturated partitioning class, in O(n5 log n) (resp. O(n2 log n)) time, in the
continuous (resp. discrete) case.
Proof: Start with an empty initial set X = ;. At each iteration, try adding one
of the τ-tall vertices v ∈ Mτ of D to X , by using Lemma 5.6.6. The algorithm of
Lemma 5.6.6 outputs a path σ between t l and bl and a set X
′ ⊃ X ∪ {v}.
If σ is of length at most τ update X to be the new set X ′, otherwise reject v. If v
is rejected then the left geodesic of any superset of X ∪ {v} has length larger than
τ. It follows that v cannot be accepted in any later iteration, so we do not need to
reinspect it. Clearly, after trying all the vertices of Mτ, the set X defines the desired
saturated class, which can be computed by using the algorithm of Lemma 5.6.6. 
Lemma 5.6.8. Let D be a triangulated topological disk with n faces, and T and B
be two internally disjoint walks on the boundary of D. Given a real number x > 0,
one can either:
(A) Compute a homotopy from T to B of width O(x log n).
(B) Return that x < dH(T, B).
The running time of this procedure is O(n5 log n) (resp. O(n2 log n)) in the continu-
ous (resp. discrete) case.
Proof: Assume x ≥ δH = dH(T, B), and we use x as a guess for this value δH . Using
Lemma 5.6.7, one can compute a x-saturated partitioning class, h. Lemma 5.6.4
implies that both piL,h and piR,h are at most 4x . LetD
′ ⊆D be the disc with boundary
T ∪ ∪piL,h ∪ B ∪piR,h. By Lemma 5.6.5, all the vertices in D′ are in distance O(x)
from T and B (this holds for all points in D′ in the continuous case). That is, there
are no O(x)-tall vertices in D′. Finally, Lemma 5.6.3 implies that a continuous leash
sequence of height ≤ Z = O(x log n) between T and B, inside D′, can be computed.
Thus, if x is larger than dH(T, B) then this algorithm returns the desired ap-
proximation; that is, is a homotopy of width ≤ Z . If the width of the generated
homotopy is however larger than Z (a value that can be computed directly from x),
then the value of x was too small. That is, the algorithm fails in this case only if
x < dH(T, B). In the case of such failure, return that x is too small. 
5.6.5 A strongly polynomial approximation algorithm
For a vertex v ∈ V (D), define cost(v) to be the length of the shortest path between
t l and bl that has v on its left side. Similarly, for a set of vertices X ⊆ V (D), let
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Cost(X ) be the length of the shortest path between t l and bl that has X on its left
side. For a specific v or X , one can compute cost(v) and Cost(X ) by invoking the
algorithm of Lemma 5.6.6 once.
5.6.5.1 The algorithm
1. Identifying the tall vertices. Observe that using the algorithm of Lemma 5.6.8,
we can decide given a candidate value δH for dH(T, B) if it is too large, too
small, or leads to the desired approximation. Indeed, if the algorithm returns
an approximation of values O(δH log n) but fails for δH/2, we know it is the
desired approximation.
So, compute for each vertex v ∈ V (D) its tallness; that is αv would be
the maximum distance of v to either T or B. Sort these values, and using
binary search, compute the vertex w, with the minimum value αw , such
that Lemma 5.6.8 returns a parametrization with homotopic Frechét distance
O(αw log n). If the algorithm of Lemma 5.6.8 returns that αw/n is too small
of a guess, then [αw/n,αw log n] contains δH . In this case, we can use binary
search to find an interval [γ/2,γ] that contains δH and use Lemma 5.6.8 to
obtain the desired approximation. Similarly, if v is the tallest vertex shorter
than w, then we can assume that αvn is too small of a guess, otherwise we
are again done as [αv ,αvn] contains δH .
As such, in the following, we know that the desired distance δH lies in interval
[x , y] where x = αvn and y = αw/n, and for every vertex u of D it holds
that (i) αu ≤ x/n, or (ii) αu ≥ yn. Naturally, we consider all the vertices that
satisfy (ii) as tall vertices, by setting τ = 2x/n. In the following, let M denote
the set of these τ-tall vertices.
2. Computing candidate partitioning classes. Start with X0 = ;. In the
ith iteration, the algorithm computes the vertex vi ∈ M \ X i−1, such that
Cost
 
X i−1 ∪ vi	 is minimized, and set X i = X i−1 ∪ vi	. Let hi be the parti-
tioning class having X i on its left side, and M \ X i on its right side.
3. Binary search over candidates. We approximate the homotopic Frechét width
of each one of the classes h1, . . . , hn. Let x be the minimum homotopic
Frechét width computed among these n candidates.
Next, do a binary search in the interval [x/n2, x] for the homotopic Frechét dis-
tance. We return the smallest width reparametrization computed as the
desired approximation.
5.6.5.2 Analysis
Lemma 5.6.9. (i) For any X ′ ⊆ X ⊆ V (D), we have Cost X ′≤ Cost(X ).
(ii) For any x ∈ X ⊆ V (D), we have cost(x)≤ Cost(X ).
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(iii) For X , Y ⊆ V (D), we have that Cost(X ∪ Y )≤ Cost(X ) +Cost(Y ).




is less constrained than the path
realizing Cost(X ), as such it might only be shorter.
(ii) Follows immediately from (i).
(iii) Consider the disk D and the two paths σX and σY realizing Cost(X ) and
Cost(Y ), respectively. The close curves σx ∪ L and σY ∪ L encloses two topological
disks. Consider the union of these two disks, and its connected outer boundary
σX∪Y ∪ L. Clearly, σX∪Y connects t l and bl , and it has all the points of X and Y on
one side of it, and finally |σX∪Y | ≤ |σX |+ |σY | as σX∪Y ⊆ σX ∪σY . See figure on
the right. 
Lemma 5.6.10. The cheapest homotopic Frechét parametrization computed among
h1, . . . , hn has width O(dH(T, B)n log n).
Proof: Consider the set Y that is the subset of tall vertices on the left side of the
optimal solution. Let i be the first index such that Y ⊆ X i and Y 6⊆ X i−1. Let v be
any vertex in Y \ X i−1. By construction, we have that Cost X i≤ Cost X i−1 ∪ {v},
and furthermore, for all j ≤ i, we have that CostX j ≤ CostX j−1 ∪ {v}, by the




≤ Cost X i−1 ∪ {v} (by construction of X i)
≤ Cost X i−1+ cost(v) (by Lemma 5.6.9 5.6.9)
≤ Cost X i−1+Cost(Y ) (by Lemma 5.6.9 5.6.9)






≤ · · · ≤ iCost(Y )≤ nCost(Y ) .




, it follows that X i is τ-saturated. Applying Lemma 5.6.4,
implies that |piR,hi | ≤ 4τ. Observe, that the disk defined by T , piL,hi , B, piR,hi can not
contain any tall vertex (by construction).
Now, plugging this into Lemma 5.6.3 implies the homotopic Frechét width of hi




≤ nCost(Y )≤ ndH(T, B). 
5.6.5.3 The algorithm
Theorem 5.6.11. Let D be a triangulated topological disk with n faces, and T
and B be two internally disjoint walks on the boundary of D. One can compute a
homotopic Frechét parametrization of T and B of width O(dH(T, B) log n), where
dH(T, B) is the homotopic Frechét distance between T and B in D.
The running time of this procedure is O(n6 log n) (resp. O(n3 log n)) in the
continuous (resp. discrete) case.
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Proof: For correctness, observe that the algorithmic either found the desired value,
or identified correctly the tall vertices. Next, by Lemma 5.6.10, the range the
algorithm searches over contains the desired value.
The algorithm requires O(n2) calls to Lemma 5.6.6, which takes O(n6 log n)
(resp. O(n3 log n)) time in the continuous (resp. discrete) case. Then, the algo-
rithm requires Lemma 5.6.3 to compute the homotopic Frechét distance of the






Given a surface combinatorially presented by a triangulation (or more generally
an embedded graph), embedded curves can be presented by their interaction with
the triangles (faces of the embedded graph). The sequence of edges that a curve
crosses is an example of a method to present a sufficiently well-behaved curve on
a triangulated surface up to continuous deformation that avoids vertices of the
triangulation. Although crossing sequences are simple to deal with, they are usually
very long, because of the redundancy in the encoding.
In fact, there are exponentially shorter implicit encodings for well-behaved curves
on surfaces. Normal coordinates of curves is an example of such encodings, which
is an specialization of normal coordinations to present surfaces (see Section 6.2 for
an overview). Many algorithms in computational topology owe their efficiency to
the compactness of the normal-coordinate representation [4,23,24,107,163,164,
166,169,179].
On the flip side, it is usually more difficult to compute with a compact presenta-
tion of a curve in polynomial time (intuitively, without uncompressing the input).
In this chapter, we consider several algorithmic problem about curves (presented by
normal coordinates) such as computing the number of components of a curve, decid-
ing whether two given curves are isotopic, and computing algebraic and geometric
intersection numbers of pairs of curves. Classical algorithms for these problems
require explicit traversal or crossing sequences as input.
The kernel of our algorithms is a method to trace a normal curve in linear time
(with respect to the length of its compressed presentation). The output of our tracing
method is an alterative cell complex of the underlying manifold, on which the input
curve has a compact explicit representation. Using that, we design simple natural
algorithms for several problems about normal curves, our algorithm are faster than
the previously known results in most of the cases; see Section 6.3 for an overview.
We can extend our result to trace a geodesic path on a piece-wise linear surface to
find its first self-crossing point. Here the input is a piecewise linear surface described
by a set of Euclidian polygons and a collection of rules to identify some pairs of
same length edges of the polygons (so that the resulting space is a 2-manifold).
The geodesic path is specified by a point inside a polygon and a local direction.
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The goal is finding the closest self-crossing point on the geodesic path in the given
direction. We refer the interested reader to our paper [78] for a full description of
that algorithm.
6.2 Related results
There are several compact methods to present simple (sufficiently well-behaved)
curves on triangulated surfaces. For example, given a triangulation of the surface,
such a curve curve can be described by listing the number of elementary segments
connecting each pair of edges in each triangle; an elementary segment is a connected
subpath between two consecutive edges of the triangulation. These numbers are
called the normal coordinates of the curve [102,127]. Any vector of normal coordin-
ates identifies a unique simple curve (again up to continuous deformation), because
there is only one way to fill each triangle with the correct number of elementary
segments without intersection. The normal coordinate representation is remarkably
compact; only O(n log(X/n)) bits are needed to list the normal coordinates of a curve
with X crossings on a triangulated surface with complexity n. Several algorithms in
two- and three-dimensional topology owe their efficiency to the compactness of the
normal-coordinate representation [4,23,24,107,163,164,166,169,179].
Schaefer et al. [163, 166, 179] consider several algorithmic questions about
normal curves, such as computing the number of components of a curve, deciding
whether two given curves are isotopic, and computing algebraic and geometric
intersection numbers of pairs of curves. Classical algorithms for these problems
require explicit traversal or crossing sequences as input.
By connecting normal coordinates with grammar-based text compression [132,
133,141,161] and word equations [65,152,159,160], Schaefer et al. developed
algorithms whose running times are polynomial in the bit complexity of the nor-
mal coordinate vector, which they call the normal complexity of the curve. These
algorithms rely on a complex algorithm of Plandowski and Rytter [152] to compute
compressed solutions of word equations. We are unaware of any precise time analy-
sis, but as Plandowski and Rytter’s algorithm uses a nested sequence of quadratic-
and cubic-time reductions, its running time is quite high. Štefankovic [179] de-
scribed simpler algorithms for some of these problems in time linear in the normal
complexity, or O(n log(X/n)) time in our notation, by reducing them to an elegant
algorithm of Robson and Deikert [159,160] to solve word equations with a certain
special structure.
Some of the problems considered by Schaefer et al. can also be solved in poly-
nomial time using the polynomial-time orbit-counting algorithm of Agol, Hass, and
Thurston [4], which was originally designed to compute the number of components
of normal surfaces in triangulated 3-manifolds in polynomial time, but in fact (like
the word-equation algorithms of Schaefer et al. [163,166,179]) works for similar
problems in any dimension. Agol et al. do not claim a precise time bound, but a
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direct reading of their analysis implies a running time of O(n4 log3(X/n)). Dynnikov
and Wiest [67] later developed a special case of the orbit-counting algorithm to
reconstruct braids from their planar curve diagrams; Dehornoy et al. [56] refer to
this variant as the transmission-relaxation method.
Other compact representations of curves include weighted train tracks [11,12,82,
83,150], Dehn-Thurston coordinates (with respect to a fixed pants decomposition of
the surface) [55,82,83,149,184], and compressed intersection sequences [166,179].
6.3 Overview
6.3.1 Tracing
We propose an alternate strategy to efficiently compute with curves on surfaces.
Instead of using complex compression techniques to avoid unpacking the crossing
sequence of the input curve, our algorithms modify the underlying cellular decompo-
sition of the surface so that the curve has a small explicit description with respect to
the new decomposition. Specifically, given the normal coordinates of a curve γ on a
triangulated surface with n edges, we compute a new cellular decomposition of the
surface with complexity O(n), called a street complex, such that γ is a simple path or
cycle in the 1-skeleton. After reviewing some background terminology, we formally
define the street complex in Section 6.4; see Figure 6.2 for an example.
At a high level, our algorithm simply traces the curve, continuously updating
the street complex to reflect the portion of the curve traced so far. A naïve imple-
mentation of our tracing strategy runs in O(X ) time, where X is the total number of
edge crossings; each time the curve enters a triangle by crossing an edge, we can
easily determine in O(1) time which of the other two edges of the triangle to cross
next. The main result of this paper is a tracing algorithm that runs in O(n2 log X )
time, an exponential improvement over the naïve algorithm for any fixed surface
triangulation.
Our new algorithm relies on two simple ideas. First, we observe that for typical
curves, most of the decisions made by the brute-force tracing algorithm are redun-
dant. If a curve enters a triangle ∆ between two older elementary segments that
leave ∆ through the same edge, the new elementary segment must also leave ∆
through that edge; see Figure 1.1. The street complex allows us to skip these
redundant decisions automatically.
Second, even with redundant decisions filtered out, the naïve algorithm may
repeat the same series of crossings many times when the input curve contains
a spiral [67, 146, 165, 167]. Our algorithm detects spirals as they occur, quickly
determines the depth of the spiral (the number of repetitions), and then skips ahead
to the first crossing after the spiral. See Figure 6.6 below.
We describe our generic tracing algorithm in Section 6.5 and analyze its running
time in Section 6.6. We also describe and analyze a symmetric untracing algorithm




The street complex allows us to answer several fundamental topological questions
about simple curves using elementary algorithms. For example, to determine
whether a curve represented by normal coordinates is connected, we can trace one
component of the curve, and then check whether the number of edge crossings we
encountered is equal to the sum of the normal coordinates. To determine whether
a connected normal curve is contractible, we can trace the curve and then apply
a O(n)-time depth-first search in the dual of the resulting street complex [76]. To
find the normal coordinates of a single component of a curve, we can trace just that
component, discard the untraced components, and then untrace the street complex.
In Section 6.8, we describe algorithms to solve these and several other related
problems for normal curves in O(n2 log X ) time. All of the problems we consider
were previously solved in (large) polynomial time by Schaefer et al. [163]; however,
our algorithms are significantly faster and simpler. Our algorithms are also faster
than the orbit-counting algorithm of Agol et al. [4] and more general than Dynnikov
and Wiest’s transmission-relaxation method [56, 67]. For some of the problems
we consider, our algorithms appear to be slower by a factor of n than algorithms
described by Štefankovic [179]; however, we optimistically conjecture that this gap
can be closed with more careful time analysis.
6.3.3 Computational assumptions
Most of our time bounds are stated functions of two variables: the number n
of triangles in the input triangulation and the total crossing number X of the
traced curve. We assume that X = Ω(n2), since otherwise our analysis yields a
time bound slower than the trivial bound O(n+ X ); this assumption implies that
log(X/n) = Θ(log X ).
We formulate and analyze our algorithms for normal curves in the standard
unit-cost integer RAM with w-bit words, where w = Ω(log X ); that is, we assume
that the sum of the normal coordinates can be stored in a single memory word. This
assumption implies that all necessary integer arithmetic operations (comparison,
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) required by our tracing algorithm
can be executed in constant time. The O(n log X ) time bound for Štefankovic’s
word-equation algorithms [159, 160, 179] and the O(n4 log3 X ) time bound for
the Agol-Hass-Thurston orbit-counting algorithm [4] require the same model of
computation.1 For integer RAMs with smaller word sizes (for example, if the word
size is only large enough to the largest individual normal coordinate), all these
running times increase by at most a polylogarithmic factor in X .
1For several of his algorithms, Štefankovic [4] only claims running times on integer RAMs with
significantly larger word sizes, but his estimates are unnecessarily conservative.
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6.4 Normal coordinates vs. street complex
In this section, we describe two different methods to compactly present normal
curves on surfaces, namely normal coordinates and street complex. Normal coor-
dinates is a well-known method that is a special case of the presentation of the
surfaces in 3-manifolds. Street complex is another method, that we [78] introduced,
to compactly present normal curves; Jaco et al. [115,116] apply a similar idea to
present surfaces in 3-manifolds.
6.4.1 Normal curves, normal isotopy, and normal coordinates
Let T be a triangulation of a surface Σ. A properly embedded curve γ in Σ is normal
with respect to T if (1) γ avoids the vertices of T ; (2) every intersection between γ
and an edge of T is transverse; and (3) the intersection of γ with any triangular face
of T is a finite set of disjoint elementary segments: simple paths whose endpoints
lie on distinct sides of the triangle. A normal isotopy between two normal curves
is a proper isotopy h such that h(t, ·) is a normal curve for all t; or, equivalently,
h avoids vertices of T . Two curves are normal isotopic, or in the same normal
isotopy class, if there is a normal isotopy between them.
Any normal curve can be identified, up to normal isotopy, by two different
vectors of O(n) non-negative integers, where n is the number of faces of T . There
are three types of elementary segments within any face ∆, each separating one
corner of ∆ from the other two; the corner coordinates of γ list the number of
elementary segments of each type in each face of T . The edge coordinates of γ list
the number of times γ intersects each edge of T . See Figure 6.1. We collectively
refer to the corner and edge coordinates of a curve as its normal coordinates.2
Given either normal coordinate representation, it is easy to compute the other
representation in O(n) time. The total crossing number of a normal curve is the
sum of its edge coordinates; this number is also equal to the sum of the curve’s





















































Figure 6.1. Corner and edge coordinates of a normal curve with two components in a triangulated
disk.
2Schaefer et al. [163,166,179] refer to the edge coordinates as “normal coordinates”, but the standard
coordinate system for normal surfaces [102] is a generalization of corner coordinates.
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6.4.2 Ports, blocks, junctions, and streets
We now introduce the street complex and its components.
The intersections between any normal curve γ and the edges of any triangulation
T partition γ into elementary segments and partition the edges of T into segments
called ports. The overlay graph T‖γ is the cellularly embedded graph whose edges
are these elementary segments and ports. Every vertex of T‖γ is either a vertex of
T or an intersection point of γ and some edge of T . Every face of T‖γ is a subset of
some face ∆ of T . We call each face a junction if it is incident to all three sides of
its containing face ∆, and a block if it is incident to only two sides of ∆; these are
the only two possibilities. Each face of T contains exactly one junction. Each block
is bounded either by two elementary segments and two ports, or by one elementary
segment and two ports that share a vertex of T .
We call a port redundant if it separates two blocks; because each face of T
contains exactly one junction, each edge of T contains at most two non-redundant
ports. Removing all the redundant ports from the overlay graph T‖γ merges
contiguous sets of blocks into streets. Each street is either a single open disk with
exactly two non-redundant ports on its boundary (called the ends of the street), an
open annulus bounded by a trivial component of γ and a vertex of T , or an annulus
bounded by two parallel components of γ (in particular, if γ is reduced, all streets are
of the first type.) For any normal curve γ, the street complex S(T,γ) is the complex
of streets and junctions in the overlay T‖γ. See Figure 6.2. Streets and junctions
are two-dimensional analogues of the product regions and guts of normal surfaces,
defined by Jaco, Letscher, and Rubinstein [115,116].
Figure 6.2. The street complex of the normal curve in Figure 6.1. Unshaded faces are junctions;
shaded faces are streets; one street is shaded darker (green) for emphasis.
The crossing sequence of a street is the sequence of edges in the original trian-
gulation T crossed by any path that traverses the street from one end to the other.
The crossing length of a street is the length of its crossing sequence, or equivalently,
the number of constituent blocks plus one. To simplify our analysis, we regard any
port between two junctions, as well as any boundary port incident to a junction, as
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a street with crossing length 1. The sum of the crossing lengths of the streets in any
street complex S(T,γ) is the total crossing number of γ plus the number of edges
in T .
Any normal curve γ′ that is disjoint from γ subdivides each port in S(T,γ) into
smaller ports, each street in S(T,γ) into narrower “blocks”, and each junction in
S(T,γ) into blocks and exactly one smaller junction. Removing all redundant ports
from this refinement gives us the refined street complex S(T,γ ∪ γ′). Conversely,
the intersection of γ′ with any street or junction in S(T,γ) is a set of elementary
arcs. There are three types of elementary arcs within any junction, each connecting
two of the junction’s three ports. The junction coordinates of γ′ list the number
of elementary arcs of each type in each junction of S(T,γ). Similarly, the street
coordinates of γ′ list the number of such arcs within each street of S(T,γ). Junction
and street coordinates have the same simple linear relationship as corner and edge
coordinates; in fact, the normal coordinates of a curve γ are just the junction and
street coordinates of γ in the trivial street complex S(T,∅).
Our tracing strategy must handle normal curves that are partially drawn on the
surface; we slightly extend our definitions to include such curves. A normal path
is any simple path whose endpoints lie in the interior of edges of T and that can
be extended to a normal curve on Σ. Let γ be composed of a normal curve γ′ and
possibly a normal path pi disjoint from γ′. A fork is the union of two ports that
share one of the endpoints of pi; for most purposes, we can think of a fork as a
degenerate junction. Formally, we call a port redundant if it separates two blocks
and it is not part of a fork; modified definitions of streets and the street complex
follow immediately. The modified street complex S(T,γ) clearly still has complexity












Figure 6.3. A partially traced street complex with street and junction coordinates. (Zero coordinates
are omitted.)
6.4.3 Reduced curves
A normal cycle is trivial if it bounds a disk in Σ containing a single vertex of T ; note
that any normal bounds at most two discs, each of them contains at least one vertex
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of T . We call a normal curve reduced if no component of γ is a trivial cycle and no
two components of γ are normal isotopic. The following lemma and its corollary,
observed by Kneser [127], are helpful during the rest of this chapter.
Lemma 6.4.1. The components of a properly embedded curve on a surface with
genus g and b boundary cycles fall into at most 6g + 6b− 8 isotopy classes.
Proof: Fix a properly embedded curve γ on a surface Σ. We separately bound the
contractible components, noncontractible cycles, and noncontractible arcs in γ; thus,
our analysis is not tight.
Two contractible arcs are isotopic if and only if their endpoints lie on the same
boundary cycle of Σ; thus, contractible arcs fall into at most b isotopy classes.
All contractible cycles in Σ are isotopic. We conclude that γ has at most b + 1
contractible components.
Let C be a maximal set of pairwise-disjoint noncontractible cycles in distinct
isotopy classes. Cutting the surface along any cycle leaves its Euler characteristic
unchanged. Each component of Σ \ C is either a pair of pants bounded by three
cycles in C or an annulus bounded by a cycle in C and a boundary cycle of Σ. A pair
of pants has Euler characteristic −1; an annulus has Euler characteristic 0; and each
annular component of Σ \C contains exactly one boundary cycle of Σ. Thus, Σ \C
consists of exactly −χ(Σ) = 2g + b− 2 pairs of pants and b annuli, which implies
that |C|= (3(2g + b− 2) + b)/2= 3g + 2b− 3.
Similarly, let A be a maximal set of pairwise-disjoint noncontractible arcs in
distinct isotopy classes. Each component of Σ \A is a disk bounded by exactly three
arcs in A and three boundary arcs. Contracting each boundary cycle of Σ to a point
transforms A into a b-vertex triangulation of a surface of genus g with no boundary.
Thus, Euler’s formula implies that |A|= 3g + 3b− 6. 
Corollary 6.4.2. A reduced normal curve in a surface triangulation with n triangles
has at most b(3n− 1)/2c= O(n) components.
In this chapter we restrict our attention to the reduced curves, because of the
following reasons. First, the street complex of any non-reduced curve γ contains
annular faces, which would complicate our algorithms (but probably not seriously);
observe that the street complex of a reduced curve is cellular. More importantly, the
street complex of a non-reduced curve can have arbitrarily high complexity, since
the curve can have arbitrarily many components. Fortunately, as we argue in Section
6.8, it is easy to avoid tracing trivial components or more than one component in
the same normal isotopy class.
By construction, the components of any reduced normal curve γ appear as
disjoint paths and cycles in the 1-skeleton of the street complex. Although the
complexity of the overlay graph T‖γ can be arbitrarily large, even when the curve γ
is connected, the street complex S(T,γ) of a reduced normal curve is never more
than a constant factor more complex than the original triangulation.
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Lemma 6.4.3. Let T be a surface triangulation with n triangles. For any reduced
normal curve γ in T , the street complex S(T,γ) has complexity O(n).
Proof: Each triangle of T contains exactly one junction of S(T,γ), it follows that
the total number of junctions is O(n). Each junction is adjacent to at most 3 streets,
so the number of streets is O(n). Each junction is adjacent to at most 6 vertices and
each vertex is either adjacent to a junction or it is a vertex of T , that is the number
of vertices of S(T,γ) is O(n). Finally, each edge of S(T,γ) is on the boundary of a
street or a junction, and so the number of edges is O(n) as well. 
6.5 Tracing connected normal curves
In this section, we describe our algorithm to trace connected normal curves. Given
a triangulation T of an orientable surface Σ and the corner and edge coordinates
of a connected normal curve γ, our tracing algorithm computes the street complex
S(T,γ). We extend our algorithm to arbitrary reduced curves in Section 6.6, and we
consider arbitrary normal curves in Section 6.8.
Our algorithm maintains a normal subpath pi of γ that is growing at one end,
along with the street complex S(T,pi) and the junction and street coordinates of
the complementary path γ \pi. If γ is an arc, we trace it from one endpoint to the
other. If γ is a cycle, we trace it starting at some intersection point with an edge of
T . Initially, pi is an arbitrary crossing point, which splits some edge into a fork.
6.5.1 Steps
In each step of our algorithm, we extend the path pi through one junction or fork,
and then through one street, updating both the street complex and the junction and
street coordinates. We call the streets that contain the moving endpoint of pi the left
and right active streets.
Suppose pi is about to enter a junction. We call the streets adjacent to the
junction but not the endpoint of pi the left exit and the right exit. Suppose the local
junction coordinates are a, b, and c, and the active street coordinates are l and r,
as shown in Figure 6.4. These coordinates satisfy the equation l + r + 1= a+ c, so
either l < a or r < c. If l < a, we extend pi through the junction and through its left
exit into the next junction; the left active street grows to the end of the left exit, and
the left exit becomes the new right active street. We call this case a left turn; the
symmetric case r < c is called a right turn. In either case, we update the street and
junction coordinates as shown in Figure 6.4. A similar case analysis applies when pi
crosses a fork; see Figure 6.5.
The tracing algorithm ends when pi hits either the boundary of Σ or the starting
point of the trace. In all other cases, each step makes one active street longer,
replaces the other active street, and makes the new active street narrower. All
necessary operations for a single step—comparing and updating the junction and



























































Figure 6.5. Tracing a curve through a fork.
6.5.2 Phases and spirals
Unfortunately, executing each step by brute force is not necessarily efficient. To
improve the brute-force algorithm, we more coarsely partition the tracing process
into phases. Each phase is a maximal sequence of either left turns or right turns.
Every step in a phase consisting of left turns extends the same left active street;
similarly, every step in a right phase extends the same right active street. In either
case, each phase extends a single active street.
During each phase, we maintain a sequence of directed streets and junctions
traversed during that phase. If the growing path pi ever enters a street for the
second time, in the same direction, during the same phase, then pi has entered a
spiral. The reentered street must be the first street traversed during the current
phase; for the remainder of the phase, pi repeatedly traverses the same sequence of
directed streets and junctions. The length of a spiral is the total number of streets
it traverses, counted with multiplicity, and the depth of the spiral is the number of
times it repeats the entire sequence of directed streets and junctions. If the spiral
has length ` and traverses m distinct directed streets, its depth is d`/me − 1. See
Figure 6.6.
Instead of tracing the spiral step by step, we compute the depth of the spiral
directly in O(m) time as follows. Let J0, J1, . . . , Jm−1 be the junction coordinates
modified during the first iteration of the spiral. Let w denote the width of the active
street, defined as the corresponding street coordinate plus 1. The depth of the spiral
is d =minibJi/wc, and the spiral ends at the first junction whose coordinate Ji is
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Figure 6.6. A spiral with length `= 16 and depth d = 3 through m= 5 distinct streets, plus one step
of the next phase.
smaller than dw. Once we compute d, we can update the street complex S(T,pi)
and the appropriate street and junction coordinates in O(m) time. In particular, as
long as the depth of the spiral is at least 2, the combinatorial structure of S(T,pi)
(the 1-skeleton and the rotation system encoding its embedding in Σ) depends only
on the last `mod m steps of the spiral.
The lengths and widths of the streets, as well as junction and street coordinates
of the remainder of the curve, can all be updated in O(m) time. The length of the
active street increases by d times the total length of the m distinct directed streets in
the spiral, plus the total length of the last `mod m streets; no other street changes
length. Each undirected street in the spiral is traversed d, d + 1, 2d, 2d + 1 or
2d +2 times, depending on whether the street is traversed in one or both directions,
and which of those traversals occur in the last `mod m steps of the phase. We can
compute all such numbers in O(m) time, after which updating the widths of the
streets traversed by the spiral is straightforward.
The crude upper bound m= O(n) immediately implies that each phase of our
tracing algorithm can be executed in O(n) time. We analyze the number of phases,
as a function of the total crossing number of the traced curve, in Section 6.6.
6.5.3 History
For some applications of our tracing algorithm, it is useful to maintain the history of
the street complex, which records the evolution of each street during the algorithm’s
execution. For each phase of the tracing algorithm, the history records the tuple
(a; `; m; i0, i1, . . . , im−1), where
• a is the index of the street that is active for the entire phase;
• ` is the number of steps in the phase;
• m is the number of distinct directed streets traversed during the phase; and
• i0, i1, . . . , im−1 are the indices of these m directed streets in the order they are
traversed.
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The resulting history is equivalent to a context-free grammar whose terminals
correspond to the edges of T and most of whose productions have the following
form, where d = dl/me − 1:
Xa → X b (X i0 X i1 · · · X im−1)d X i0 X i1 · · · X i(`−1)mod m
X a → X i(`−1)mod m · · · X i1 X i0(X im−1 · · · X i1 X i0)d X b.
The language of each non-terminal X i is a single string, recording the crossing
sequence of the street at the end of some phase. In the example above, Xa is the
crossing sequence of the active street just after the phase ends; X b is the crossing
sequence of the active street just before the phase begins; and X i denotes the reversal
of X i . If the same street is traversed in both directions during a phase, we will
have X i j = X ik for some indices j 6= k, so both the forward and reverse productions
are necessary; otherwise, the indices i j are distinct. The grammar also contains
terminal productions of the form X i → ei and X i → ei for each edge ei in the input
triangulation.
This context-free grammar can be transformed into Chomsky normal form by
replacing each production in the form above with O(m + log d) productions of
the form A → B C . (Chomsky normal form grammars for one-string languages
are sometimes called straight-line programs [119] or grammar-based codes [122].)
Thus, our history data structure is equivalent to the compressed intersection sequence
constructed by Schaefer et al. [166,179]. We analyze the complexity of our history
data structure and the resulting compressed intersection sequence in the next
section.
6.6 Analysis
We now bound the running time of our tracing algorithm. In Section 6.6.1, we
bound the time required to trace a connected normal curve; we extend our analysis
to curves with multiple components in Section 6.6.2. Throughout our analysis, we
let N denote the current number of streets in the evolving street complex; although
N changes during the algorithm’s execution, Lemma 6.4.3 implies that N =Θ(n) at
all times.
Our analysis can be viewed as a generalization of Lamé’s classical analysis of
Euclid’s GCD algorithm in terms of Fibonacci numbers [130,174]. This connection is
not a coincidence; for tracing geodesics on a minimal triangulation of the torus, our
algorithm actually reduces to Euclid’s algorithm [78]. In particular, handling each
phase in O(n) time, instead of constant time per step, generalizes the use of division
in Euclid’s algorithm instead of repeated subtraction. Euclid’s algorithm is invoked
explicitly by the orbit-counting algorithm of Agol et al. [4] and by the compressed
pattern-matching algorithms [119, 141, 161] underlying the results of Schaefer
et al. [166,179]. See also related results of Moeckel [142] and Series [171,172]
on encoding (infinite) geodesics in surfaces of constant curvature by continued
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fractions.
In retrospect, our analysis (at least for connected curves) is nearly identical
to Dynnikov and Weist’s analysis of their transmission-relaxation method [56,67],
although the algorithms themselves appear to be quite different. In particular, the
potential function Φ in the proof of Lemma 6.6.1 closely resembles their definition
of the AHT-complexity of a braid (named after Agol, Hass, and Thurston). Dehornoy
et al. [56, page 196] draw a similar analogy between their approach and the fast
Euclidean algorithm.
6.6.1 Abstract tracing
In each phase of our tracing algorithm, the crossing length of the active street
increases by the sum of the crossing lengths of the other traversed streets, counted
with appropriate multiplicity. The algorithm ABSTRACTTRACE, shown in Figure 6.7,
abstractly models this growth.
ABSTRACTTRACE(N):




choose an integer m ∈ [N]
choose an integer ` ≥ m
choose a vector (i0, i1, . . . , im−1) ∈ [N]m
d ← d`/me − 1
for j← 0 to m− 1
x[a]← x[a] + d · x[i j]
for j← 0 to (`− 1)mod m
x[a]← x[a] + x[i j]
a← i(`−1)mod m
Figure 6.7. Our abstract tracing algorithm.
ABSTRACTTRACE maintains an array x[1 .. N] of positive integers, corresponding
to the crossing lengths of the streets maintained in our tracing algorithm, along
with the index a of the current active street. Each iteration of the outer loop of
ABSTRACTTRACE models a phase of our tracing algorithm. The inner loops update the
crossing length x[a] of the active street as the curve traverses a spiral of length ` and
depth d, containing m distinct streets whose indices are in the vector (i0, i1, . . . , im−1).
The last street traversed in the current phase becomes the active street for the next
phase. For purposes of analysis, we assume that the termination condition for
the outer loop and the parameters `, m, and (i0, i1, . . . , im−1) of each iteration are
determined by a malicious adversary instead of the topology of the input curve.
To prove an upper bound on the number of phases of ABSTRACTTRACE, we can
assume conservatively that m= 1 in every phase; equivalently, we can ignore the
contribution to the active street’s crossing length from all but the last street in every
spiral. Thus, we consider the simpler algorithm SIMPLETRACE shown in Figure 6.8.
The new variable δ is the number of times the last street in the spiral is traversed;
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specifically, δ = d if `/m is an integer and δ = d + 1 otherwise. The other new
variable ∆ is used only in the analysis.
SIMPLETRACE(N):





choose an index i ∈ [N]
choose an integer δ ≥ 1
x[a]← x[a] +δ · x[i]
∆←∆+ lg(δ+ 1)
a← i
Figure 6.8. A simplified tracing algorithm for analysis.
Lemma 6.6.1. At the end of each iteration of SIMPLETRACE, we have∆≤ 2∑Ni=1 lg x[i].
Proof: Consider the potential function Φ := 2
∑N
i=1 lg x[i]− lg x[a]. Initially we
have Φ = 0. There are two cases to consider, depending on whether x[a] is smaller
or larger than x[i] at the start of each iteration of the loop.
• If x[a]≤ x[i], then the assignment x[a]← x[a] +δ · x[i] increases Φ by at
least lg(δ+ 1), and the assignment a← i does not decrease Φ.
• If x[a]≥ x[i], then the assignment x[a]← x[a]+δ · x[i] does not decrease
Φ, and the assignment a← i increases Φ by at least lg(δ+ 1).
In both cases, Φ increases by at least lg(δ+ 1) in each iteration. It immediately
follows by induction that ∆≤ Φ≤ 2∑Ni=1 lg x[i] at the end of every iteration. 
Lemma 6.6.2. ABSTRACTTRACE(N) runs for at most 2L = O(N log X ) phases, where
L is the final value of
∑N
i=1 lg x[i] and X is the final value of
∑N
i=1 x[i].
Proof: To maximize the number of phases, we assume that ` = 1 in every phase.
This assumption allows us to simplify the execution to an instance of SIMPLETRACE
where δ = 1 in every phase, and therefore ∆ is simply the number of phases.
Lemma 6.6.1 implies that the algorithm terminates after at most 2L phases. The
parameter L is maximized as a function of N and X when x[i] = X/N for all i. (Our
assumption that X = Ω(n2) implies that log(X/N) = Θ(log X ).) 
The trivial inequality m≤ N now implies the following time bound:
Corollary 6.6.3. ABSTRACTTRACE(N) runs in O(N L) = O(N2 log X ) time, where L is
the final value of
∑N
i=1 lg x[i] and X is the final value of
∑N
i=1 x[i].
Theorem 6.6.4. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a con-
nected normal curve in Σ with total crossing number X . Given the normal coordin-
ates of γ, we can trace γ in O(n2 log X ) time.
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There is an interesting tension between the two steps of our analysis. To bound
the number of phases in Lemma 6.6.2, we conservatively assume that each phase
traverses only a constant number of streets; however, to bound the total number
of steps in Corollary 6.6.3, we conservatively assume that each phase traverses a
constant fraction of the streets. Despite this tension, both bounds are asymptotically
tight in the worst case, at least when X is sufficiently large.
Lemma 6.6.5. ABSTRACTTRACE(N) executes Ω(N log X ) phases in the worst case.
Proof: Suppose the adversary chooses i = (a mod n) + 1 and δ = 1 in every phase
of SIMPLETRACE. An easy inductive argument implies that for any integer r ≥ 1, at
the end of r · (n− 1) phases we have x[i] ≤ 2r for all i. Thus, SIMPLETRACE must
perform at least (N − 1) lg(X/N) = Ω(N log X ) iterations before∑i x[i] = X . 
Lemma 6.6.6. ABSTRACTTRACE(N) runs in Ω(N2 log X ) time in the worst case, as-
suming X = Ω(N2+") for some " > 0.
Proof: Suppose N = 2k for some integer k ≥ 2, and in every phase of AB-
STRACTTRACE, the adversary chooses ` = m = k + 1 (and therefore d = 0) and
(i0, i1, . . . , ik) = (k+ 1, k+ 2, . . . , 2k, (a mod k)− 1). In other words, the adversary
mimics the strategy described in the previous proof in the lower half x[1 .. k] of the
array, but uses the upper half x[k+ 1 .. 2k] to add k additional steps to each phase.
The values in x[k+ 1 .. 2k] never change; at all times, x[i] = 1 for all i > k. Thus,
the additional steps have very little impact on the growth of the sum
∑
i x[i].
A straightforward inductive argument implies that for any integer r ≥ 1, at
the end of r · (k − 1) phases, we have ∑ki=1 x[i] < (2r − 1)k2 + k < 2r k2 − k
and therefore
∑N
i=1 x[i] < 2
r n2/4. Thus, ABSTRACTTRACE must execute at least
(N − 1) lg(4X/N2) = Ω(N log X ) phases before∑Ni=1 x[i] = X . Each phase requires
Ω(N) time. 
We leave open the possibility that our analysis is not tight for instances that
actually arise from tracing normal curves on triangulated surfaces. We conjecture
that Lemma 6.6.2 is still tight in this context, but that Corollary 6.6.3 is not.
6.6.2 Tracing reduced curves
Now consider the more general case where γ is a reduced curve, possibly with
more than one component. (For the applications we describe in Section 6.8, this
is the most general case we need to consider.) Our tracing algorithm requires
little modification to handle these curves; we simply trace the components one
at a time, in arbitrary order. Each component refines the street complex defined
by the previous components. Lemma 6.4.3 immediately implies that the resulting
algorithm runs in O(n3 log X ) time, but this time bound can be improved with more
careful analysis.
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Theorem 6.6.7. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a reduced
normal curve in Σ with total crossing number X . Given the normal coordinates of γ,
we can trace every component of γ in O(n2 log X ) time.
Proof: Consider the effect of ending one component and starting another on the
vector of crossing lengths modeled by the array x[1 .. N] in SIMPLETRACE. When we
begin tracing a new cycle component, we split some street into three smaller streets
by introducing a fork; one of the three new streets becomes the active street for the
first phase of the new component. This update can be modeled in SIMPLETRACE by
adding the following lines:
if starting a cycle:
choose an index i ∈ [N]
choose an integer y ∈ x[i]
x[i]← x[i]− y + 1
x[N + 1]← y
x[N + 2]← y
N ← N + 2
a← N + 2
When we finish tracing a cycle component, we merge the four streets adjacent to
the initial fork into two longer streets; see the center of Figure 6.4. This update can
be modeled in SIMPLETRACE by adding the following lines:
if ending a cycle:
choose an index j ∈ [N]
choose an index k ∈ [N]
x[ j]← x[ j] + x[N − 1]− 1
x[k]← x[k] + x[N]− 1
N ← N − 2
Similarly, when we begin tracing a new arc component, we split some street (ending
on the boundary of Σ) into two narrower streets. This update can be modeled in
SIMPLETRACE by adding the following lines:
if starting an arc:
choose an index i ∈ [N]
x[N + 1]← x[i]
N ← N + 1
a← N + 1
No additional changes are necessary when we end an arc component. Again, for
purposes of analysis, we assume that the decision of when to end one component
and begin another, whether each new component is an arc or a cycle, and the array
elements involved in starting or ending a component are all chosen adversarially
instead of being determined by the topology of a curve.
Altogether, ending one component and starting a new one decreases the potential
function Φ by at most O(log X ). An easy modification of the proof of Lemma 6.6.1
now implies that after each iteration of SIMPLETRACE, we have ∆≤ 2∑Ni=1 lg x[i] +
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O(t lg X ), where t is the number of components we have completely traced so far.
Lemma 6.4.1 implies that any reduced normal curve has O(n) components. We
conclude that SIMPLETRACE(N) executes at most O(N log X ) = O(n log X ) phases;
each phase trivially requires O(n) time. 
When we trace curves with multiple components, we also record the start and
end of each component in the tracing history. We omit the straightforward but
tedious details.
6.7 Untracing
Several of the problems we consider ask for the normal coordinates of one or more
components of the input curve, with respect to the input triangulation. These coor-
dinates can be recovered from the street complex and some additional information,
essentially by running the tracing algorithm backward. We emphasize that recover-
ing the normal coordinates of a curve from the street complex alone is impossible;
two curves may have combinatorially isomorphic street complexes even if they are
not normal isotopic.
6.7.1 Untracing from history
The simplest method to untrace a curve uses the full history of the street complex,
as defined in Section 6.5.3. The normal coordinates of any normal curve γ can be
recovered from a straight-line program of length T encoding the crossing sequences
of γ’s components, by straightforward dynamic programming, in O(nT) time [90,
166,179].
Our untracing algorithm maintains the street coordinates of the already-untraced
components in the devolving street complex. Initially, all street coordinates are
equal to zero; when the curve is completely untraced, the streets degenerate to
edges, and the street coordinates are the required edge coordinates. We can then
easily recover the corner coordinates in O(n) time.
Lemma 6.7.1. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, let γ be a reduced normal
curve in Σ with total crossing number X , and let λ be the union of any subset of
components of γ. Given the street complex S(T,γ) and its history, we can compute
the normal coordinates of λ with respect to T in O(n2 log X ) time.
Proof: Our untracing algorithm maintains an array st[1 .. N] of street coordinates,
initially all equal to zero, and a bit φ that indicates whether we are currently
untracing a component of λ. We consider the phases stored in the history in reverse
order. To undo a phase with parameters (a;`; m; i0, i1, . . . , im−1), we update the
street coordinates as follows:
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d ← d`/me − 1
for j← 0 to m− 1
st[i j]← st[i j] + d · (st[a] +φ)
for j← 0 to (`− 1)mod m
st[i j]← st[i j] + (st[a] +φ)
(Compare with the ABSTRACTTRACING algorithm in Figure 6.7.) Some additional
bookkeeping is required at the beginning and end of each component of γ; we omit
the straightforward but tedious details. Note that the street coordinates st[· · · ] do
not actually change until we start untracing a component of λ. When the algorithm
ends, the array st[· · · ] contains the edge coordinates of λ; we can then easily recover
the corner coordinates of λ in O(n) time.
Since we spend O(m) time untracing each phase, the total time to untrace the
entire curve is the same as the time spent tracing the curve, up to small constant
factors. The O(n2 log X ) time bound now follows directly from Theorem 6.6.7. 
6.7.2 Untracing without history
Even without the complete tracing history, we can untrace a curve γ given only the
crossing lengths of every street in street complex S(T,γ). In fact, it is not necessary
to follow the tracing algorithm backward; we can untrace the components of γ in
any order, starting each cycle component at any crossing.
Lemma 6.7.2. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, let γ be a reduced normal
curve in Σ with total crossing number X , and let λ be the union of any subset of
components of γ. Given the street complex S(T,γ) and the crossing length of
every street, we can compute the normal coordinates of λ with respect to T in
O(n2 log X ) time.
Proof: Our untracing algorithm maintains the devolving street complex, its associ-
ated street and junction coordinates (all initially zero), and an array x[1 .. N] storing
the crossing lengths of each street. Our algorithm untraces every component of γ\λ
(in arbitrary order), resets all street and junction coordinates to 0, and then untraces
the components of λ (again in arbitrary order). When the algorithm terminates, all
crossing lengths are equal to 1, and the street and junction coordinates are just the
normal coordinates of λ.
First consider the untracing process for a single component of γ. Following the
intuition of the tracing algorithm, we maintain a normal subpath pi that is shrinking
from one end toward the other. The last segment of pi either separates two streets
or separates a street and a junction. We can easily remove the last segment of and
update the appropriate street coordinates and crossing lengths in O(1) time, by
time-reversing the case analysis in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
To complete the proof, it remains only to prove that we can untrace any spiral of
any depth through m distinct streets in O(m) time. The last segment of pi is a spiral
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if and only if the junction incident to the end of the active street is also incident to
the active street along another edge; see Figures 6.6 and 6.9. This condition can be
tested easily in constant time at each step.
Figure 6.9. After tracing a spiral, the active street is incident to itself at the terminal junction.
Without loss of generality, suppose the street to the left of the last segment of pi
has greater crossing length than the street to the right, as in Figure 6.9. The active
street a is left of the last segment of pi, and the m directed streets and junctions
traversed by the spiral are incident to the right side of the active street. Thus, we
can recover the number m and indices i0, i1, . . . , im−1 of the relevant streets in O(m)






To untrace d complete turns of the spiral, we add d · (st[a]+ 1) to the m relevant
street and junction coordinates (where st[a] is the street coordinate of the active
street) and subtract d ·∑m−1j=0 x[i j] from the active crossing length x[a]. We then
untrace the last `mod m steps of the spiral by brute force in constant time each.
Although computing the length ` of the spiral is straightforward, it is not actually
necessary. The total time to untrace the entire spiral is O(m), as required. 
6.7.3 Abstract untracing
We can also analyze our tracing algorithm directly by considering the growth of
the street coordinates, just as we analyzed the forward tracing algorithm by the
evolution of crossing lengths. Moreover, our tracing and untracing algorithms have
the same running time (up to constant factors), we obtain a new analysis of our
tracing algorithm. Although our backward analysis leads to the same asymptotic
time bound O(n2 log X ), we obtain more refined bounds for connected normal curves
in terms of the bit-complexity of the normal coordinates. As in Section 6.6, N = Θ(n)
denotes the number of streets in the current street complex.
First, suppose we are untracing a connected normal curve. Again, we ignore the
actual topology of the curve and consider instead the abstract algorithm shown in
Figure 6.10.
The values in the array st[1 .. N] correspond to the street coordinates of the N
streets. At the end of each backward phase, the current active street becomes one
of the streets traversed (and therefore widened) in the next phase; we re-index
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ABSTRACTUNTRACE(N):




choose an integer a ∈ [N]
choose an integer m ∈ [N]
choose an integer ` ≥ m
choose a vector (i1, . . . , im−1) ∈ [N]m−1
d ← d`/me − 1
for j← 0 to m− 1
w[i j]← w[i j] + d · (st[a] + 1)
for j← 0 to (`− 1)mod m
w[i j]← w[i j] + (st[a] + 1)
i0← a
Figure 6.10. Our abstract untracing algorithm.
the streets in each spiral so that i0 is always the index of the previous active street.
As in the forward analysis, we conservatively assume that the parameters of each
phase and the termination condition for the main loop are determined adversarially
instead of by the topology or tracing history of the curve.
As in the forward analysis, to maximize the number of phases, we can assume
conservatively that m = 1 in every phase, which simplifies the abstract algorithm
to the form shown in Figure 6.11. To simplify the algorithm further, we work with
an array w[1, .. N] of street widths, where w[i] = st[i] + 1 for all i. Again, we
introduce a new variable ∆ strictly for purposes of analysis. Except for variable
names, SIMPLEUNTRACE is identical to our earlier algorithm SIMPLETRACE, so our
earlier analysis applies immediately.
SIMPLEUNTRACE(n):





choose an index a ∈ [n]
choose an integer δ ≥ 1
w[i]← w[i] +δ ·w[a]
∆←∆+ lg(δ+ 1)
i← a
Figure 6.11. Our simplified abstract untracing algorithm; compare with Figure 6.8.
Lemma 6.7.3. ABSTRACTUNTRACE(N) runs for at most 2W = O(N log X ) phases
and O(nW ) = O(n2 log X ) total time, where W is the final value of
∑N
i=1 lg w[i] and
X is the final value of
∑N
i=1 w[i].
Again, both bounds in Lemma 6.7.3 are tight in the worst case.
Ignoring lower-order terms, the parameter W is the number of bits needed to
store the edge coordinates of the traced curve γ; Schaefer et al. [163, 166, 179]
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call W the normal complexity of γ. Recall from Section 6.6.1 that L is the total
number of bits needed to store the crossing lengths in the street complex S(T,γ).
Both W and L are between Ω(n+ log X ) and O(n log X ), which implies the crude
bounds W = O(nL) and L = O(nW ). In fact, these crude bounds are tight in the
worst case, even for actual curves; we leave the proof as an amusing exercise for
the reader.
Corollary 6.7.4. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a con-
nected normal curve in Σ. Given the normal coordinates of γ, we can trace γ in
O(n ·min{L, W}) time, where W is the total bit-length of the normal coordinates of
γ, and L is the total bit-length of all crossing lengths in the resulting street complex
S(T,γ).
The backward analysis can be extended to disconnected reduced curves, exactly
as in Section 6.6. However, since the resulting time bound does not improve our
earlier analysis, we omit further details.
6.8 Normal coordinate algorithms
In this section, we describe efficient algorithms for several problems involving
normal curves represented by their normal coordinates. For each of our algorithms,
the input consists of a surface Σ composed of n triangles and the edge and corner
coordinates of either one or two normal curves with total crossing length at most X .
6.8.1 One component
Theorem 6.8.1. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a normal
curve in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its normal coordinates. We
can determine whether γ is connected in O(n2 log X ) time.
Proof: The input curve γ is connected if and only if, after tracing an arbitrary
component of γ, every street coordinate in the resulting street complex is equal
to zero. Because we need only trace one component of γ, the result now follows
immediately from Theorem 6.6.4. 
Štefankovic described an algorithm to test whether a normal curve γ is con-
nected in O(W ) = O(n log X ) time, where W is the bit-complexity of γ’s normal
coordinates [179, Observation 3.3.1]. Our backward analysis in Section 6.7.3 ac-
tually implies that our algorithm actually runs in O(nW ′) time, where W ′ is the
bit-complexity of the normal coordinates of just the traced component of γ.
Theorem 6.8.2. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles; let γ be a normal curve
in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its normal coordinates; and let x
be any intersection point of γ with an edge of Σ, represented by its index along that
edge. We can compute the normal coordinates of the component of γ containing x
in O(n2 log X ) time.
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Proof: Suppose x is the ith crossing point along some edge e; let γ(e) denote
the number of crossings between γ and e; and let γx denote the component of γ
containing x . We trace γx starting at x , by splitting e into two smaller edges with
street coordinates i − 1 and γ(e)− i; these two new edges and e define a fork. If
γx is a cycle, the tracing algorithm eventually reaches x again. Otherwise, when
the tracing algorithm reaches an endpoint y of γx , we continue the trace from x
to the other endpoint, as if starting a new component of γ. (Alternatively, we can
simply start over and trace γx from y to the other endpoint.) In all cases, tracing γx
requires O(n2 log X ) time. Finally, to recover the normal coordinates of γx , we reset
all the street and junction coordinates in S(Σ,γx) to zero and then untrace γx , using
either Lemma 6.7.1 or Lemma 6.7.2. 
Štefankovic described an algorithm for this problem that runs in O(nW ) =
O(n2 log X ) time; see the proof of Lemma 3.3.3 in his thesis [179]. Like the previous
theorem, more careful analysis implies that our algorithm runs in O(nW ′) time,
where W ′ is the bit-complexity of the normal coordinates of γx .
6.8.2 Forward and reverse indexing
Let x be a point of intersection between γ with an edge e of the surface triangulation.
The edge-index of x is the position of x in the sequence of intersection points along
e (directed arbitrarily). Similarly, if x lies on an arc component of γ, the arc-index
of x is the position of x in the sequence of intersection points along that arc (again,
directed arbitrarily). Schaefer et al. [163] describe an algorithm to compute the
arc-index of an intersection point from its edge-index in time polynomial in n log X .
We can more efficiently transform either index into the other using our tracing and
untracing algorithms.
Theorem 6.8.3. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles; let γ be a normal arc
in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its normal coordinates; and let x
be any intersection point of γ with an edge e of Σ, represented by its edge-index.
We can compute the arc-index of x in O(n2 log X ) time.
Proof: We trace γ against its chosen indexing direction, starting at x . As we trace γ,
we maintain the crossing lengths of all streets in the evolving street complex. Also,
whenever we traverse a street, we add its crossing length to a running counter. Then
the trace reaches the boundary of Σ, the counter contains the arc-index of x . 
Theorem 6.8.4. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles; let γ be a normal arc
in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its normal coordinates; and let x
be any intersection point of γ with an edge of Σ, represented by its arc-index. We
can compute the edge containing x and the index of x along that edge in O(n2 log X )
time.
Proof: We trace γ along its chosen indexing direction, starting at one boundary
point, maintaining the crossing lengths of all streets. Whenever the tracing algorithm
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traverses a street, we add its crossing length to a running counter. When the counter
reaches the curve-index of x , we stop the tracing algorithm and add a fork to the
street complex at the point x . Note that x may lie in the interior of the last street
traversed by the trace. We then untrace the traced subpath of γ, again starting at
the boundary endpoint and untracing toward x . When the untracing algorithm
reaches x , the desired edge-index is one of the street coordinates of the fork. 
6.8.3 Normal isotopy classes
Theorem 6.8.5. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a normal
curve in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its normal coordinates. We
can compute the number of normal isotopy classes of components of γ and the
number of components in each normal isotopy class in O(n2 log X ) time.
Proof: We begin by counting and deleting the trivial components of γ. The number
of trivial components that separate any vertex v from the other vertices is just the
minimum of the corner coordinates incident to v. Thus, we can easily count all
trivial components and delete them from γ, by reducing the appropriate normal
coordinates, in O(n) time. We separately record the number of trivial cycles and the
number of trivial arcs with endpoints on each boundary cycle.
Next, we repeatedly trace one component of γ and then count and remove
all other components in the same normal isotopy class, as follows. Suppose we
have already traced components γ1, . . . ,γi−1. Let γˆ<i denote the reduced normal
curve γ1 ∪ · · · ∪ γi−1, and let γ≥i denote the union of all components of γ that are
not normal-isotopic to any component of γˆ<i . In particular, we have γˆ<1 = ∅ and
γ≥1 = γ. By assumption, we have computed the street complex S(T, γˆ<i) as well
as the street and junction coordinates of γ≥i . Let x be the leftmost intersection
point between γ≥i and some non-redundant port p in S(T, γˆ<i), and let γi denote
the component of γ≥i that contains x . We trace γi through S(T, γˆ<i) to produce
the street complex S(T, γˆ<(i+1)), along with the street and junction coordinates of
γ≥i \ γi . The number of other components of γ that are normal isotopic to γi is
the minimum of the junction coordinates just to the right of γi in the new street
complex S(T, γˆ<(i+1)). Thus, we can easily count these components and reduce the
appropriate street and junction coordinates in O(n) time, thereby computing the
street and junction coordinates of γ≥(i+1).
Theorem 6.6.7 implies that the total time spent tracing all components γi is
O(n2 log X ). Lemma 6.4.1 implies that there are at most O(n) normal-isotopy
classes of components in γ, so the total time spent counting and removing parallel
components of γ is only O(n2). 
The output of the above algorithm is the street complex S(Σ, γˆ). Štefankovic
described an algorithm to count normal isotopy classes in O(n3 log2 X ) time [179,
Lemma 3.3.3]; his algorithm actually computes the normal coordinates of one
component in each class. We can compute the same output representation by
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independently untracing each component of γˆ, using either Lemma 6.7.1 or Lemma
6.7.2. Corollary 6.4.2 implies that the total time to untrace all components is
O(n3 log X ), which is still slightly faster than Štefankovic’s algorithm.
Corollary 6.8.6. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a normal
curve in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its normal coordinates. We
can compute the normal coordinates of each normal-isotopy class of components of
γ in O(n3 log X ) time.
Theorem 6.8.5 also implies immediately that we can compute the number of
components of a given normal curve in O(n2 log X ). Štefankovic described an
algorithm that solves this problem in O(n log X ) time [179, Observation 3.3.1].
Corollary 6.8.7. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a normal
curve in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its normal coordinates. We
can compute the number of components of γ in O(n2 log X ) time.
6.8.4 Isotopy classes
Theorem 6.8.8. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a normal
curve in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its normal coordinates. We
can compute the number of isotopy classes of components of γ and the number of
components in each isotopy class in O(n2 log X ) time.
Proof: We begin by computing the number and multiplicities of the normal isotopy
classes of components of γ in O(n2 log X ) time, as described in the proof of Theorem
6.8.5. Let γˆ be the reduced curve containing one component of γ in each non-trivial
normal isotopy class, and let γ1,γ2, . . . denote the components of γˆ. The rest of the
algorithm requires only O(n) time.
Next we compute the Euler characteristic of the components of Σ \ γˆ; to avoid
confusion, we will refer to the components of Σ \ γˆ as pieces. Because each curve
γi is a simple arc or cycle in the 1-skeleton of the street complex S(T, γˆ), we can
compute the Euler characteristic of every piece in O(n) time using a depth-first
search in the dual graph of S(T, γˆ) [76]. In particular, we can identify which pieces
are disks (χ = 1) and annuli (χ = 0).
We can now cluster the components of γˆ into isotopy classes as follows. Call a
cycle or arc γi obviously contractible if it is the only component of γˆ on the boundary
of a disk piece. Call any two arcs γi and γj obviously isotopic if they are the only
components of γˆ on the boundary of a disk piece. Finally, call any two cycles γi and
γj obviously isotopic if they comprise the boundary of an annulus piece. Let G be the
graph whose nodes are the components of γˆ and whose edges connect obviously
isotopic components. This graph has O(n) nodes and O(n) edges, and we can easily
construct in O(n) time.
An arc or cycle in γˆ is contractible if and only if it lies in the same component of
G as an obviously contractible arc or cycle, and two arcs or cycles in γˆ are isotopic
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if and only if they lie in the same component of G. Thus, we can easily cluster the
components of γˆ into isotopy classes in O(n) time. We can also compute the number
of components of γ in each isotopy class in O(n) time by adding the sizes of the
appropriate normal-isotopy classes. 
Schaefer et al. [163] describe an algorithm to compute isotopy classes of normal
curves in time polynomial in n log X .3 Their algorithm actually computes the normal
coordinates of one component in each isotopy class. We can compute these normal
coordinates by untracing one component in each isotopy class; Lemma 6.4.1 implies
that there are at most O(g + b) classes to consider.
Corollary 6.8.9. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a normal
curve in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its normal coordinates. We
can compute the normal coordinates of each isotopy class of components of γ in
O((g + b)n2 log X ) time.
6.8.5 Algebraic intersection numbers
Finally, suppose γ+ and δ+ are directed normal curves that intersect only transversely
and only at a finite number of points. We call an intersection point in γ∩δ a positive
(resp. negative) crossing if γ+ crosses δ+ from left to right (resp. from right to left)
at that point; see Figure 6.12. The algebraic intersection number ιˆ(γ+,δ+) is the
number of positive crossings minus the number of negative crossings. We easily
observe that ιˆ(γ+,δ+) = −ιˆ(δ+,γ+) = −ιˆ(γ−,δ+), where γ− is the reversal of γ+.
Algebraic intersection numbers are invariant under isotopy. In fact, the algebraic
intersection number is an invariant of the integer homology classes of the two curves;






Figure 6.12. Positive and negative crossings.
The signed edge coordinates of a directed normal curve γ+ are a list of the
algebraic intersection numbers of γ+ with each (arbitrarily oriented) edge in the
triangulation. Similarly, the signed corner coordinates of γ+ record, for each corner
of the triangulation, the number of counterclockwise elementary segments in that
corner, minus the number of clockwise segments. Reversing the direction of a
normal curve negates all of its signed normal coordinates.
3In their second paper [166], Schaefer et al. claim to have an algorithm to list the isotopy classes of
components of a given normal curve in O(gn2 log2 X ) time (in our notation); however, no such result
appears in any of their papers [163,166,179]. In particular, it is unclear how to determine whether two
components of γˆ are isotopic using Štefankovic’s techniques [179].
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Signed normal coordinates do not determine a unique curve up to normal
isotopy; nevertheless, given the signed normal coordinates of γ+ and δ+, we can
compute ıˆ(γ+,δ+) in O(n) time by choosing an appropriate drawing of the two
curves [163]. For each edge of the triangulation, we move all intersections with γ+
close to one of the endpoints, chosen arbitrarily, and all intersections with δ+ close
to the other endpoint, and we then draw every elementary segment as a straight
line segment, as shown in Figure 6.13. Then it is easy to compute the number of
positive and negative crossings within each triangle in constant time, by multiplying
at most six pairs of signed corner coordinates.
Figure 6.13. Intersection patterns of two normal curves within a single triangle.
Given the (unsigned) normal coordinates of an undirected normal arc or cycle
γ, we can compute the signed normal coordinates of some orientation γ+ of γ as
follows. We begin by tracing γ in the chosen direction. We give each street in the
resulting street complex S(Σ,γ) an arbitrary reference direction. Then we untrace γ,
maintaining signed street coordinates. Thus, in each untracing step, we either add
or subtract the active street coordinates, depending on whether the directions of
the active streets on either side of γ agree or disagree. The additional bookkeeping
increases the running time of the untracing algorithm by only a small constant factor.
When the untracing algorithm ends, we have the signed edge coordinates of γ+;
computing the signed corner coordinates in O(n) additional time is straightforward.
Theorem 6.8.10. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ be a con-
nected normal curve in Σ with total crossing length X , represented by its unsigned
normal coordinates. We can compute the signed normal coordinates of some orien-
tation of γ in O(n2 log X ) time.
The algebraic intersection number of two undirected normal curves γ and δ is
well-defined only if both curves are connected, and then only up to a sign change.
Formally, we define ιˆ(γ,δ) = |ˆι(γ+,δ+)|, where the directions of γ+ and δ+ are
chosen arbitrarily.
Corollary 6.8.11. Let Σ be a surface composed of n triangles, and let γ and δ be
connected normal curves in Σ with total crossing length at most X , represented by
their normal coordinates. We can compute the algebraic intersection number ιˆ(γ,δ)
in O(n2 log X ) time.
Štefankovic described algorithms to compute signed normal coordinates and
algebraic intersection numbers in O(n log X ) time [179, Observation 3.6.1], which
is a factor of O(n) faster than our algorithms.
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